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Summary
It is estimated that over half of current adults within Great Britain under the age of 65
will be diagnosed with cancer at some point in their lifetime. Medical Imaging forms an
essential part of cancer clinical protocols and is able to furnish morphological, metabolic and
functional information. The imaging of molecular interactions of biological processes in vivo
with Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is informative not only for disease detection but
also therapeutic response. The qualitative and quantitative accuracy of imaging is thus vital
in the extraction of meaningful and reproducible information from the images, allowing in-
creased sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis and precision of image guided treatment.
Furthermore the utilization of complementary information obtained via Computed Tomog-
raphy (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in integrated PET-CT and PET-MR
devices offers the potential for the synergistic effects of hybrid imaging to provide increased
detection and precision of diagnosis with reduced radiation dose in a fully comprehensive
single imaging examination. With the increasing sophistication in imaging technology respi-
ratory organ motion during imaging has demonstrated itself to be a major degrading factor
of PET image resolution. A modest estimate of respiratory motion amplitude of 5mm, re-
sults in PET system resolution degrading from ≈ 5mm to ≈ 8.5mm. This evidently has an
impact on cancer lesion detectability. Therefore accurate and robust methods for respiratory
motion correction are required for both clinical effectiveness and economic justification for
purchasing state of the art hybrid PET scanners with high resolution capabilities. In addition
the judicious use of imaging resources from hybrid imaging devices coupled with advanced
image processing / acquisition protocols will allow optimization of data used for improving
quantitative accuracy of PET images and those used for clinical interpretation. In essence it
would prove impractical to use the MR scanner purely for monitoring respiratory motion.
Numerous methods exist to attempt to correct PET imaging for respiratory motion. As pre-
sented in this thesis many methods demonstrate themselves to be ineffective in the clinical
setting where the patients breathing patterns appear irregular in comparison to the ideal-
ized situation of regular periodic motion. Advanced respiratory motion correction techniques
utilize hybrid PET/CT, PET/MR scanners coupled with an external source of information
which serves as a surrogate to build a static correspondence to the estimated internal respira-
tory motion. Static models however are unable to adapt to their external environment and do
not consider time dependent changes in the state of a system. A further confounding factor
in the development and assessment of motion correction schemes for medical imaging data
is the inability to acquire volumetric data with high contrast and high spatial and temporal
resolution which serves as a ground truth for quantifying model accuracy and confidence.
This thesis addresses both problems by analysing respiratory motion correspondence mod-
elling under a manifold learning and alignment paradigm which may be used to consolidate
many of the respiratory motion estimation models that exist today. A Bayesian approach is
adopted in this work to incorporate a-priori information into the model building stage for a
more robust, flexible adaptive respiratory motion estimation / correction framework.
This thesis constructs and tests the first proposed adaptive motion model to correlate a
surrogate signal with internal motion. This adaptive approach allows the relationship between
external surrogate signal and internal motion to change dependent upon breathing pattern
and system noise. The adaptive model was compared to a state-of-the-art static model
and allows more accurate motion estimates to be made when the patient is breathing with
an irregular pattern. Testing performed on MRI data from 9 volunteers demonstrated the
adaptive model was statistically more significant (p < 0.001) in the presence of irregular
motion in comparison to a static model. The adaptive Kalman model on average reduced the
error in motion by ≈ 30% in comparison to the static model. Utilizing the adaptive model
during a typical PET study would theoretically result in ≈ 10% increase in PET resolution
in comparison to relying on a static model alone for motion correction. The adaptive Kalman
model has the capability to increase the performance of PET system resolution from ≈ 8.5mm
to ≈ 5.8mm, ≈ 30%. A simulated PET study also demonstrated ≈ 30% increase in tumour
uptake when using motion correction.
Also demonstrated in the thesis is the first method to acquire volumetric imaging data from
sparse MR samples during free breathing to allow the realization of high contrast, high resolu-
tion 4D models of respiratory motion using limited acquired data . The developed framework
facilitates greater freedom in the acquisition of free breathing respiratory motion sequences
which may be used to inform motion modelling methods in a range of imaging modalities as
well as informing the development of generalizable models of human respiration. It is shown
that the developed approach can provide equivalent motion vector fields in comparison to
fully sampled 4D dynamic data. The incorporation of the manifold alignment step into the
sparse motion model reduces the error in motion estimates by ≈ 16%. Example images of
propagated motion are also presented as supplementary information.
The thesis concludes by generalizing the concepts in this work and looking to utilize the
developed methods to other problems in the medical imaging arena.
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Glossary
PET Positron Emission Tomography.
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
CT Computed Tomography.
US Ultra-Sound.
NM Nuclear Medicine.
SPECT Single Photon Emisison Tomography.
18FDG Fluorine-18-Fluorodeoxyglucose.
γ Gamma ray.
e+ positron.
LOR Line of response.
e− Electron.
v Neutrino.
p Protons.
n Neutron.
T Tesla.
B0 Static magnetic field.
B1 Time varying magnetic field or radio frequency pulse.
kVp Peak Kilo Voltage.
keV Kilo electron Voltage.
µ Linear attenuation coefficients.
SUV Standard Uptake Value.
SUV(max) Maximum Standard Uptake Value.
FOV Field of View.
FBP Filtered Back Projection.
OSEM Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization.
MLEM Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization.
FT Fourier Transform.
j Image split into discrete voxels j=1,2..J.
i Detector pair i.
f(x,y) Spatial distribution of radioactivity.
p(s, θ) Projection of radioactivity distribution.
X Voxelized image with voxels j = 1..J .
xj Unobserved emissions from voxel j modelled as poisson.
xi,j Unobserved emissions from voxel j being detected in detector bin i.
λj Expected value of emission from voxel j.
λj,i Expected value of emission from voxel j being detected by detector pair i.
Y ∗ Total observed counts in projections.
y∗i Total observed counts in detector pair i.
yˆi Expected value of emissions measured in detector pair i.
A System matrix with elements aj,i.
ai,j Probability of emission from voxel j being detected in detector bin i.∑
i=1..I
a(i,j) Back projection operator.∑
j′=1..J
a(i,j′)λ
n
j′ Projection of estimated emissions for voxels along line integral j′.
EM Expectation Maximization.
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FWHM Full Width Half Maximum.
ACF Attenuation Correction Factors.
Rp Effective positron range resolution.
Ri Intrinsic detector resolution.
Rb Effective block effect resolution.
Ra Effective acollinearity resolution.
PMT Photomultiplier tube.
Rmotion FWHM of distribution of patients motion.
SI Superior-Inferior, anatomical position corresponding to head and feet respectively.
lat Lateral refers to the sides.
AP Anterior-Posterior,anatomical position corresponding to front and back respectively.
W x→0 Transformation of system matrix from frame x to reference frame.
PCA Principal Component Analysis.
HMM Hidden Markov Model.
PF Particle Filter.
KF kalman Filter.
xk Hidden organ deformations.
zk External chest observations.
Ak Transition model discrete time.
Bk Observation model continuous time.
k Uncertainty in transition model.
wk Uncertainty in observation model.
p(xx|z1:k) Posterior distribution of hidden state variable conditional on batch of observations.
p(xk|z1:k−1) Prior distribution of hidden state variable conditional on batch of observations.
xˆk|1:k Expected value of posterior distribution.
xˆk|1:k−1 Expected value of prior distribution.
Gk Kalman Gain.
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error.
XCAT 4D extended cardiac torso phantom.
ICP Iterative Closest Point registration algorithm.
VAR Vector Autoregressive Model.
J k Smoother gain.
Φx Projection operator from dense domain to latent.
Φr Projection operator from sparse domain to latent.
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Chapter 1
Thesis Overview
With increasing performance in PET scanner technology and data correction procedures,
respiratory motion during imaging serves as a major degrading factor in image quality. Pa-
tient motion in PET has a detrimental effect on measured tracer uptake, lesion position
and lesion size. This results in errors in detectability and quantification, leading to prob-
lems in disease staging, radiotherapy planning and other clinical/research PET applications.
Throughout this thesis respiratory motion detection refers to the process of quantifying a
dynamic respiratory signal. This may be from internally derived data such as emissions de-
tected throughout a PET scan, a dynamic MR slice through the abdominal thoracic cavity
or external motion such as the observations of the chest wall. Motion estimation refers to
utilizing this quantifiable motion signal to estimate how the dynamic data has moved which
resulted in the degradation of image quality. Motion correction is the process of using the
estimated motion to remove the motion artefact from the imaging data. This thesis exam-
ines methods to estimate and hence correct for respiratory motion in medical imaging with
particular application to PET imaging. It is desirable to accurately estimate a patients in-
ternal respiratory motion to: (1) prevent image blurring of the diagnostic data; (2) facilitate
increased accuracy of the anatomical localization of PET uptake and (3) allow more exact
data corrections to be applied. The overarching aim of such a correction is to produce PET
images with greater quantitative and qualitative diagnostic accuracy. Inevitably this involves
the incorporation of complementary information to improve the PET image through hybrid
imaging technologies, namely PET/MR and PET/CT systems.
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Many methods have been introduced to compensate for respiratory motion. The conven-
tional method to obtain a representation of motion free PET images is to use gating which is
explored in detail in section 3.6. Gating divides the image acquisition into a pre-determined
number of frames dictated by the time of an average respiratory cycle; this involves detect-
ing motion but making no subsequent estimation or correction. During respiratory gating
emission data is typically binned into eight equally spaced time intervals that represent one
average respiratory cycle. Each frame can subsequently be re-aligned to remove image blur-
ring. However, the inherent low count statistics in NM imaging results in a low signal to noise
ratio (SNR) in each individual frame [1]. Furthermore for accurate quantitative PET images
attenuation correction which accounts for radiation attenuation properties of the tissue is
mandatory. Usually the attenuation map in a stand-alone PET or PET/CT is obtained from
a transmission scan or from a CT image. The transmission scan traditionally used a rotating
Ge68 source and took several minutes to acquire thus corrupting the calculated attenuation
values with respiratory motion [2]. Attenuation values calculated from a CT scan do not suffer
this motion corruption and offer a snapshot of anatomy in time; thus for accurate attenuation
correction of a gated PET/CT study it is also necessary for a phase matched CT map for
each individual frame[3]. Numerous CT images will however increase radiation burden to
the patient. Hybrid PET/MR imaging offers a solution to reduce radiation burden to the
patient whilst also offering an avenue to pursue both attenuation and motion correction of
PET images. MR signals however are not directly related to tissue density making it difficult
to derive attenuation maps used for PET. Numerous approaches have been proposed [4] to
convert the MR images to linear attenuation coefficient, also the strong magnetic fields in MR
do not permit a rotating PET transmission source or a CT device to be integrated making
attenuation correction for PET/MR an active area of research [5]. Furthermore gating tech-
niques neglect inter-frame motion and inter-cycle variability, relying on the assumption that
the patient breathes in a regular fashion. In reality the respiratory pattern may demonstrate
a large amount of variation and irregularity [6].
The primary objective of the thesis is therefore to estimate respiratory motion whilst the
patient is breathing continuously or “free breathing” in order to correct PET imaging data.
To this avail two novel techniques to estimate continuous respiratory motion are developed.
Firstly, respiratory motion is cast as a linear dynamical system and a Kalman filter is used to
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estimate motion from external chest observations alone. An expectation maximization algo-
rithm is incorporated for adaptive system identification during respiration. The term adaptive
refers to the nature of the variable parameters of the dynamical system which describe the
respiratory motion whilst the expectation maximization algorithm is an optimization process
used to adjust these variable parameters. It is proposed that an adaptive approach is a more
suitable technique when considering free breathing motion estimation due to its inherent
variability. Secondly, a framework is designed to facilitate the realization of high resolution,
high contrast 4D free-breathing respiratory motion using sparse sampling of MRI in order to
expedite accurate respiratory motion modelling for medical imaging; with particular appli-
cation in the emergent area of PET/MR imaging. Manifold learning and alignment provide
the major themes of the theoretical framework for motion modelling presented in this thesis.
Respiration is considered as the generative source of high dimensional internal and external
data which have a shared latent semantic structure. In laymans terms respiration can be
observed internally for example using MRI or externally using an external camera. The high
dimensional data derived from each originate from the same physical phenomenon, i.e respi-
ration and are therefore related. This relationship is however difficult to observe given the
complexities of the signals but may be probed following data processing which casts the data
into a latent or lower dimensional domain or manifold. Manifold learning allows us to ex-
plore this manifold subspace whilst alignment allows us to combine varying observed sources
of respiratory motion to transfer knowledge from one domain to another. This facilitates the
estimation and hence correction or simulation of 4D internal motion from observational data.
The thesis is organized as follows Chapter 2 provides an introduction to medical imaging.
Chapter 3 further advanced background of PET and imaging and the effect of respiratory
motion. This is followed by a review of existing proposed methods to correct for respiratory
motion, together with their advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 4 introduces medical
imaging data used during the development of the thesis together with its processing and regis-
tration to accurately estimate the inherent respiratory motion within each sequence. Chapter
5 introduces mathematical preliminaries of dimensionality reduction / manifold learning and
alignment which is utilized as part of the developed methodology. Chapter 5 also describes
and evaluates the application of an adaptive kalman filter to estimate and hence correct
respiratory motion by casting respiratory motion as a hidden markov problem. Chapter 6
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demonstrates the ability to simulate respiratory motion from a disparate source of external
irregular respiratory motion and uses this result to assess the adaptive Kalman filter model.
Chapter 7 explains and assesses the framework to construct 4D free-breathing respiratory
motion from sparse dynamic MRI samples to build high contrast, high resolution 4D models
of free-breathing respiratory motion via constrained articulation. Chapter 8 presents general
conclusions to the work and outlines suggestions for future work.
Portions of the thesis are published in a number of conference proceedings described below.
• Static respiratory motion modelling using the Kalman Filter as a correspondence model:
- Recursive Bayesian Estimation for Respiratory Motion Correction in Nuclear Medicine
Imaging [7].
• Adaptive respiratory motion modelling with the Kalman filter Using Expectation Max-
imization:
- Adaptive Recursive Bayesian Estimation for Respiratory Motion Correction in
Nuclear Medicine Imaging [8].
- Motion Estimation For Nuclear Medicine: A Probabilistic Approach [9].
• The design of the framework to construct 4D free breathing respiratory motion from
sparse dynamic samples of MRI data:
- Toward a Framework for High Resolution Parametric Respiratory Motion Mod-
elling [10].
- Dense Motion Propagation from Sparse Samples for Free Breathing Respiratory
Motion Modelling [11].
Chapter 2
Introduction
Over half of current adults within Great Britain under the age of 65 years will be diagnosed
with cancer at some point in their lifetime [12]. Medical Imaging forms an essential part
of cancer clinical protocols and is able to furnish morphological, metabolic and functional
information. This complementary information provides a cornerstone in diagnosing, staging,
therapy planning and image guided therapy. Similarly targeted imaging of receptors, gene
therapy expression and cancer stem cells are research activities that will translate into clini-
cal use within the next decade [13]. The qualitative and quantitative accuracy of imaging is
vital in the extraction of meaningful and reproducible information from the images, allowing
increased sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis and precision of image guided treatment.
With increasing sophistication in imaging technology respiratory organ motion during imag-
ing has demonstrated itself to be a limiting factor in the aforementioned areas. The aim of
this thesis is to develop methodologies to estimate and hence correct medical images for the
degradation caused by respiratory motion. Firstly, an overview of medical imaging is given,
this is then followed by a more focussed description of the problems tackled in the thesis.
2.1 Overview of Medical Imaging
As the term suggests ”Medical Imaging” is the process of obtaining a visual representation
of structure and / or function of anatomy to aid in clinical diagnosis and treatment of dis-
ease. The medical speciality that describes such investigations is termed radiology, which
has three branches: (i) Diagnostic radiology, which pertains to non invasive medical imaging;
ii) Interventional radiology, which describes image-guided procedures and finally (iii) thera-
peutic radiology / radiation oncology, which uses radiation, usually guided by information
14
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Figure 2.1: Example images showing PET, CT and MRI. PET allows the imaging of func-
tion (predominantly glucose metabolism using Fluorodeoxyglucose 18F − FDG) whilst CT
and MRI (T1 weighted) are predominantly used for anatomical imaging of hard and soft
tissue respectively.
obtained from medical images, to treat disease. The main focus of this work deals with non
invasive, diagnostic medical imaging, of which, four main imaging modalities exist; Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT), Ultra-Sound (US) and Nuclear
Medicine (NM) imaging. Distinctive complementary information is obtained from each of
these modalities as a result of their different physical acquisition principles. Figure 2.1 gives
examples of a whole body PET (PET), a sub-modality of the NM modality, CT and MRI
image highlighting the complementary information contained within each. A brief overview
of each modality is included; to pose the thesis problem statement, a more advanced descrip-
tion of a sub-speciality of NM, namely Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is described in
section 3.2.
2.1.1 Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
Nuclear medicine Imaging is a powerful technique in visualizing radio-pharmaceutically tar-
geted biological processes. Both Single Photon Emission Tomography (SPECT) and Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) form sub-modalities of NM imaging. PET, in comparison to
SPECT has increased spatial, contrast and temporal resolution. This, coupled with PETs
ability to quantify the degree of uptake of the radio-pharmaceutical and increased sensitivity
of instrumentation [14] motivates the need for accurate methods to prevent PET image degra-
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dation, particularly from motion. Positron Emission Tomography is therefore considered in
this work; however, many methods and techniques probed can apply themselves equally to
SPECT imaging.
PET imaging allows visualization of physiological functions in-vivo with wide ranging diag-
nostic applications in oncology, cardiology and neurology [15]. PET imaging is also used in
therapeutic radiology to guide cancer treatment and monitor it’s therapeutic response. A
precursor to the PET image acquisition is the administration, usually by intravenous injec-
tion, of a radio pharmaceutical to the patient. This is often termed a PET tracer, which upon
decay of protons (p) to neutrons (n) emits positrons (e+). The pharmaceutical chosen is de-
pendent upon its ability to probe the biochemical function of interest within the human body
and its feasibility of being labelled with a positron-emitting radionuclide. Numerous PET
tracers exist and are being developed [16] to further enhance the clinical utility of molecular
imaging. Fluorine-18 Fluorodeoxyglucose 18FDG an analogue of glucose is the most widely
used PET tracer providing a marker for glucose metabolic rate.
Malignant cells have higher rates of aerobic glycolysis than normal tissues [17] in order to meet
energy needs. 18FDG therefore accumulates in higher concentration ratios in most tumours
in comparison to normal tissue [18] proving vital in diagnosis and follow up in oncology.
Upon radio tracer administration the patient is placed within the bore of the PET scanner.
Scintillation detectors positioned around the patient detect pairs of anti-parallel 511 keV
gamma (γ) photons resultant from the annihilation of the emitted positrons (e+) and nearby
electrons (e−) (figure 2.2). In a PET camera, each detector generates a timed pulse when
it registers an incident photon. These pulses are combined in co-incidence circuitry, and if
the pulses fall within a short time window, they are deemed to be coincident. A coincidence
event is assigned to a line of response (LOR) joining the two relevant detectors. For whole-
body scanning, detected events are collected as the patient is moved sequentially through the
PET scanner. This allows a representation of an image of the underlying radioactivity and
thus physiological process to be reconstructed. Dependent upon the type of investigation,
efficiency of the PET system and the amount of radioactivity administered, each step through
the scanner lasts of the order of 2-5 minutes. A typical oncology study lasts of the order of
30 minutes [19].
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Figure 2.2: Overview of PET image formation [20] [21]
2.1.2 Quantitative Imaging
An advantage of PET imaging is its ability to quantify biological processes. The standard
uptake value (SUV) serves as a fundamental parameter to such avail. The SUV may be
calculated pixel-wise or over a region of interest and is defined as the ratio of the radioactivity
tissue concentration to the injected activity normalized to bodyweight (equation 2.1).
SUV = Tissue radioactivity concentration(MBq/kg)Injected activity (MBq)/body weight (kg) (2.1)
The maximum standard uptake value(SUV(max)), defined as the maximum normalized tissue
radioactivity concentration in a defined region of interest has been shown to yield an associ-
ation with tumour aggressiveness and patient prognosis [22][23]. The SUV is commonly used
during 18FDG investigations to guide oncological clinical decision making by characterizing
lesions and monitoring the response to therapy. Other potential applications include image-
guided therapies and creation of radiotherapy treatment plans based on biological factors
such as tumour hypoxia [24]. However, many factors affect the variability in the quantifi-
cation of SUV values [25]. A pertinent challenge in addressing this issue is to correct for
prominent physical factors that perturb the imaging process to allow an accurate measure of
tracer contribution in-vivo to be obtained [26]. For completeness an overview of these data
correction challenges are included in section 3.2.2. Respiratory motion during the prolonged
PET investigation serves as a prominent degrading factor of PET images. Continuous motion
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Figure 2.3: Hydrogen nuclei align and precess (out of phase) in the presence of a static
magnetic field
throughout the PET acquisition accumulates, the detected emissions are an amalgamation of
annihilation events when the patient is at a multitude of different respiratory poses through-
out the study. The final image is thus a summation of the information gained over the whole
imaging period. This motion averaging results in a blurring of the PET data which requires
correction.
2.1.3 Anatomical Imaging
The images produced from PET imaging are termed functional images. Two further imaging
modalities are addressed in the thesis, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed
Tomography (CT). Distinctive complementary information is obtained from each modality
as a result of their different physical acquisition principles.
MRI probes the relaxation properties of precessing nuclei in the presence of external magnetic
fields. Isotopes used in MRI are those which have an odd number of protons and/or neutrons
and as such an intrinsic magnetic moment and angular momentum. The hydrogen nucleus
serves this requisite and is extremely abundant in water and fat. The patient is placed in the
bore of the MRI scanner where a uniform static field (B0) (between 0.2 Tesla (T ) and 3T )
[27] aligns the randomly orientated nuclei parallel (spin up or spin down) with the external
field (figure 2.3). The application of a time varying magnetic field (B1) causes the nuclei to
precess or resonate in phase at a frequency dependent upon the element being probed and
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Figure 2.4: RF pulse causes nuclei to precess in phase resulting in a precessing transverse
component of magnetization which induces a signal in a receiver coil. The timing charac-
teristics of the rate of relaxation of this transverse component allow the properties of the
material to be imaged
strength of the magnetic field (figure 2.4). This results in an amalgamation of a precessing
transverse component of magnetization which induces a signal in a receiver coil which may
be detected. The timing characteristics of the rate of decay or relaxation of the transverse
magnetization is utilized with multiple pulse sequences of B1 to identify signals received
from different tissue types. Gradient magnetic fields are applied together with the external
field to isolate specific locations of the received signal. This causes resonance at slightly
different frequencies allowing localization of the signal. The intensity of the received signal
allows a grey scale image to be built up dependent upon the concentration of hydrogen atoms
and the properties of their relaxation. The digitized MR signal are stored in k− space which
represents the Fourier transform of the objects transverse magnetization. Magnetic resonance
images therefore typically produce detailed maps of hydrogen content such as fat or water
with good soft tissue contrast. Dependent upon the investigation the MRI scan duration can
be extensive from 10-90 minutes.
In contrast CT images reflect the x-ray absorption properties of the underlying imaged ob-
ject. This allows the disparity between material with a high and low atomic number to be
observed. The CT scanner consists of a collimated polychromatic x-ray source and a detector
housed in a gantry. A thin fan beam of x-rays, typically between 80 - 140 kVp, are incident
upon the patient before transmitted intensities are recorded by an array of detectors. As
the x-ray source rotates around the patient multiple x-ray projections of the linear attenu-
ation coefficients (µ) and hence density of the patient are collected. Reconstruction of the
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projections gives an image which represents the attenuating properties of the x-rays. The
attenuation values are expressed as CT numbers or Hounsfield units and give the linear atten-
uation values normalized to the attenuation of water and air. The CT number therefore gives
an indication of the density and type of tissue. The CT image is thus able to visualize both
bone and soft tissue but lacks the versatility and soft tissue contrast of MRI. Unlike MRI,
CT imaging also comes with the caveat of inducing ionizing radiation exposure. However the
scan duration for CT is far less than both PET and MRI investigations, lasting of the order
of seconds [28] allowing image acquisition in a single breath-hold. CT technology is also a
mature technology such that scanning is a fraction of the cost of diagnostic PET and MRI
facilities.
2.1.4 Hybrid Imaging
The complementary information obtained from each separate imaging modality may be com-
bined through both software and hardware image fusion. Software image fusion consists of
the registration and merging of imaging information from separate modalities. Hardware im-
age fusion uses dual modality or hybrid imaging systems whereby the devices of two separate
modalities are adjoined onto a single gantry. PET/CT, SPECT/CT and recently, PET/MR
[29] devices are clinically available. Traditionally the scanning process is performed sepa-
rately. For example the CT portion of the investigation is performed followed immediately
by the PET study using, effectively two separate scanners integrated into the same unit. The
co-ordinate systems of the individual devices are designed to be congruent, thus removing
the error inherent in software alignment of the images. Recently however PET/MR devices
that simultaneously acquire the PET images along with the MR images at the same time
have been introduced [30]. The anatomical information obtained from such combined devices
allows localisation of the functional abnormalities identified by SPECT or PET [31][32]. Fig-
ure 2.5 demonstrates an example of a PET/CT study with the presence of a singular nodule
being identified on PET and it’s anatomical position being identified with the CT portion
of the investigation. The fused PET-CT image thus allows localization of suspect regions
identified on the PET study. Hybrid devices result in increased specificity, sensitivity and
diagnostic accuracy of imaging. Further uses of the complementary imaging have also allowed
data corrections to be applied to the functional data, such as using the CT data to correct for
attenuation of emission photons in both SPECT [33] and PET [34]. Anatomical information
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Figure 2.5: Whole body PET,PET/CT and CT image with thyroid nodule/cancer high-
lighted
has also been incorporated into the image reconstruction process [35] to reduce noise in the
estimation of radio-pharmaceutical uptake. However, patient motion between the separate
imaging modalities induces mismatches between there spatial correspondence. This leads to
a loss of integrity in the benefits associated with hybrid imaging. This can result in lesion
mis-localization [36] and an inaccurate value of the SUV [37][38] deduced from PET imaging.
Chapter 3
Background
3.1 Advanced Principles of Magnetic Resonance Imaging
With the lack of radiation burden Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is increasingly being
used to inform estimates of patient motion during PET acquisition. The introduction of
PET-MR dual modality scanners has seen increasing interest in utilizing MR images to
improve quantitative and qualitative accuracy of PET images. MR images are used in this
thesis to validated the proposed motion estimation and correction schemes of PET images.
Furthermore the thesis develops a method to acquire full volumetric MR image data from a
reduced number of image slices acquired during free breathing. This allows the realization of
high contrast volumetric imaging data, with high spatial and temporal resolution which will
not only serve as a motion estimation scheme but also as a method to speed up MR image
acquisitions. Therefore a more advanced description of the physical acquisition principles
of MR imaging is included followed by an overview of methods to accelerate MR image
acquisition.
Principles of MRI: An MR image depicts contrast between tissues with varying hydrogen
content allowing visualization of structure and physiology. The MR signal is established by
manipulating atomic nuclei which have an unpaired proton (predominantly hydrogen). The
proton contains angular momentum also referred to as spin and thus have a net magnetic
dipole moment parallel to the rotation axis.
Exposure of the proton to an externally applied strong magnetic field (in the z direction,
B0) causes the dipole moment to orient at an angle in relative alignment with the local field
direction. This applied torque result in precession of the proton around the main field at
22
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Figure 3.1: Precession of the dipole moment of a proton about an externally applied mag-
netic field B0
an angular frequency that is dependent on the field strength (B0) and gyromagnetic ratio
γ of the hydrogen proton (42.6MHz/T) as defined by the Larmor equation (3.1), with ω
representing the Larmor frequency (figure 3.1).
ω0 = γB0 (3.1)
The gyromagnetic ratio is a constant for any given nucleus and defined by the ratio of the
proton magnetic moment and its angular momentum. The spin angular momentum for the
hydrogen proton is quantized; its magnetic moment can align in one of two states: parallel
(spin-up) or anti-parallel (spin-down) to the applied external field. The anti-parallel state is
a higher energy state; to decrease the energy of the system the magnetic moments tend to
marginally favour alignment in the low energy (spin-up) state. At 1.5 Tesla, the magnitude of
this magnetisation corresponds to approximately 1 in 105 of the dipoles aligned with the field.
This proportion is small but the total number of contributing protons is large with around
1015 protons in a 5mm3 volume. For a given volume; the excess of parallel moments defines
a net magnetization M0, as defined by equation 3.2; where ρ0 defines the proton spin density,
~ the reduced Planck constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature 2.3.
At thermal equilibrium, the net magnetization is perfectly aligned with the static magnetic
field as the phases of the spin magnetic moments are uncorrelated. The detection of the
magnetization is therefore difficult at this point (figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: The average of many precessing protons produces a net magnetization M0 that
aligns with the external field B0.
M0 =
ρ0γ2~2
4kT B0 (3.2)
Excitation Pulse and Resonance: To utilize and subsequently detect the net magnetization
a time-varying radio frequency waveform over a specific duration is utilized B1(t). The RF
energy of the pulse is generated in a direction orthogonal to the main field by a transmission
coil external to the object. The RF pulse B1 is synchronized with the Larmor frequency.
Exposure of the individual nuclei to B1 causes nuclei in the lower energy state to transition
to the higher energy state. The magnetic moments also begin to precess in phase. Dependent
upon the duration of the pulse this results in M0 being tipped by a flip angle into the x-y
plane resulting in Mxy = M0sinθ. The achieved flip angle corresponds to the time integral of
the RF pulse. Once tipped the magnetization precession in the transverse plane establishes
an electromagnetic force in a nearby receiver coil by induction which generates a voltage that
has a dependency on the density of protons in the volume and the external magnetic field
strength.
Relaxation Effects: Immediately following RF pulse application the transverse magnetiza-
tion begins to decay exponentially at an observed rate described by the time constant T ∗2 .
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Figure 3.3: The application of a radio-frequency (RF) pulse causes resonance, magnetic
moments precessing in phase and flip from a lower energy (spin-down) to a higher energy
(spin-up) state; causing the net magnetization M0 to tip into the x-y plane resulting in a
precessing Mxy magnetization which can be detected.
This results from interactions between spins that cause local field variations and subsequent
de-phasing of the magnetization vector which is dictated by local tissue properties (T2). Addi-
tionally decay is caused by inhomogeneity of the externally applied field by the time constant
T ′2. The T2 and T ′2 effects define the overall T ∗2 relaxation time (equation 3.3)
1
T ∗2
= 1
T2
+ 1
T ′2
(3.3)
Coupled with decay of the transverse magnetization is the recovery of the longitudinal mag-
netization which is described by the T1 relaxation time as the energy obtained from the RF
pulse is dissipated back into the surrounding lattice. The effects of relaxation times on the
longitudinal and transverse magnetization Mz and Mxy may be described by the Bloch equa-
tions to establish their behaviour over time; where M0 corresponds to the total equilibrium
magnetization (equation 3.5). A graphical description of longitudinal recovery and transverse
decay is shown in figure 3.4. In summary T1 reflects the length of time it takes for regrowth of
Mz back towards its initial value M0. Tissues with short T ′1s recover more quickly than those
with long T ′1s. Similarly T2 reflects the length of time it takes for the MR signal to decay in
the transverse plane. A short T2 results in signals that decay very rapidly. By manipulating
these timing differences in signal decay contrast between tissue with varying properties can
be observed.
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Figure 3.4: Recovery of longitudinal magnetization (left figure) and decay of transverse
magnetization following the application of the RF pulse.
Mxy(t) = M0e
−t
T2 (3.4)
Mz(t) = M0(1− e
−t
T1 ) (3.5)
Spatially Selective RF Pulses Using Gradients: The transverse magnetization generated by
application of an RF pulse affects all spins in a volume that are on resonance with the pulse
frequency. To provide spatial localization of spin excitation, RF pulses are performed with
simultaneously active gradients that induce an additional linear variation in magnetic field
strength along a specific direction. By the Larmor relationship, this translate to a spatial
variation in the spin frequency as determined by the achieved field along each direction,
Bx, By and Bz, in combination with the external field, M0 (equation 3.7). The magnetic field
gradient can be generalized to a vector quantity ~G = (∂Bz/∂x, ∂Bz/∂y, ∂Bz/∂z)
ω(~r) = γ(B0 +Bxiˆ+By jˆ +Bzkˆ) (3.6)
∆ω = γ ~G(t).~r (3.7)
To excite spins only located within a specific slice width, an active linear gradient is applied
in the slice direction that results in the spin frequency varying across the gradient profile.
Restricting the RF pulse to a specific bandwidth causes only those spins within that frequency
range to tip toward the transverse plane. To achieve a specific target slice thickness, ∆z within
which spins are excited, the gradient strength Gz = and RF pulse bandwidth, BW, must be
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of slice selection when applying an excitation pulse.
adjusted accordingly (equation 3.8)
∆z =
BW
γGz
(3.8)
The added effect of the applied gradient is not only a distribution of frequencies while it is
active but also a variation in the phase of spins as they precess due to their altered frequencies.
The specific phase encoded for a spin at a particular location within the gradient profiles is
calculated from the gradient integral (equation 3.9). Frequency encoding may therefore be
used for slice selection and combined with phase encoding for spatial position encoding within
a given slice.
∆ψ(~r) = −~r.[γ
∫ t
0
~G(t)dt] (3.9)
3.1.1 Pulse Sequence Design
Achieving targeted imaging of a specific plane in an object or person requires combining the
selective capability of gradients and RF pulses with the spatial frequency and phase encoding
previously described. This is accomplished using pulse sequences that describe the order
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Figure 3.6: Gradient echo pulse sequence demonstrating relative timing of slice selective
RF pulse, refocussing, pre-phasing, phase encoding and readout gradients. The Readout
trajectory through k-space with a single line along Kx acquired at each TR
of the RF pulse and gradient activation to the time window over which signal information
is acquired. A common approach for image formation and acquisition is the gradient echo
imaging method (figure 3.6). This sequence initiates with simultaneous application of an RF
pulse and slice selective gradient (GSS). Resulting phase variations across the slice profile
are corrected by a subsequent refocusing gradient that has half the area but the opposite
amplitude to the selective gradient to ensure spins are all in phase when it is complete. The
subsequent applied gradients are used to perform both phase (GPE) and frequency (GRO)
encoding of spins in the excited slice, with each spatial location in the plane possessing
a unique phase and frequency value. In the k-space formulation, the area of the applied
gradient over a specific duration corresponds to a specific spatial frequency or k-value along
the orientation that the gradient is active (equation 3.10).
~k(t) = γ2pi
∫ t
0
~G(t)dt (3.10)
The encoding performed by the combination of gradients along the x and y dimensions
effectively provides coverage of the full spatial frequency definition of its image domain rep-
resentation, which are related by Fourier transform (equation 3.11).
ρm(x, y) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
Sm(kx, ky)ei(kxx+kyy)dkxdky (3.11)
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With ρm corresponding to the image domain proton density and Sm is the measured signal
amplitude at the kx and ky spatial frequencies. Specifically, acquiring the k-space informa-
tion is achieved after slice selection by applying a phase encoding gradient with amplitude
iteratively adjusted from ±Gy between each readout to cover the range of spatial frequencies
in that dimension by establishing specific phase distributions. The subsequent dephrasing
gradient along x dephases spins prior to readout; transitioning the acquisition to a minimum
−kx value. This dephasing is refocused by the following readout gradient to form an echo,
establishing a frequency variation along the x dimension. The dephasing stage of the readout
gradient is in the inverse sign of the readout gradient during data acquisition. Moreover,
its dephasing effect is designed so that it corresponds to half of the dephasing effect of the
readout gradient during data acquisition. Consequently, during data acquisition, the readout
gradient will rephase the spins in the first half of the readout (by reversing the dephasing
effect of the dephasing lobe), and the spins will dephase in the second half (due to the dephas-
ing effect of the readout gradient). This results in the spins being in phase at the center of the
acquisition window. Each acquisition step while the readout is active corresponds to a step
along the kx spatial frequency axis. By properly defining the phase encoding, pre-phasing,
and readout gradients, k-space is sampled to enable Fourier transformation of the acquired
data to generate an image, with coverage of k-space in a Cartesian sampling pattern depicted
in figure 3.6. Each line is acquired after a single application of an RF pulse, with the time
between RF pulses defined as the repetition time, or TR, and the time between the RF and
echo formation at the center of the readout gradient specified as the echo time, or TE.
An alternative to Gradient echo is the spin echo sequence as depicted in figure 3.7. This
sequence incorporates an additional RF pulse after the initial excitation is performed that is
also slice selective, but adjusted to a 180 flip angle. The purpose of this additional pulse is to
refocus spins that have de-phased due to field inhomogeneity or T2* relaxation effects after
excitation. By timing the application of this refocusing pulse to correspond to a point at
half the target echo time, the accumulated phase that has occurred since the initial RF pulse
can be reversed to form an echo during readout, half the echo time later. The benefit of this
approach is that it enables the image to be T2 versus T2* weighted, providing an alternate
contrast or to address the sensitivity to field in-homogeneity effects.
Signal in MR Images: The signal intensity on the MR image is determined by four basic pa-
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Figure 3.7: Spin echo sequence diagram incorporating a 180 deg selective re-focussing pulse
prio to readout at half the echo time
rameters: 1) proton density, 2) T1 relaxation time, 3) T2 relaxation time, and 4) flow. Proton
density is the concentration of protons in the tissue in the form of water and macromolecules
(proteins, fat, etc). The T1 and T2 relaxation times define the way that the protons revert
back to their resting states after the initial RF pulse. The most common effect of flow is
loss of signal from rapidly flowing arterial blood. The contrast on the MR image can be
manipulated by changing the pulse sequence parameters. A pulse sequence sets the specific
number, strength, and timing of the RF and gradient pulses. The two most important pa-
rameters are the repetition time (TR) and the echo time (TE). The TR is the time between
consecutive RF pulse. The TE is the time between the initial RF pulse and the echo. The
most common pulse sequences are the T1- weighted and T2-weighted spin-echo sequences.
The T1-weighted sequence uses a short TR and short TE (TR < 1000msec, TE < 30msec).
The T2-weighted sequence uses a long TR and long TE (TR > 2000msec, TE > 80msec).
T1 weighted images demonstrate the differences between T1 relaxation times of tissue and
thus depends on longitudinal relaxation time of the tissue’s net magnetization vector. Fat
quickly realigns its longitudinal magnetization with B0, it therefore appears bright on a T1
weighted image. Conversely, water has much slower longitudinal magnetization realignment
after an RF pulse, and therefore has less transverse magnetization after a RF pulse. Thus,
water has low signal and appears dark. T2 weighted images on the other hand rely on the
transverse relaxation of the net magnetization vector thus water appears bright. Basic T1
weighted imaging is useful for assessing structures that are high in fat or structures that
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are near water filled structures, such as joints, that would otherwise be hard to see on T2
weighted imaging. T1 weighted images are therefore preferred for demonstrating anatomy
and thus beneficial when considering respiratory motion extraction and estimation. Basic T2
weighted imaging is useful for assessing water rich structures and also for looking for local
inflammation which results in a higher volume of water in the affected tissues and so they
appear bright on this sequence. T2 weighted images are thus beneficial when demonstrating
pathology since most lesions are associated with increased water content.
K-space As previously mentioned the MR scanner samples and digitizes the signals it obtains
from each phase-encoding run and stores the data in a matrix, which is known as K-space.
The central region of k-space contains information about low spatial frequencies, i.e. mainly
contrast whilst the outer regions of k-space contain information regarding the high spatial
frequencies, i.e. object-boundaries and edges. Fourier transformation of the k-space data
returns a matrix of the exact same size in image space. The frequency encoding direction
(Kx) represents the samples of the echo in time and is measured from −T/2 to +T/2 for a
total time of T . The amount of time required to sample, T , depends on the bandwidth of the
frequency-encoding gradient. The stronger the gradient, the larger the range of frequencies
and hence requirement for faster sampling. Sampling must be twice that of fmax to satisfy
the Nyquist theorem. Faster sampling results in faster acquisition times but with a trade off
of reduced SNR. Aliasing can occur in the frequency encoding direction if sampling is not
sufficient. The bandwidth represents the range of frequencies in the field of view (FOV). Any
body parts outside the field of view will have a wider frequency variation as they experience
a stronger effect of the gradient. This has to be taken into consideration to avoid a wrap
around artefact and may be compensated by for example enlarging the field of view or using
a surface coil to reduce the signal outside the area of interest. Phase shift is linearly related
to the position along the phase encoding direction (Ky). As phase encoding takes place prior
to the recording of the signal it inherently takes more time. Less phase encoding steps are
usually acquired and the phase encoding direction is chosen to be in an orientation of the
short axis of the anatomy. Aliasing is therefore much more common in the phase encoding
direction. The matrix size in k-space determines the eventual resolution of the image with
the k-space step size corresponding to the field of view of the image in the phase encode and
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readout directions (equation 3.13).
FOVPE =
1
∆ky
(3.12)
FOVRO =
1
∆kx
(3.13)
A reduction in ∆k produces a larger acquired FOV whilst large steps in k-space result in
a smaller FOV and the potential for aliasing. Sampling definition is thus based on the
desired resolution and FOV size; which determines the number of points required along a
specific dimension and the resulting sampling frequency for the sequence. These parameters
additionally define the scan duration (equation 3.14).
Tacq = NPETR (3.14)
The signal to noise ration (SNR) is also a fundamental component of image quality and must
be sufficient to establish interpretable images. The fundamental signal in MRI is driven by
the established and detected magnetization, with the underlying proton density within a
voxel dictating the total regional magnetization. The resolution of the image determines the
dimensions of the individual voxel and thus dictates the maximum potential signal (equation
3.15).
Sm(kx, ky, kz) =
∫ ∫ ∫
dxdydzρ(x, y, z)e−i2pi(kxx+kyy+kzz) (3.15)
The SNR in a single voxel has been shown to be proportional to the image resolution
(∆z,∆y,∆z), the image dimensions (NPE , NR0), the total number of acquisitions (Nacq)
combined to improve SNR, and the bandwidth of the data sampling at readout (equation
3.16). A trade-off is present when considering signal to noise ratio; improvements in reso-
lution correspond to an overall loss in SNR. Incorporating additional acquisitions into the
specific scan can counter the resolution SNR losses it does however result in a factor increase
Nacq in the total scan duration (Tacq = NPENacqTR); optimizing for TR can provide a degree
of flexibility in scan duration but it is constrained by obtaining the desired contrast between
tissue types and limits on the energy deposited by RF pulses that induce heating effects.
SNR
voxel
∝ ∆x∆y∆z
√
NPENRONacq
BW
(3.16)
2D and 3D Imaging: The aforementioned sequences may be considered 2D MRI pulse se-
quences. Single slice data is acquired sequentially, whereby each slice is excited in isolation
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Figure 3.8: Spin echo sequence with EPI readout using blipped phase encoding and oscil-
liating readout gradients. A single shot EPI covers full k-space after a single RF pulse; a
multi-shot acquires a fraction of total k-space during each TR
by a combined gradient and RF pulse; during the time that one slice is being excited and ac-
quired, the other slices are undergoing the T1 relaxation that re-establishes the longitudinal
spin equilibrium. The data from the single isolated slices is acquired, and then a different
slice is excited. Subsequently all acquired slices are put into a stack to give the visual appear-
ance of 3D data. Three dimensional MRI is however possible whereby, the entire imaging
volume is excited with every data acquisition. The spins along the slice direction are spa-
tially encoded with a phase-encoding gradient pulse, just as they are for one of the in-plane
directions. Phase encoding gradients apply a particular spatial frequency modulation to the
spin population; thus two phase encoding gradients not only encode the phase but also the
level of the slice in the respective imaging volume. Reconstruction is performed using the 3D
fourier transform. Volumetric acquisitions are very helpful since they can provide increased
spatial resolution both in and through the plane and contiguous thin slices that may be less
than 0.5mm providing a significantly higher signal to noise ratio per unit of time compared
to two dimensional techniques. However given the large amount of acquired data to fill 3D
k-space, either very short TR sequences are used or faster k-space filling methods. Further-
more because of the two phase encodings, wraparound and truncation artefacts can be seen
in two different directions.
Echo Planar Imaging The gradient and spin echo sequences described previously can be mod-
ified to incorporate a rapid readout strategy that obtains the full k-space information in a
single acquisition using the Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) approach, providing significant reduc-
tion in the overall scan duration (figure 3.8). After readout prephasing, the readout gradient
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is modified to perform a waveform that alternates in polarity. In this configuration, the
positive and negative gradient sections correspond to acquisitions along the x dimension to
obtain a single line of k-space. This polarity shift effectively alternates the readout direction,
with an echo formed at the center of each acquisition window. The phase encoding gradient
is additionally replaced with a prephasing gradient to initialize the acquisition to –kmax in
the y direction, followed by a series of blips that occur between each readout polarity switch.
The blips effectively adjust the acquisition to alternate ky lines until k-space is fully sampled
(figure 3.8). Using one excitation before full k-space acquisition describes single shot EPI,
with an alternate multi-shot method acquiring a fraction of the k-space lines after each RF
pulse. As described, EPI is characterized by the spacing between echoes established by each
gradient polarity shift, and the total time necessary to acquire all lines of k-space for one ex-
citation, or the echo train length. The minimum echo spacing (tesp) is defined (equation 3.17)
by the number of readout points (Nx), the readout dimension FOV (FOVx), the maximum
readout gradient strength (Gx), and slew rate (SR) (rate of change of gradient amplitude)
tesp =
2piNx
γFOVxGx
+ 2Gx
SR
(3.17)
The echo spacing and echo train length for single shot EPI establishes a limit for the repetition
time, this defines the scan time for a single slice acquisition. For multishot EPI, the scan time
is dependent on the TR and the number of shots, Nshot which is defined by the total number
of k-space lines in the phase encoding dimension, NPE, and the factor of phase encoding
lines acquired each shot, fepi (equation 3.21).
Tscan = TR×
(
NPE
fepi
)
= TRshot (3.18)
The relationships defined for echo spacing, echo train length, and scan duration have spe-
cific implications on the effects of image resolution increments. Achieving the minimum echo
spacing to maintain an overall short train length necessitates a broader readout bandwidth
which yields lower SNR yet reduced sensitivities to T2* blurring and distortion effects de-
scribed previously. EPI is highly sensitive to T2* effects due the echo centered on each line of
k-space occurring at a different TE times compared to a conventional cartesian readout where
every line of k-space has a matched TE. The disparity in echo times for for EPI increases
the greater the number of points necessary to cover the full echo train length, increasing the
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echo spacing. Generally, the echo spacing defines the phase encoding dimension bandwidth
that is impacted by the number of shots performed
BWPE =
Nshot
tesp
(3.19)
Increasing the number of shots to greater than one results in a multi-shot configuration, where
the bandwidth is effectively increased to reduce phase encoding artifact sensitivity, however at
a cost of longer overall scan time. The bandwidth is typically much smaller than the readout
direction, as a result the geometric distortion artifacts are more apparent along the phase
encoding dimension. To effectively apply EPI, proper balance must be achieved between the
total acceleration based on the number of shots, resolution for the target FOV size, gradient
limitations, and resulting artifacts in the final obtained image. The potential acceleration
enabled by this approach acquires a single image in fractions of a second; however, typically
requires millimeter resolutions to prevent image artifacts. Improvements in EPI performance
have been demonstrated using parallel imaging methods that lower the number of points
sampled for shorter echo train lengths.
3.1.2 MRI advances
Advances in MRI technology are driven by the requirement for increased contrast, resolution
and minimization of image artefacts to depict more accurately clinical features of interest.
Image resolution serves to be central to image quality to enable the discernment of specific
anatomical and/or functional features both spatially and temporally. MR image quality is
always limited by signal-to noise ratio (SNR). Image acquisition time can therefore be spent
either repetitively acquiring low resolution data to improve the SNR of the image or to acquire
data at higher spatial frequencies. As previously mentioned coarser k-space increments results
in images with smaller voxels but restricted SNR. A compromise choice with respect to SNR
and spatial resolution must be made for every MR image acquired. This choice is often
dictated by convention, historical experience or standardized protocols [39]. Faster imaging
not only allows dynamic MRI but also the possibility of monitoring respiratory motion and
hence negating the effect of breathing during MR acquisitions. Alleviating the need for
breath-hold acquisitions. Furthermore as in line with the aims of the thesis such dynamic
MR data may be used to inform respiratory motion correction in PET. Even though dynamic
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MRI has become increasingly feasible over the last decade for some applications the currently
achievable temporal resolution particularly for real time free-breathing images may still be
unsatisfactory [40][41]. Below describes a brief summary of some of the methods utilized to
speed up MR acquisitions.
3.1.2.1 Rapid Imaging
Necessary temporal and spatial resolution increments as well as the impact of time depen-
dent artefacts caused by susceptibility variations and physiological and bulk movement have
resulted in a number of techniques to diminish overall scan times. An early attempt to speed
up MR acquisitions was parallel imaging.
Parallel Imaging Methods Rapid acquisition using parallel imaging is accomplished by uti-
lizing multi-channel receiver coils for signal detection as opposed to volume and surface coils
which were composed of 1 or 2 wire loops. The use of arrays of multiple receiver coils in
parallel with knowledge of the individual coil sensitivities allows the individual elements to
be spatially positioned to provide image information from unique local portions of the imaged
object. As each individual coil has a reduced FOV a reduction in k-space may be achieved.
For example using a two channel receiver coil each sensitive to only half the volume of in-
terest, the FOV can be reduced by a factor of two by acquiring every other line in k-space.
This will however result in two points superimposing at every image location. Each coil ele-
ment however has a corresponding weight applied to these points in the image that is unique
based on the defined sensitivity profile for a distinct element; the aliased pixels therefore
will have no signal the result is a smaller FOV image, but one without any overlapping in-
formation. During image reconstruction the images from each coil are combined to provide
the final image of the entire object. This in theory cuts the total acquisition time in half.
One can characterize the acceleration in scan time by the reduction factor, R, which equals
the reciprocal of the fraction of k-space covered during readout. The superimposed points
are thus a result of the combined underlying proton densities and effect of the coil profile
at the locations superimposed. With multiple elements, a set of equations can be defined
for any superimposed points that incorporate the spatial weights applied by each coil [42].
Calculating the underlying proton density, ρ, requires solving equation 3.20.
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S(x, y) = C(x, y)ρ(x, y) +N(x, y) (3.20)
Where S corresponds to the superimposed signal intensity detected by each coil element,
C the individual coil sensitivities at the overlapped point locations, and N the signal noise.
Using the Sensitivity Encoding (SENSE) approach [43], ρ is solved by least squares regression,
accounting for coil noise correlation, Ψ, with H corresponding to the transposed complex
conjugate of the coil sensitivities.
ρ = (CHΨ−1C)−1CHΨ−1S (3.21)
To ensure sufficient degrees of freedom to perform the unfolding process, the number of points
superimposed must not exceed the number of coil elements, constraining the total reduction
in time to the size of the array. However, the SENSE reconstruction process by least squares
results in an amplification of noise in the original aliased data set that is reflected in the
final image. The extent of this noise amplification is dictated by the spatially dependent
term called the geometry factor, or g-factor and the parallel imaging reduction factor or
acceleration factor R as described by equation 3.22. The g-factor is dependent on coil and
object geometry with values ranging from 1.0 to 2.0 across the imaging volume. The
√
R term
represents the expected SNR loss resulting from reducing the scan time by a factor of R. As
only 1R k− space lines are sampled, this term has the similar effect to reducing the number of
phase encoding steps or signal averages on SNR for a non parallel imaging sequence. Hence,
selecting R = 2 reduces imaging time by 1/2 and decreases SNR by 1√2 ≈ 0.71
SNRsense =
SNRfull
g
√
R
(3.22)
As a result of the g-factor penalty to total SNR when using parallel imaging, SENSE based
acceleration is typically limited to two to four fold reductions in the phase encoding dimension
for human imaging applications at 3T and lower field strengths. The g-factor value however, is
diminished as the field strength and number of coil elements increases for a specific reduction
factor targeted, potentially enabling higher accelerations for 7T systems and large array sizes
[44] Parallel imaging can thus improve clinical imaging by reducing the required acquisition
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time which can result in improved spatial and temporal resolution and / or image quality.
Reduced FOV When the region of interest (ROI) is smaller than the object, one can in-
crease MRI speed by reducing the imaging field of view (FOV). However, when such an
approach is used, features outside the reduced FOV will alias into the reduced-FOV image
along the phase-encoding direction. Reduced-FOV methods are designed to correct this alias-
ing problem [45]. Reduced-FOV pulse selectivity is typically accomplished using two different
approaches. The first set of techniques selectively excite spins in the target FOV only where
imaging is to be localized. In the second approach, excitation is performed in slabs exter-
nal to the imaging FOV, with the excited signal then dephased by applying large gradients
using so-called outer-volume suppression methods [46]. The end result is a preserved signal
in the target area for subsequent readout with all signal external to that region absent. In
either case, multiple pulses may be applied to spatially localize the signal within a specific
volume or to sufficiently suppress spins external to that region. After localization, standard
imaging methods can typically be performed with the FOV diminished to the new boundaries
achieved by the reduced-FOV preparation. The benefit of these techniques is diminished scan
durations for a fixed resolution as a result of the diminished FOV size, necessitating fewer
acquired points and thus an increased temporal resolution. As with SENSE however, phase
encoding FOV reduction incorporates a loss in SNR by
√
R.
K-space filling
The relationship between k-space and image-space allows the manipulation of artefacts, image
contrast and speed of acquisition by modifying the way k-space is sampled. Many different
k-space sampling trajectories exist. The most common is a Cartesian sampling strategy that
is each data point is located in a Cartesian grid, with each echo filling an entire phase-encoded
line. As previously discusses the EPI readout acquires more than one line in an echo train to
accelerate k-space sampling. Sampling can also have a non-cartesian trajectory (figure 3.9);
the most common being spiral or radial sampling. In a spiral acquisition each k-space line
follows a spiral trajectory utilizing sinusoidal gradients, this is efficient in the sense that it
achieves a greater coverage of k-space with fewer shots than Cartesian. Spiral acquisitions
also exist which collect a circular area of k-space and therefore ignores the corners of k-
space which are collected with a Cartesian acquisition but don’t necessarily contribute to
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Figure 3.9: left image shows spiral k-space filling, right image shows radial k-space filling
the final image. Radial sampling may be achieved by adjusting the relative strengths of
gradients to sample projections through k-space. Sampling along a non-Cartesian trajectory
can have many benefits based on the unique properties of these trajectories. One of the
most important properties of non-Cartesian trajectories is their potential for efficient use of
MR gradient hardware and therefore rapid coverage of k-space. Additionally, many non-
Cartesian trajectories contain fewer coherent artefacts from under sampling are less affected
by motion, allow image contrast to be updated throughout data acquisition, and/or enable
motion correction with ultra-short TE acquisitions [47].
Further methods exist to increase MR acquisition speed. Partial Fourier methods utilize the
fact that k-space has conjugate symmetry thus in theory only half of k-space data needs to
be collected and the other half may be estimated. This can be translated into a reduction
in imaging time; reduction in TE or both. Recent efforts have explored sampling patterns
below the Nyquist limits using so-called compressed sensing (CS) techniques that rely on
sparsity of the data set and an incoherent sampling pattern to prevent a coherent aliasing of
the undersampled data.
Compressed Sensing Once the field of view and spatial image resolution have been decided
the k-space information that must conventionally be acquired is determined by the Nyquist
criterion [48]. As previously mentioned the distance between neighbouring points in k-space
is inversely proportional to the field of view whilst the highest frequency acquired in each
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direction is inversely proportional to the desired resolution. The k-space is filled by utilizing
pulsed magnetic field gradients during acquisition and can be accelerated using techniques
as previously mentioned such as echo planar imaging. Parallel imaging and partial Fourier
imaging may be viewed as methods that omit or under-sample phase encoding steps by
utilizing coil sensitivity and the symmetry properties of k-space respectively. Compressed
sensing or sparse sampling however utilizes an irregular under-sampling pattern in k-space and
attempts to reconstruct the MR signal from far fewer samples than required by the Nyquist
sampling theorem whilst negating any aliasing artefacts. Compressed sensing has three pre-
requisites; firstly the desired reconstructed MR image (m) has a sparse representation in a
known transformation domain (Ψ). That is the image is compressible into a domain in which
only a small number of components carry the important image content, such as the Wavelet
domain. Mathematically this may be expressed as equation 3.23. Secondly the measured
k-space data (y) is sub sampled such that the aliasing results in incoherent, i.e. noise-like
artefacts in the image; with Fu being the undersampled Fourier transform corresponding to
a particular k-space under-sampling scheme. Reconstructing the desired MR image from this
sub-sampled k-space information results in an undetermined system of linear equations. A
least squares solution (equation 3.24) could be utilized to find a solution via mˆ = (F ′uFu)−1F ′uy
thus using the pseudo inverse to give mˆ = F ∗uy. F ∗u however is typically ill conditioned and
the least squares solution is very sensitive to noisy measurements. Combining the terms in
equation 3.23 and equation 3.24 the image may be reconstructed by finding a solution to the
constrained optimization problem given by equation 3.25. That is the sparsity representation
of the MR image may be incorporated as prior information to constrain the solutions of
mˆ. Thus among all feasible solutions we choose the one with the smallest cost function.
The reconstruction requires a non-linear, iterative optimization where the first term ensures
data fidelty using the L2 norm; i.e how well the solution predicts the noisy measurements
whilst the second term promotes sparsity using the L1 norm, with λ being a regularization
parameter. Strictly speaking the second term should penalize the solution based on the
L0 norm, which is the total sum of the non-zero elements and hence a direct indication of
sparsity. This however proves to be computationally expensive and minimizing the L1 norm
can be shown to reduce the number of non zero components, whilst providing a tractable
optimization problem [49]. In summary reconstruction posed as the optimization problem
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the requirements for compressed sensing: sparsity in the trans-
form domain; incoherence of the undersampling artefacts, and the need for non linear
reconstruction that enforces the sparsity (with ∗ representing the pseudo-inverse). [51]
described removes the noise-like artefacts, whilst preserving consistency to the acquired data
[50].
min ‖Ψ(m)‖1 (3.23)
min
m
‖Fum− y‖22 (3.24)
mˆ = argmin
m
‖Fum− y‖22 + λ ‖Ψ(m)‖1 (3.25)
An illustration of the requirements for compressed sensing is shown in figure 3.10.
Sparsity in the transformation domain may be achieved via numerous operations such as the
Wavelet transform, Cosine transforms, Counterlets transform etc. including their combina-
tions [52]. Similarly numerous k-space undersampling patterns have been developed but must
satisfy the incoherence property, that is there is a requirement for incoherence between the
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under-sampling domain and the sparse representation domain. That is the under-sampling
in k-space must have minimal artifacts that are incoherent in the linear image reconstruction.
The most desirable undersampling therefore will be quasi-random and will lack regular struc-
ture in the distance between the acquired k-space points nd yet will not allow large regions
where there are no acquired samples. In Cartesian sampling, the Poisson disk distribution
achieves this by combining the random sampling of k-space while imposing constraints on the
maximum and minimum distance between k-space points For signal-to-noise efficiency, the
sampling pattern should also reflect the underlying signal density of k-space, which is not uni-
form but is most concentrated for the low-frequency components at the centre of k-space and
falls away towards the periphery. Most practical Cartesian implementations of compressed
sensing use a variable density Poisson disk to reflect this. A detailed algorithmic description
of how such a variable density sampling pattern can be constructed for MRI is shown in
[53]. Radial sampling has a particular appeal for compressed sensing as the spokes of a radial
acquisition naturally lead to a dense sampling at the centre of k-space with decreased den-
sity towards the periphery. Undersampled radial acquisitions produce non-aliased blurring
artefacts in the image space and therefore lend themselves well to compressed sensing recon-
struction [48]. Equation 3.25 may be solved in many ways for example using a non-linear
conjugate gradient method [51][54]. Sparsity in the temporal domain has also been exploited
to increase the spatio-temporal resolution in dynamic MR imaging [55] and combined with
parallel imaging[56][57].
Fast dynamic 3D-MRI with full coverage over the abdominal thoracic cavity is a require-
ment to evaluate the dynamic changes during respiration. Technological advances especially
the increased data acquisition speed allowed by higher-performance hardware systems and
advanced fast pulse sequences have assisted in faster acquisitions. The inherent trade off
however between spatial / temporal resolution and signal to noise ratio necessitates a degra-
dation in image quality at increased speed. To the authors knowledge the fastest dynamic
MR acquisition to date acquires lung volumes in 0.5 seconds at a spatial resolution of 2.7 x
2.7 x 10mm (16 slices) utilizing compressed sensing combined with 3D dynamic imaging [58].
This may go some way to alleviating respiratory motion in dynamic lung MR; however for the
purposes of it’s utility in hybrid PET/MR is questionable as the MR portion of the investi-
gation may not be tailored for respiratory motion monitoring but for it’s own specific clinical
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protocol. Similarly it brings with it the obstacles and complexities of bringing compressed
sensing into routine use in clinical MRI[48].
3.2 Advanced Principles of Positron Emission Tomography
Physical and system aspects of the PET image acquisition including the elemental aspects
of image reconstruction are now discussed to highlight that the fundamental limitation in
spatial resolution of modern PET scanners is the associated respiratory motion of the patient
during image acquisition. Further advances in PET scanner technology may be fruitless
until an efficient method is available to correct for the degradation caused by respiratory
motion in the clinical setting. The extent and effect of respiratory motion in PET imaging
is examined. The rudimentary approach of respiratory gating to compensate for respiratory
motion including its effectiveness during irregular respiratory motion is explored. The chapter
concludes with more modern methods to estimate and hence correct for respiratory motion.
Positron range: Rp. Is the fundamental aspect governing spatial resolution in PET imaging.
Upon radio-pharmaceutical administration, the radioisotope binds itself to a physiological
process. Positrons are emitted from the proton rich unstable nuclei and travel in vivo expe-
riencing coulomb interactions with nearby electrons thus loosing their kinetic energy. When
reaching thermal energies the positrons interact with electrons via annihilation, producing
predominantly two (in some cases three) 511 keV photons. Detectors positioned around the
patient detect these photons The detector electronics are linked so that two detection events
unambiguously occurring within a certain time window may be called coincident and thus
be determined to have come from the same annihilation and are thus termed ”coincidence
events.” The site of the e+ emission thus differs from the site of annihilation. The distance
or range travelled increases with e+ energy and decreases with tissue density. For 18F the
positron range in water has a mean and maximum value of 0.6mm and 2.2mm respectively
[59]. Coincidence detection is related to the location of the annihilation and not the location
of the e+ emission therefore an error (Rp) occurs in the localization of the true position
of e+ emission. The FWHM of the positron count distribution and thus the detriment to
spatial resolution (i.e the ability to distinguish between two closely spaced signals) has been
measured to be Rp= 0.2mm for 18F [60].
Acollinearity: Ra. At annihilation the e+, e− pair have varying kinetic energy. From the
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conservation of momentum the emitted γ photons are not at exactly 180◦. The LOR’s
resultant from this acollinearity will give inaccurate positional information of the annihilation
when traced back during reconstruction. The variation in the acollinearity has been measured
to be ±0.25◦. This angular fluctuation can be modelled as a Gaussian with a FWHM =
2.35σ. This results in a linear deviation at the detector given by Ra = 0.0022Ds, where
Ds is the system diameter [61]. For a 90cm PET scanner this leads to ≈ 2mm degradation
in spatial resolution. Figure 3.11 gives a schematic representation of positron range and
acollinearity during PET imaging.
Figure 3.11: Schematic depicting the range and acollinearity during PET emission
Intrinsic detector resolution: Ri. The energy of the emitted 511 keV photons is deposited
in the scintillating detector ring positioned around the patient. The scintillation process
converts the high energy photons into numerous optical photons with a frequency in the
visible range. The scintillation detector is coupled with a photo multiplier tube (PMT).
Within the PMT the photons are converted to electrons via a photo cathode before being
amplified to produce a measurable positional signal. The size of the signal produced is
proportional to the energy deposited in the detector. Each detector generates a timed pulse
when an incident photon is registered. These pulses are combined in coincidence circuitry to
asses detected photons which are deemed to have originated from the same annihilation event
from opposing detectors. The two opposing detectors are connected via a line of response. A
factor that produces a degradation in image resolution is the intrinsic spatial resolution of the
scintillation crystal. No positional information exists on where within a detector element a
given annihilation photon enters the detector, the detector width is therefore a fundamental
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factor in the performance of the measured spatial resolution. The response of a detector
element along a given direction x may be considered as a triangular function. With detector
efficiency reaching a maximum at the centre of the detector element, falling to zero at its
edge. The FWHM, or intrinsic detector resolution (Ri) caused by detector size is thus Ri =
detector element size /2 on the scanner axis at midposition between two detectors, and Ri =
detector element size, at the face of the detector. For example, a crystal width of 4mm results
in a detector resolution of 2mm and 4mm at the centre and edge of the FOV respectively.
Block effect: Rb. For greater resolution, smaller detector elements should be used. Most
modern PET detectors use block detector technology. Block detectors utilize a 2D array of
scintillation crystals coupled to four photomultiplier tubes. The array is usually cut from
a single crystal and the cuts filled with light reflecting material. A photon incident on
one crystal then shares light between all four PMTs. Anger logic [62] is then used to infer
the crystal of interaction. That is, the position coordinates x and y are calculated from
the proportion of light outputs from the four PMT’s A, B, C and D (figure 3.12). The
positioning algorithm is subject to statistical errors. Furthermore in block technology if two
or more γ photons are incident upon the crystal array at the same time a resultant pulse
may be assigned to a crystal between them. Event mis-positioning may also occur when
photons in one crystal penetrate or are scattered into its neighbour. The “block effect,”
refers to the image blurring as a result of incorrect calculation of positional information when
using block detector technology. The block effect has previously been measured to result in
a degradation of spatial resolution of the order of Rb = 2.2mm [61]. At that time (1990’s)
scintillator crystals in PET detector modules were 6-8mm in cross section. A reasonable
estimate is thus to quantify the block effect as a Gaussian function with a FWHM of width
Rb = detector element size /3 [63]. With a detector element size of 4mm this would result
in Rb ≈ 1.3mm. A recent commercially available system however the Philips Vereos uses
one to one coupling; i.e each scintillator is connected to a single detector pixel. It uses
very new digital photodetectors and is the first system with one-to-one coupling of LYSO
crystals negating the block effect with very high count-rate capability and timing resolution
[64]. This Time of Flight (TOF) camera differs from conventional PET whereby traditional
PET coincidence electronics are used to determine along which line of response (LOR) an
annihilation has occurred. Time-of-flight (TOF)-PET goes one step further, and attempts
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to determine approximately the position of annihilation along the line of annihilation for
improvements in image signal to noise ratio.
Figure 3.12: Schematic describing the block effect demonstrating scattering from one crys-
tal element to its neighbour
Penetration: Rpen. An additional factor that degrades the PET image quality is radial
elongation or penetration. γ photons emitted off centre of the FOV are often incident at
shallow angles and towards the edge of detector elements. This results in energy being
deposited in a neighbouring detector element, behind the initial entrance window. This
results in an invalid LOR (figure 3.13). Penetration leads to image blurring, the magnitude
of the effect increasing with radial distance from the centre of the FOV (r). This varying depth
of deposition of energy results in a degradation to the timing and energy performance of the
scintillator detector due to photon time of flight and light loss from increased path lengths
within the scintillator crystal. Depth of interaction technology would in future facilitate
corrections for this effect. The degradation in spatial resolution due to penetration can be
described by a Gaussian, with FWHM given by equation 3.26 [63]. For a scanner with a
90cm diameter this would result in Rpen ≈ 0.625mm at the edge of the FOV and ≈ 0.002mm
at the centre of the field of view respectively.
Rpen =
r√
r2 + (D/2)2
(3.26)
3.2.1 Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution ultimately realised in a particular PET image depends on various
factors. Factors relating to the physical process of e+ annihilation interactions such as the
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Figure 3.13: Schematic describing penetration or elongation of LOR, resulting in inaccurate
localization
positron range Rp ≈ 0.2mm and accollinarities of emitted γ photons Ra ≈ 2mm and ≈ 4mm
at the centre and edge of the FOV respectively. Other factors related to the PET system
itself and thus dependent upon the detector size and scanner geometry, such as intrinsic
spatial resolution Ri ≈ 2mm of the detectors, the block effect Rb ≈ 1.3mm and penetration
Rpen ≈ 0.002mm at the centre and ≈ 0.6mm at the edge of the FOV respectively. With
the assumption of independent sources of error we can combine in quadrature to asses the
fundamental limitations in spatial resolution (Rtot) of a PET system using equation 3.27
[65][61]. WhereKr is a constant factor accounting for the difference between system resolution
and reconstructed image resolution due to insufficient sampling and reconstruction algorithm
used. This factor varies from 1.2-1.5. Using the above values and 1.35 for Kr, the total
spatial resolution of a PET scanner ranges between 4.2mm and 6.3mm for the centre and
edge of the FOV respectively. Table 3.1 highlights the agreement of the calculated Rtot with
that reported from various commercial PET scanners.
Rtot = Kr
√
R2p +R2a +R2i +R2b +R2pen (3.27)
Spatial resolution however, is defined assuming infinite statistics, resolution does not include
effects from noise. An advantage of PET imaging is its potential to measure not only the
spatial distribution of the radio pharmaceutical but also its absolute concentration in vivo.
Data correction techniques are performed on the PET data to eliminate factors that corrupt
PET counting statistics and are outlined briefly below.
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Philips Siemens GE Healthcare
model GEMENI TF GEMENI TF Biograph Biograph Discovery Discovery
Big Bore 64(PET/CT) mCT TruePoint VCT PET/CT 600
Axial Res. (1cm) 4.7 4.7 4.5 5.0(2D) 5.0(3D) 5.6
Axial Res. (10cm) 5.2 5.2 4.8 5.5 5.6(3D) 6.3
Table 3.1: Performance characteristics of PET scanners (mm) [66]
3.2.2 Data Correction
In ideal circumstances all events that are detected during PET imaging would form part of
a coincident pair and all annihilation events would be recorded. However the type of counts
recorded during a PET acquisition can be classified as either true, scattered or random co-
incidence events of which only the true events accurately reflect the underlying radionuclide
activity distribution, scattered and random events contaminate the total signal with mis-
leading information. Thus, a high number of overall detected coincidence events, do not
necessarily translate to higher statistical quality and signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the ac-
quired PET raw data and respective reconstructed images. Image noise is characterized by
the noise equivalent count rate (NECR) (equation 3.28).
NECR = Trues
2
Trues+ Scattered+Randoms (3.28)
The, NECR and consequently SNR of the image, can be significantly regulated for a given
scanner, either to a maximum or a sufficiently high value by optimizing the radio-pharmaceutical
dose to the patient. Furthermore, the relationship between the administered dosage and the
statistically useful count rate, i.e. the NECR, of a PET scanner may depend on a range of
parameters which can be either scanner-related such as the geometric efficiency, detection
efficiency, energy window and dead-time effect or patient-related, such as the degree of radi-
ation attenuation caused by the body and the relative position between the targeted source
distribution and the current bed field-of-view (FOV) of the scanner. Thus optimization of
many factors may lead the way to personalized PET clinical imaging protocols across a wide
range of patients and scanner configurations[67]. For a large portion of investigations this
may only be worthwhile if respiratory motion is accounted for. Discussed briefly below are
factors effecting PET system performance.
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The sensitivity describes the fraction of all coincident pairs emitted to that which are detected.
The sensitivity serves as an indirect measure of the statistical quality of the resultant image.
Single events that are detected are much more common than coincident pairs. This can
occur when one event is: a) attenuated or scattered, b) passes through the detector without
depositing energy, or c) not being incident upon a sensitive part of the detector. Often the
coincidence count rate is only one or two percent of the single count rate [68]. Coincidences
can also be registered erroneously (figure 3.14). Higher scanner sensitivity serves as one of
the factors ensuring high SNR of the final image.
Scattering: Scattered coincidence occurs when one or both of the photons interact with an
electron in vivo and undergo Compton scattering. This results in a reduction in energy of
the photon after interaction and a deflection in the direction of the photon. The reduction
in energy may only be slight and thus still allowing the photon to be detected as a coinci-
dence event. The photon deflection however causes inaccurate positional information of the
resultant LOR leading to a loss of resolution of the PET image. A pulse height analyser to
determine the energy of incoming photons can reduce a large number of the scattered events.
The energy resolution thus defines precision with which one can measure the incoming pho-
ton energy. With the PET scanner operating in 2D mode, lead or tungsten septa between
detector rings block radiation from originating outside of the tran-saxial plane or FOV of
the ring. This can reduced scatter from 30%-60% of all collected events to approximately
10%-20% [69]. Without septa (3D mode), it is possible to detect photons with a much greater
range of scattering angles, with scatter events approaching half of all recorded events. Scatter
correction in 3D PET is still an active area of research [70]. Simulation techniques appear
promising [71] which involve using radiation transport modelling and the initial emission
and transmission images are used to estimate scattered events to separate these from the
unscattered data.
Random coincidence: A random coincidence occurs when two γ photons originating from
separate annihilation events are recorded in opposing detectors within the coincidence timing
window. This results in the identification of a misplaced LOR. The rate of the random
coincidence event is given by Rab = 2τCaCb. Where Rab is the random coincidence rate on
the LOR defined by detector elements a and b, τ is the coincidence resolution time for the
system and Ca and Cb are the singles count rate for detector elements a and b respectively.
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The calculation of Rab thus allows the subtraction of random events between a detector pair.
Photoelectric absorption: Photoelectric absorption is the process whereby the γ ray interacts
with and is absorbed fully by an atom, transferring its energy to an orbiting electron which
is ejected at high velocity from one of the bound shells. This attenuation of photons results
in underestimation of radioactivity. The probability of photoelectric absorption increases
rapidly with increasing atomic number of the absorber atom, and decreases rapidly with
increasing photon energy. In water, the probability of photoelectric absorption decreases
with roughly the 3rd power of the photon energy and is negligible at 511 keV. The linear
attenuation coefficient µ(x, y) is a measure of the attenuating properties of a substance per
unit distance and is proportional to the density of the attenuating material. It serves as
a measure of the probability of a γ photon interacting via photo-electric absorption. With
reference to the geometry described in figure 3.16. The probability of an emitted photon
surviving attenuation is given by equation 3.29. The integral is taken along the LOR, starting
at the emission position (0) to the exit point (y′); where Pattenuation(s, θ) is the projection of
the underlying attenuating material µ(x, y) at distance s along the detector array at angle θ.
This measurement process is repeated at multiple angles θ
Pattenuation(s, θ) = e−
∫ y′
0 µ(x,y)dy
′
(3.29)
A true coincidence relies on both photons (PhotonA and PhotonB) reaching the opposing
detectors within a given time window. (detectorA at a distance ya from the emission position
and detectorB at a distance yb from the emission position).
PA = e
−
∫ 0
ya
µ(x,y)dy′
PB = e−
∫ yb
0 µ(x,y)dy
′
Pcoincidence = PA ∗ PB
Pcoincidnce = e
−
∫ yb
ya
µ(x,y)dy′ (3.30)
The probability of a coincidence event surviving attenuation Pcoincidence, is the product of the
probabilities of survival of each photon (PA and PB) deriving from the annihilation. From
equation 3.30 this probability is the same for any position along the line of response between
the two detectors ya → yb. Attenuation in PET is thus independent of the location of origin
along the LOR. Multiplicative correction factors for projections p(s, θ) of the distribution of
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radioactivity f(x, y) (section 3.17) may be calculated and are termed attenuation correction
factors (ACF). The ACF = e
∫ yb
ya
µ(x,y)dy′ and represent the inverse of the exponential term
(equation 3.30) and may be measured using a rotating transmission source. Alternatively, a
CT image can provide accurate measures of attenuation coefficients to derive the ACFs.
Figure 3.14: Detected event possibilities
Additional factors: Additional factors that effect PET system performance include detector
dead time, varying detector sensitivity and optimum detector geometry and performance.
Dead time describes the time required for a detector to record an event before being able to
respond to further events. This results in a latent period where the detector is not functioning
thus reducing the sensitivity of photon counting. Increasing timing performance of scanner
technology can reduce the effect of dead time losses. Dead time correction of the measured
data can be made by making an empirical measurement of observed count rate as a function
of actual radioactivity concentration. From this data, the dead time loss is calculated and a
correction is applied to the measured data. The coincidence time resolution determines how
well one can detect whether two coincident photons truly arrive simultaneously.
Detector sensitivity: The sensitivity of the detection of coincidence events is strongly affected
by the angle the LOR makes with the detector faces and the efficiency of the detector itself.
The efficiency of the detector can vary due to non uniform gains across photo multiplier
tubes and variations in performance of the scintillation crystal. The process to correct for
these anomalies is referred to as normalization. Normalization correction factors taking into
consideration the efficiency and geometry for each detector can be calculated to provide a
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correction mechanism for these effects [72].
3.2.3 Reconstruction
During image formation A projection of the underlying radioactivity distribution can be
obtained by grouping parallel LOR’s. Operating in 2D mode, incremental projections around
the patient can be collected and stored in a sinogram for a given trans-axial slice through the
patient. The sinogram holds the number of counts collected at each angle θ versus the radial
distance s within the field of view (FOV) (figure 3.15). Image reconstruction describes the
process of obtaining an estimate of the concentration of the radioactivity from the measured
projections. The techniques developed to reconstruct the image from its projections can be
Figure 3.15: Parallel lines of response grouped into a sinogram
divided into two main areas, analytical and iterative. Of the analytical methods Filtered
Back Projection (FBP) has been the clinical mainstay for the last 40-50 years. However
Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization (OSEM) [73] an extension of Maximum Likelihood
Expectation Maximization (MLEM), has gained widespread acceptance with the increase in
available computing power.
3.2.4 Filtered Back Projection
By considering the spatial distribution of radioactivity as a continuous function f(x,y) its
projection can be described by the line integral along all points normal to the s direction for
a given θ (figure 3.16 ). The variable s defines the radial distance from the centre of rotation,
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all points normal to s satisfy s = x cos θ+ y sin θ. The projection p(s, θ) or Radon transform
can thus be described by the summation of all contributions of the object distribution along
a given ray path and defined by equation 3.31.
p(s, θ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y)δ(xcosθ + ysinθ − s)dxdy (3.31)
Figure 3.16: Line integrals of activity distribution f(x, y) to give resultant projections
p(s, θ)
The fundamentals of filtered back projection are depicted in figure 3.17. The projections are
filtered in the frequency domain via multiplication with an apodized ramp filter, the inverse
Fourier transform of this data is back projected into the image domain to give an estimate
of the spatial distribution of radioactivity. For a more detailed description of filtered back
projection the reader is referred to the appendix (.0.1).
Figure 3.17: Filtered Back Projection
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3.2.5 Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization
Iterative reconstruction techniques utilize a model to best estimate the image given the
measured data. The image is modelled as discretized voxels xj(j = 1, 2...J) with constant
radioactivity concentration assumed throughout each. The measurement process y∗i counts
coincidences in radially placed detector pairs i = 1, 2, ..I. The total measured coincidences
Y ∗ can be related to the activity in voxel j via a system of linear equations, AX = Y ∗,
where X represents the voxelized image. The system is ill conditioned due to inherent noise
in the projections; a probabilistic model is therefore constructed. Emissions from individual
voxels are modelled as a Poisson process. A, is termed the system or probability matrix
with coefficients ai,j representing the weight of the contribution or probability of a photon
emitted from the jth voxel being detected by detector pair i. The probabilistic model allows
a likelihood function to be constructed and maximized using the Expectation Maximization
algorithm. This results in an iterative scheme to best estimate each image pixel given the
measured projections and estimated projections. For simplicity the MLEM algorithm can be
described in terms of the whole image by figure 3.18. An initial image estimate usually from
the result of FBP is utilized. A comparison is made between estimated and measured projec-
tions, the result of which is used to update the image estimate. A more detailed explanation
of MLEM is provided in appendix .0.2. The OSEM algorithm is a slight modification of
MLEM, whereby the projections are divided into subsets, each subset is then used to update
the image which increases the rate of convergence by a factor proportional to the number of
subsets. The MLEM algorithm results in an improved image quality in comparison to FBP
due to its ability to account for the statistical variation in photon detection, and avoidance
of streak artefacts seen in FBP.
3.3 Advances in PET
Advances in PET performance have been predominantly driven by advances in γ detector
technology. Advantageous properties of scintillating material includes; high effective atomic
number to maximize the photon stopping power and thus intrinsic efficiency, high scintillation
output to maximize the signal reducing its statistical uncertainty improving energy resolu-
tion and positional accuracy, finally increased temporal resolution to reduce the incidence of
random events, dead time and improving count rate performance. Lutetium oxyorthoscili-
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Figure 3.18: MLEM algorithm flow diagram. The maximum likelihood-expectation maxi-
mization algorithm starts with an initial estimate (*) and iteratively chooses new images
estimates based on the measured projections. The algorithm repeats itself while the esti-
mate approaches the maximum likelihood solution.
cate (LSO) and gadolinium oxyorthosilicate, both doped with cerium offer such advantages
[74][75] and have largely replaced Bismuth Germanate (BGO) as the scintillators of choice.
The increased light output of such detectors also allows smaller detector elements to be de-
fined per PMT. The use of layered crystals to determine depth of interaction [76][77] to reduce
radial elongation and increase sampling efficiency is also being investigated. Increasing per-
formance in PMT technology also proves beneficial. The reduction in size of PMTs allow
the promise of one on one coupling of a single crystal to a single PMT reducing the need for
block detector technology and thus the block effect. Increased timing response of the PMT,
coupled with the faster scintillation timing resolution has resulted in the realization of time
of flight (ToF) PET [78]. Time of flight utilizes the timing difference between two photons
allowing the determination of no longer a line of response but a particular segment along that
line in-which the event occurred. This results in images with increased signal to noise ratio,
due to reduction in prorogation of noise along the LOR. With increased timing resolution of
PET systems ToF technology could theoretically remove the need for image reconstruction
as the exact location of the annihilation event would be provided.
Using equation 3.27 the fundamental limits on spatial resolution of an ideal PET imaging
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system may be explored. By coupling a single photo-cathode to each scintillation detector the
block effect Rb can be eliminated. The penetration factor Rpen will become negligible with
the introduction of depth of interaction detector technology. This will also aid in reducing
sampling inefficiencies, coupled with increasing performance of reconstruction algorithms the
factor Kr may approach 1.0. The remaining factors are acollinearities, which are proportional
to scanner diameter and detector size followed by positron range. With a scanner diameter
of 90cm and detector width of 4mm, this results in a spatial resolution of 2.8mm and 4.5mm
at the centre and edge of the FOV respectively. Reducing the detector size to 3mm results
in a limit on resolution of the order of 2.5mm and 3.6mm respectively. To summarize many
physical factors contribute to the effective resolution of a PET system. Typical values are
included in Table 3.2.
Factors effecting spatial resolution
Factor extent (mm)
Positron range Rp 0.2
Acollinearities Ra 3
Intrinsic detector resolution Ri 2
Block effect Rb 1.3
Penetration factor Rpen 0.6
Sampling and reconstruction factor Kr 1.35
Table 3.2: Factors affecting resolution of PET system with scanner diameter 90cm and de-
tector width 4mm.
3.4 Respiratory motion and its effects
With improvements in scanner technology a major confounding factor in clinically realisable
resolution benefits is the blurring due to respiratory motion which serves as a major degrad-
ing factor of PET images both quantitatively and qualitatively. The extent and nature of
the respiratory motion varies with anatomical location and organ composition but can vary
anywhere from 4mm to greater than 20mm [79]. As previously described, for a scanner with
a 90cm diameter and 4mm detector width, typical values of factors affecting system resolu-
tion are included in table 3.2. However, The FWHM of the distribution of patients motion
Rmotion may be added in quadrature [80] to the blurring effects as described in equation 3.27,
resulting in equation 3.32. The effect of Rmotion on Rtot is plotted in figure 3.19.
Rtot = Kr
√
R2p +R2a +R2i +R2b +R2pen +Rmotion (3.32)
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With ever increasing technical developments in PET imaging, the need for an effective method
to correct for respiratory motion is required. Respiratory motion Rmotion now serves as the
over-riding degrading factor of PET image resolution [81]. Accurate and robust methods
for its correction are required for both clinical effectiveness and economic justification for
purchasing state of the art PET scanners with high resolution capabilities.
Figure 3.19: Effective resolution of PET scanner over the range of respiratory motion com-
monly seen in practice.
3.4.1 Mechanics of Breathing
Respiration is an umbrella term describing the process of delivering oxygen to the living or-
ganisms cells and the removal of carbon dioxide which is a by-product of aerobic metabolism,
one of the processes of releasing energy to the body. Breathing or ventilation is a physical
process which defines the mechanisms involved in the exchange of oxygen and carbon diox-
ide. Ventilation is predominantly involuntary, self initiated changes in breathing are however
possible. Ventilation involves two phases inspiration and expiration. Inhalation is an active
process whilst exhalation is a passive process. The diaphragm is the principle muscle used
during respiration. It consists of a sheet of internal skeletal muscle that extends across the
bottom of the rib cage separating the thoracic cavity containing the heart and lungs from the
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abdominal cavity containing most of the organs of digestion, the spleen, the kidneys, and the
adrenal glands. During inhalation the diaphragm contracts and pulls down. The abdominal
contents are forced interiorly and anteriorly, increasing the superior-inferior (SI) dimension of
the chest cavity. In addition, the intercostal muscles of the ribs contract, pulling the ribs su-
periorly and anteriorly, increase both the lateral (lat) and anterior-posterior (AP) diameters
of the thorax. These two processes increase the volume in the thoracic cavity which causes
negative pressure in the cavity. To balance the pressure air is drawn into the lungs. During
exhalation the diaphragm relaxes, the lung and chest wall are elastic and return to their
equilibrium position after being actively expanded during inspiration. The muscles which
pulled the ribcage up and out relax, causing the ribcage to return to its original position [82].
The energy required during inhale is greater than that required during exhale, thus the time
taken to breathe in is longer that the time taken to breathe out.
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Figure 3.20: Schematic of inhalation and exhalation [83].
Different motion trajectories are thus taken during inhale and exhale; this phenomenon is
known as hysteresis. The extent of internal motion caused by respiration can vary with
anatomical composition and location. Respiratory patterns can also vary in magnitude, pe-
riod, regularity and if any confounding factors exist that effect respiratory function. Following
systematic reviews [84] [85] Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 summarize the extent of respiratory mo-
tion observed in the literature for regions in the abdomen and lungs respectively. Anatomical
locations and directions are included in figure 3.21. An approximate mean motion for the
abdominal organs during deep breathing is ≈ 40mm whilst the lungs have a typical motion
in the superior-inferior direction of ≈ 8mm, using equation 3.32 and table 3.2 this results in
≈ 12mm and ≈ 54mm effective resolution in the lungs and abdomen respectively. If motion
is corrected for an effective resolution of ≈ 5mm is achievable with current PET systems,
however, with advances described in section 3.3 the effective resolution could idealistically
approach ≈ 3mm. The benefit therefore of high resolution PET imaging is questionable if
an effective and robust respiratory motion correction regime is not present.
3.4.2 Effect of Respiratory Motion in PET imaging
A PET system with high spatial resolution is a fundamental requirement for increased sensi-
tivity, specificity and quantification of cancerous lesions. Tumour size has been shown to be
a key prognostic indicator of cancer survival [118][119][120][119] and also forms an element in
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Figure 3.21: Anatomical Locations
staging the progression of cancer thus influencing the treatment regime. Early detection also
proves to be a significant factor in survival rates [121] as treatment options become limited
and less effective with advanced disease. Respiratory motion during PET imaging results in
moving objects to become blurred due to the long acquisition times. Lesion detectability is
inherently limited by the PET spatial resolution which is exacerbated by respiratory motion
[122]. Respiratory motion also effects quantification of standard uptake value and geometrical
accuracy or localization. To examine the effect of respiratory motion on the above factors
phantom studies are often utilized as they can provide image quantification measures with
zero motion for a comparison; this is not possible in the clinical setting. The most realistic of
such studies use phantoms with motion simulated from external traces of respiratory motion
[123][122]. It has been demonstrated that the extent of errors in standard uptake value and
lesion volume are dependent upon respiratory motion amplitude, variability and anatomical
position [123]. Typical values are an underestimation in mean lesion standard uptake value
of 28% and a mean lesion volume overestimation of 130% with smaller lesions being more
sensitive to respiratory motion errors than larger lesions. Respiratory motion during the PET
imaging also results in a mismatch between the CT scan for attenuation correction which can
result in overestimation or underestimation in SUV. Respiratory motion can thus potentially
result in misinterpretations, imprecise diagnosis, reduced sensitivity and thus diagnostic con-
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Breathing mode
site Observer Shallow Deep
Pancreas Suramo et al. 20(10-30) 43(20-80)
Bryan et al. 20(0-35) -
Liver Weiss et al. 13 -
Harauz and Bronskill 14 -
Suramo et al. 25(10-40) 55(30-80)
Davies et al. 10(5-17) 37(21-57)
Balter et al. 17
Shimizu et al. 21
Kidney Suramo et al. 19(10-40) 40(20-70)
Davies et al. 11(5-16)
Schwarts et al. 11(5-16)
Moreland et al. (2-35) (10-86)
Ahmad et al. 14(1 32)
Balter et al. 18
Diaphragm Wade 17 101
Korin et al. 13 39
Davies et al. 12(7-28) 43(25-57)
Weiss et al. 13 -
Giraud et al. - 35(3-95)
Ford et al. 20(13-31) -
Hanley et al. 26(19-38) -
Balter et al. 9 -
Table 3.3: Abdominal motion data adapted from Keall (2006) [84] and Langen and Jones
(2001) [85] systematic reviews. The motion is in the superior inferior (S-I) direction. Pre-
sented as the mean followed by ranges in millimetres for each site and each cohort of subjects.
fidence. An example of the effect of respiratory gating which reduces respiratory motion
artefacts when visualizing lung lesion is depicted in figure 3.22. The spherical nodule appears
less blurred with more accurate localization in the gated images as depicted on PET/CT
image. The reduced motion artifact in this case uses a traditional technique called gating
which is discussed in section 3.6.
3.5 Respiratory Motion Compensation
A large amount of literature exist when considering respiratory motion estimation and its
subsequent correction. A focus of the literature review is respiratory motion correction in
PET imaging. Several techniques which correct respiratory motion during SPECT imaging
and radiotherapy treatment are also considered due to the cohesive nature of the posed prob-
lem. The problem is to accurately estimate internal respiratory motion that occurred/occurs
during image acquisition/treatment followed by it’s subsequent correction. Techniques have
been proposed to remove motion blur directly from the reconstructed PET images to im-
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site observer Direction
Sup-Inf Ant-Post Lateral
Lung Chen et al. (0-50) - -
Ekberg et al. 3.9(0-12) 2.4(0-5) 2.4(0-5)
Grills et al. (2-30) (0-10) (0-6)
Hanley et al. 12(1-20) 5(0-13) 1(0-1)
Murphy et al. 7(2-15) - -
Redmond et al. 6.7 2.9 2.1
Seppenwoolde et al. 5.8(0-25) 2.5(0-8) 1.5(0-3)
Shimizu et al. - 6.4(2-24) -
Sixel et al. (0-13) (0-5) (0-4)
Stevens et al. 4.5(0-22) - -
Suh et al. 4.8(0.2*-14.4) - -
Lung lower lobe Barnes et al. 18.5(9-32) - -
Engelsman et al. (2-9) - -
Plathow et al. 9.5(4.5-16.4) 6.1(2.5-9.8) 6.0(2.9-9.8)
Ross et al. - 1(0-4) 10.5(0-13)
Lung middle/upper lobe Barnes et al. 7.5(2-11) - -
Erridge et al. 12.5(6-34) 9.4(5-22) 73(3-12)
Lung middle lobe Plathow et al. 7.2(4.3-10.2) 4.3(1.9-7.5) 4.3(1.5-7.1)
Ross et al. - 0 9(0-16)
Lung upper lobe Plathow et al. 4.3(2.6-7.1) 2.8(1.2-5.1) 3.4(1.3-5.3)
Ross et al. - 1(0-5) 1(0-3)
Table 3.4: Lung motion data adapted from from Keall (2006) [6]. Presented as the mean
followed by ranges in millimetres for each site and each cohort of subjects.
prove image quality[125] and quantitative accuracy [126] via a deconvolution process with
the point spread function of the motion blurring. These methods will likely fail with varying
respiratory amplitude and frequency encountered in the clinical setting [80]. A fundamental
step in correcting respiratory motion is therefore assessing the patients respiratory waveform.
Numerous devices to monitor respiratory motion have been proposed and are summarized
in Table 3.5 along with their advantages and disadvantages. They range from devices with
the ability to extract one dimensional respiratory traces using sensors, three dimensional in-
formation of imaged external markers to monitoring the full three dimensional surface using
sophisticated cameras. Utilizing physical distance measures of respiratory motion as opposed
to sensor measurements allows the respiratory cycle to be split not only into the phase of
motion but also into displacement [127][128]. Furthermore, extraction of the full surface alle-
viates the problems in variability of respiratory signal when positioning external devices [129].
Methods also exist to obtain the respiratory motion trace from external imaging data such as
ultrasound [130] and MRI [131] with the obvious caveat of increased expense from additional
imaging equipment. The extracted external respiratory signals may then be utilized as a
surrogate signal for the internal respiratory motion. Synchronizing the surrogate signal with
the PET acquisition allows either contemporization of detected events into particular stages
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Figure 3.22: Reduced motion artefact images via gating, which relies on regular respiratory
patterns [124]
of motion (see section 3.6), or the application of motion correction, the extent of correction
will vary with the observed degree of surrogate motion (section 3.9).
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Reference Surrogate Signal Comment
[132] Spirometer Physiologically related to respiratory motion but escaping air
and instrument errors cause inaccuracy, also susceptible to pa-
tient intolerance
[133] Impedance measurements Non invasive with good patient tolerability and simple to im-
plement measures changes in resistance at chest wall. However
no direct relationship to thoracic volume prone to signal degra-
dation with body composition, device positioning and other
physiological parameters (e,g blood flow), calibration required
[134] Thermistor Indirect measure of air flow so physiologically related to res-
piratory motion but sensor blocks the nose or mouth, and is
sensitive to ambient temperature
[135] Pressure belt Measures change in circumference of chest cavity, requires time
consuming set-up period and signal may vary depending upon
position which can cause errors
[136] LED / markers Measures displacement of the chest / abdomen through optically
tracked markers at distinct points on the body. Set-up errors
can cause errors in the measurement.
[137] Laser / markerless Markerless provides greater patient comfort, laser range scan-
ning provides accurate measurements but cost may be hight for
precision laser range systems
[138] Multiple sensors Provides multiple signals of motion that may be combined but
susceptible to patient intolerance
[139] Data driven from events Obtain motion directly from list mode events therefore related
to internal motion, under-sampling may cause noisy results
[129] Time of flight camera Provides a direct way to acquire 3-D surface information of
objects in real-time so may fully sample abdominal thoracic
surface and its motion, no calibration need but has high cost
[140] Structured light Can measure 2D depth information or 3D movement with cali-
bration, provides a cheap alternative to ToF
Table 3.5: Overview of varying technology used to capture respiratory surrogate signals.
3.6 Respiratory Gating
A traditional method to obtain a representation of motion free images is to use gating. Res-
piratory gating divides list mode data into frames dependent upon the observed respiratory
surrogate signal. The surrogate signal is data that can be can be easily measured (e.g, the dis-
placement of the skin surface) and that has a strong relationship with the motion of interest,
examples of methods used to obtain surrogate signals are described in table 3.5. Dividing
the emission data in such a manner attempts to minimize respiratory motion within each
frame. Reconstructing each individual frame therefore results in a snapshot of the radio-
pharmaceutical during a particular component of the respiratory cycle. Due to the reduced
emissions recorded in each gate, each frame of PET data may exhibit less motion artefact
but suffers with reduced SNR due to the reduced statistics. Most commercial PET/CT scan-
ners are equipped with phase gating capabilities. A trigger in the external surrogate signal
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usually defined at maximum inhale determines the start and end time points of individual
respiratory cycles. The complete respiratory waveform is thus not required. The time tags
contained within the list mode data allow division of the emission counts. Numerous gating
approaches have been proposed. A rudimentary approach uses fixed time interval for all bins
[141] (figure 3.23), with data falling outside this range being rejected. The respiratory cycle
may also be divided into the same number of bins with varying temporal width dependent
upon respiratory frequency. A range of acceptable frequencies are defined such as ±60% [142]
of the mean frequency, data falling outside this range is rejected (figure 3.24). Respiratory
gating acts as a method of motion correction by assuming data within each individual frame
is motion free.
The above phase based gating methods only consider the temporal pattern of respiratory
motion, depth of respiration is not considered. Maximum inspiration phases from two very
different cycles with different extents of motion may therefore be summed resulting in greater
residual motion within each gate. The number of respiratory bins also plays a factor in both
the residual motion within each bin and the image quality within each reconstructed frame.
The smaller the bin size the less emission counts obtained and thus reduced signal to noise
ratio and hence image quality in each image snapshot. The optimal number of gates with
consideration given to the above mentioned trade offs has been reported to be 8 for cardiac
PET [143], this will undoubtedly be correlated to the extent and variability of motion to-
gether with the anatomical location of interest and thus requires further investigation. Phase
based respiratory gating relies heavily on regular respiratory motion to be effective. Regular
respiratory motion necessitates each respiratory cycle to have a similar duration (frequency)
and fundamental pattern (oscillatory amplitude and shape) with no variations in baseline
displacement. Irregular respiratory motion is when the breathing trajectory displays some or
all of the aforementioned characteristics. Amplitude based respiratory gating (figure 3.25)
divides the respiratory signal into several bins dependent upon the magnitude of motion.
Amplitude gating thus requires the complete respiratory waveform and has been reported to
be more effective than phase based gating [144][141][145] particularly when patients exhibit
irregular respiratory patterns. Amplitude based gating however assumes a symmetric respi-
ratory pattern with displacements during inhale being grouped with motion during exhale;
ignoring the effect of hysteresis during respiration.
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Figure 3.23: Fixed time interval gating. All data within a pre-determined timing window
are accepted, data outside this window are rejected.
Figure 3.24: Variable time interval gating. If respiratory frequency is greater or less than a
pre-defined threshold, data during this period is rejected. Also, highlighted is an inappro-
priate signal trigger which may result in a greater respiratory frequency.
3.7 Effect of Respiratory Gating
Respiratory gating therefore attempts to sort data in such a manner as to minimize motion
corruption causing image “blur” and underestimation of the SUV. Gating results in a reduc-
tion in the apparent lesion volume with an increase in accuracy of quantification of uptake
by reducing the underestimation in SUV caused by motion [146]. Gating has demonstrated
a benefit in both phantom [142][147] and patient studies [148]. However the effectiveness
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Figure 3.25: Amplitude gating. Bins or gates are defined, dependent upon the extent of
motion during respiration and highlighted here with varying colours.
of gating is dependent upon the degree of motion and lesion volume. Furthermore, in the
clinical setting respiratory motion is complex; changes in respiratory patterns will confound
the ability to measure true changes in SUV and hence the effectiveness of respiratory gat-
ing in the presence of irregular respiratory motion [25]. Irregular breathing, particularly in
phase-based respiratory gating, results in discarded PET data due to rejection of inappropri-
ate triggers and/or the definition of gates with different phases of motion. Optimal gating
techniques which take into account the variability in respiratory motion have been suggested
[149][150]. A further disadvantage of respiratory gating is each individual gate represents a
different motion state. The question therefore arises as to which gate to use for interpretation
of the image, Garc´ıa Vicente et al.(2011) [151] suggest using the highest uptake value as the
best bin. This will however inherently reduced the number of emissions in the PET study
and reduce the signal to noise ratio.
To increase the quantitative accuracy of the PET image a phase matched attenuation map
derived from CT is also required for attenuation correction. Synchronized 4D PET/CT
protocols have been suggested to improve the spatial matching between the two modalities,
this however will result in an increased radiation burden to the patient together with increased
image acquisition duration. A deep inspiration breath-hold method has been proposed [152]
whereby PET imaging data is acquired at a single breathing phase which corresponds to the
phase of the CT acquisition. Again, choosing one bin will reduce the SNR of the PET image.
Respiratory gating alone is therefore not a sufficient mechanism to correct for respiratory
motion.
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3.8 Irregular Respiratory Motion
In this sub section the irregular nature of respiratory motion is highlighted including its non-
stationary behaviour and effect on respiratory gating. There is evident intra-cycle variability
of respiratory motion [153][123][122]. Changes in breathing amplitude, cycle period and
baseline drifts [154] exist, and thus have confounding factors on respiratory motion estimation,
particularly for gating which relies on regular repeatable motion. Inter-patient respiratory
motion variability has previously been grouped into three categories or types dependent upon
the displacement histogram of both the internal anatomy [153] and external surrogate signal
[123]. The external surrogate signal is a representation of external respiratory displacement
through time and measured using numerous monitoring devices as described in table 3.5 and
serves as a ”surrogate” for internal motion. A type-A trace has a prominent peak at the
low end of the displacement histogram, indicative of long quiescent periods where respiratory
motion is regular and consistent, returning to a similar location at end expiration where the
respiratory pattern spends relatively the most time. A type-B trace is represented by a more
Gaussian shape with increased variability in the position of end expiration. A type-C trace
represents the most unstable breathing pattern with motion range drifting, baseline shifts,
and temporal variability resulting in a broad histogram of displacements.
To probe the dynamics and variability in external respiratory motion including its effects on
gating respiratory signals during free breathing of twenty young (21-34 yr) and twenty elderly
volunteers (68-81 yr) monitored using a respiratory belt for ≈ 66 minutes, sampled at 250Hz
was utilized. This data is freely available for use and further processing [155][156]. Volunteers
were positioned in the supine position whilst watching the film ”Fantasia” (Disney) to help
maintain wakefulness. Processing of the original raw data (figure 3.26a) consisted of passing
it through a moving average filter with a window size of 0.6 seconds to smooth out short term
fluctuations inherent in the respiratory belt signal and highlight longer term trends (figure
3.26b). The difference between adjacent elements of the respiratory signal samples is used
to determine an initial set of inflection points for inhale and exhale. Three percent of the
maximum amplitude of a 200 second sample of respiratory waveform is used as to determine
a trigger threshold value. Inflection pairs whose amplitude fall below this value are rejected.
This is performed by first performing a sweep of the data in the forward direction t = 0, t =
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1, ..., t = T followed by the reverse direction t = T, t = T − 1, ..., t = 0. This allows removal
of inappropriate trigger events during both the inhale phase and exhale phase respectively.
The remaining inflection points define the end of exhale and peak inhale for individual cycles
(figure 3.26c). The effectiveness of variable time interval gating (figure 3.24) was investigated
using the Fantasia study cohort. The time difference between each inhale peak / gating
trigger was determined for each volunteer. The first 20 respiratory cycles for each volunteer
were utilized to determine the average inhale peak to peak duration. Subsequent respiratory
cycle were deemed acceptable if they fell within a timing range of ±60% of this mean value.
Four volunteers were excluded (elderly volunteers 15 and 19, young volunteers 19 and 20)
due to excessive noise in the dataset. The percentage of data lost using the ±60% timing
range was calculated (figure 3.27). For the entire cohort the average data lost was 10.6±9.2%
with a maximum value of 32%. This would inevitably result in reduced count statistics and
hence image quality of the accepted PET data. Volunteers who exhibit irregular respiratory
motion in comparison to the initial 20 respiratory cycle training phase are expected to suffer
from more discarded data in comparison to a volunteer who breathes in a regular consistent
pattern throughout the investigation. The extent and effect of this irregularity is probed
further. Displacement histograms of the external respiratory signal were examined. Figure
Figure 3.26: Example of extraction of end exhale and peak inhale.
3.28 demonstrates a type A, type B and type C displacement histogram from just a single
volunteer. This variability was observed by using a sliding histogram which encompassed
5 minutes of a respiratory trace. This demonstrates clearly that respiratory motion style
not only varies on an inter-patient basis but also on an intra-patient basis and furthermore
highlights that classification of respiratory motion into one of three breathing patterns is
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Figure 3.27: Percentage of data lost during respiratory gating with a variable timing win-
dow of ±60% deviation.
simplistic and a more flexible approach that can account for changes in dynamics of motion
is preferred. To quantify the irregularity in respiratory motion the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
Figure 3.28: External respiratory motion displacement histograms calculated over a 5
minute period for a single patient, demonstrating the Type A, B and C patterns and asso-
ciated time series plot. This highlights the intra patient respiratory motion variability.
divergence is utilized. The KL divergence acts as a distance measure between distributions.
The initial observed distribution (Rtrain) describes how a volunteer is breathing during the
first 20 respiratory cycles. This prior distribution of respiratory motion was initially used
to estimate the mean respiratory cycle and the gating window for acceptance of subsequent
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respiratory cycles when using the variable timing gating algorithm. Successive histograms
(figure 3.29) using a sliding window at 1 minute increments, encompassing 5 minute durations
(i.e 1:K, with K = 5min) of external respiratory motion served as distributions to describe
the variation in free breathing respiratory motion, Rk=1:K . The KL divergence for each
segment of respiratory motion KLk (equation 5.52) measures its difference from the initial
respiratory pattern Rtrain. The variable i represents samples from the histogram.
Figure 3.29: Successive histograms for calculation of dynamic KL divergence.
KL
(RTrain||Rk)
k =
∑
i
ln
(
RTrain(i)
Rk(i)
)
RTrain(i) (3.33)
Figure 3.30 demonstrates the variation in the KL divergence through time for two different
volunteers highlighting the variability in respiratory motion with respect to the initial training
stage where the gating window is chosen, i.e. Rtrain. The higher the KL divergence represents
segments of respiratory motion which exhibit a distribution which differs from the training
stage. The effect of variability in respiratory motion on respiratory gating was examined. The
relationship between the mean KL divergence for each volunteer and the percentage of data
discarded using the gating algorithm is plotted in figure 3.31. As show there is a moderate
positive linear relationship between the mean KL divergence and the percentage of data
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Figure 3.30: Example of variation in KL divergence through time for two volunteers
discarded using the gating algorithm (r = 0.51, p < 0.05). A volunteer may however exhibit
irregular respiratory motion during Rtrain followed by more consistent breathing throughout
the rest of the investigation. The mean KL divergence therefore acts as a measure of the
deviation from the expected respiratory pattern observed during a training stage. In this
data, as expected, we observe poorer performance in the gating algorithm when variability of
respiratory motion with respect to the training phase increases, as the training phase drives
our choice of gating window.
The varying nature of the KL divergence criteria highlights the variation in respiratory mo-
tion with time. Respiratory motion is not a stationary process. The repetitive nature of
respiratory motion make it at best cyclo stationary where the local statistical properties vary
cyclically with time. Inter cycle variability also exists resulting in varying respiratory fre-
quency and amplitude over time. One may observe the spectral properties of a stationary
signal by utilizing the Fourier Transform (Ft→f ) (FT). In the case of a non stationary signal
the spectral properties depend on time. To this avail we use the instantaneous frequency (IF).
The IF is a form of evolutionary spectral analysis to describe the temporal characteristics of
the non stationary respiratory signal.
3.8.1 Instantaneous Frequency Analysis
As a precursor to the calculation of the IF, the mean signal of each individual respiratory
cycle, as identified by the gating algorithm, is subtracted to allow a valid assessment of the
phase of each individual respiratory cycle. For IF analysis to be performed the analytical
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Figure 3.31: Relationship between KL divergence and percentage data loss during gating
where accepted deviations are ±60% of the mean cycle, where the mean cycle is derived
from the first 20 respiratory cycles.
complex signal xa(t) (equation 3.34) of the surrogate signal xt is first obtained from the
Hilbert transform H. The Hilbert transform may be considered as a Fourier multiplier and
consists of the inverse FT (F−1t→f ) of the of the product of the FT of the surrogate signal with
−isgnf(x), sgnf represents a signum function (equation 3.35). The analytical signal can be
represented in polar co-ordinates (equation 3.36) with A(t) representing the amplitude of the
analytical signal and ϕ(t) the instantaneous phase.
xa(t) = x(t) + iH{x(t)} (3.34)
H{x(t)} = F−1t→f{(−i sgnf(x))Ft→f{x(t)}} sngf(x) :=

−1 ifx < 0
0 ifx = 0
1 ifx > 0
(3.35)
xa(t) = A(t)eiϕ(t) (3.36)
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The instantaneous frequency (IF), fi(t), of the real signal x(t) may be obtained from the
derivation of the instantaneous phase of the analytical signal arg(xa(t)) (equation 3.37).
fi(t) =
1
2pi
d
dt
arg(xa(t)) (3.37)
A third order cubic Hermite spline is used to parametrize the instantaneous phase. The in-
stantaneous phase for the complete respiratory waveform is defined in the interval [a, b].
The unwrapped phase is split into N subintervals using the partition or control points
(x0, x1, ..., xN ) with a = x0 < x1 < ... < xN = b, a subinterval is denoted [xi, xi+1]. The
instantaneous phase is required to be monotonically increasing. The spline is therefore con-
strained such that ddtarg(xa(t)) > 0 at each point (a, b). The IF of the signal at time instant
t may be considered as the weighted average of all the frequencies which occur in the signal at
the considered time point t. The purpose of its use here is to demonstrate the non stationary
nature of respiratory motion therein.
To visualize the benefit of such analysis a sinusoid with a fixed frequency of F = 0.2Hz and a
sampling frequency of Fs = 10HZ is simulated with a duration of 100 seconds (figure 3.32).
The IF is calculated with subintervals [xi, xi+1] spanning 0.1 seconds. As expected an ap-
proximately constant value of 0.2 is found with the exception of a small amount of oscillations
at the edges referred to as Runges phenomenon [157]. In addition the simple sine wave is
interjected with ≈ 2 cycles of a sinusoid with frequency F = 0.3Hz to demonstrate the asso-
ciated change in the IF frequency with inter-cycle variability (figure 3.32). The IF therefore
serves as a useful measure to identify the inter-cycle variability of a non stationary signal. IF
analysis was performed on the external surrogate signal of the volunteers obtained from the
Fantasia database. The number of control points of the cubic Hermite spline fitted to the
instantaneous phase dictates the resolution of the estimate of the IF as shown in figure 3.33.
Increasing the distance between the control points increases the temporal sample window size
thus reducing the precision of the estimate of frequency. To avoid over parametrization and
to visualize trends of respiratory motion, subintervals of [xi, xi+1] spanning 30 seconds were
chosen. Figure 3.34 displays the standard deviation of the IF for all volunteers. Figure 3.35
shows the IF for the greatest varying and least varying volunteers.
As shown even the least variable respiratory signal demonstrates non stationary behaviour
with respiratory cycle time ranging from ≈ 0.18Hz to ≈ 0.38Hz which corresponds to a cycle
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Figure 3.32: Top figures: left, represents a simple sinusoid with fixed frequency and right,
its associated instantaneous frequency. The bottom figures: left, represent a sinusoid
demonstrating inter-cycle variability and right, its associated instantaneous frequency.
Figure 3.33: Instantaneous frequency for simulated cosine calculated using a 0.1 second, 5
second and 30 second knot interval to model the instantaneous phase.
duration of ≈ 5.4sec and ≈ 2.6sec respectively. As highlighted two extreme values near zero
occur in the dataset with the most variability. These occurrences can be accounted for due
to periods of motion which are not recognized as respiratory cycles by the gating algorithm
thus no mean subtraction of the cycle is performed. This can limit the amount of zero
crossings in the phase domain of the the signal causing more constant values of instantaneous
phase and thus IF values that tend toward zero. In this dataset however the cycle period
ranges from ≈ 0.05Hz− ≈ 0.5Hz giving cycle periods of ≈ 20sec and ≈ 2sec respectively.
This demonstrates how the surrogate breathing signal can at times exhibit great variability.
Respiratory motion estimation of the internal anatomy (section 3.9) is also obfuscated by the
fact that the phase of the organ motion doesn’t always match the phase of the surrogate, nor
can it be assumed that this phase relationship is stationary [6].
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Figure 3.34: Standard deviation of the instantaneous frequency for each volunteer calcu-
lated using a 30 second knot interval to model the instantaneous phase
3.9 Respiratory Motion Correction
As mentioned in section 3.6, respiratory gating attempts to compensate for the effect of
respiratory motion by separating coincident events dependent upon the degree of motion,
allowing relatively motion free images to be reconstructed for each individual gate. A fun-
damental problem with single gate reconstruction is the reduced signal to noise ratio due
to limited counting statistics. This may be alleviated by imaging for longer periods of time
or the application of increased radioactivity, both of which are unacceptable alternatives. A
preferred technique to alleviate the effects of respiratory motion requires the correction of the
corrupted PET data. The following subsections provide an overview of the main PET image
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Figure 3.35: Instantaneous frequency for greatest and least varying examples.
correction frameworks that currently exist.
3.9.1 Multiple Acquisition Frames
Reconstructed images at a particular phase in motion can be registered to a reference frame
and summed to obtain a motion free image with higher SNR than the single snapshot pro-
vided by respiratory gating [79]. This method is commonly referred to as multiple acquisition
frames (MAF) and can correct for inter-frame motion within an average respiratory cycle; but
neglects intra-frame motion. One can attempt to reduce the impact of intra-frame motion
by increasing the number of gates. This will however decrease the SNR in each individual
gate, reducing the accuracy of the registration and hence correction. The summation of trans-
formed images to a reference frame can also affect the quantitative accuracy of the image[158]
failing to take advantage of the optimization process during image reconstruction. The reg-
istration of individual gates defines a motion or deformation field via a set of transformation
parameters. Both affine motion [159][160] and deformable registration techniques have been
proposed. It has been demonstrated that Rigid or affine transformations between two frames
are however not sufficient where different organs inside the human thorax undergo different
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motions with varying directions and amplitudes. One proposed approach is to use an optical
flow algorithm [79] on a gated acquisition. Individual frames will however suffer from poor
SNR thus effecting the accuracy of the registration. An attempt by Bai et al [161] was made
to alleviate this problem using a B-spline Markov Random Field (MRF) registration model.
Regularization in the spatial and temporal domain can then be used to improve accuracy of
the deformation fields. PET image registration is also complicated by the spatial resolution
and partial volume effects and the sum of the noise levels [162]. To circumnavigate these
problems it has been proposed to correct for respiratory motion in the image reconstruction
domain. Irrespective of the registration technique used gated frames represent an average cy-
cle. Motion derived from such data fails to account for the often irregular respiratory motion
encountered in the clinical setting.
3.9.2 Image Reconstruction Domain
Methods exist to simultaneously estimate motion during reconstruction [163] [164]. Jacobson
and Fessler et al. (2004), incorporate the unknown transformation parameters of individual
gates into a Poisson model for emission. The image and deformation parameters between
gates are therefore estimated in the reconstruction process. Deformation parameters may
however lack accuracy as they are derived from the noisy and relatively low resolution PET
data. This technique has only been tested on a small number of phantoms. This method
also only makes estimates of motion at pre-determined gates limiting the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
3.9.3 Line of Response Re-binning
Line of response re-binning describes the transformation of the lines of response formed
by coincidences such that they are moved to a reference position taking into consideration
patient movement. The transformation identifies a new detector pair and is determined by
the deformation field observed/estimated at the same time as the coincidence event. Due
to the physical process of positron annihilation coincidence each LOR forms a straight line
thus straight lines should be mapped to straight lines. LOR re-binning is therefore limited
to affine deformations. Lamare et al [165] have demonstrated that an affine transformation
for the entire FOV may not be sufficient to correct for the elastic deformations caused by
respiratory motion. During LOR re-binning sensitivity factors to correct for events being
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placed outside of the FOV and varying sensitivity of detectors must also be considered.
3.9.4 Motion Compensated Image Reconstruction
Motion correction can also be incorporated into the image reconstruction process. The advan-
tages to this approach is two fold; firstly the final image is generated in a single optimization
step secondly all the acquired data in the image sequence are considered when generating
the final image resulting in increased quantitative accuracy [166][167]. Using what has been
termed motion-compensated image reconstruction (MCIR) embeds the motion correction
into the expectation maximization (EM) update equation which is described in it’s original
setting in appendix .0.2. The system matrix in PET imaging, A, describes the probability
that a photon originating from voxel j is detected by detector i with elements ai,j . The PET
system can be represented by equation 3.38 where Y ∗ represents the total measured counts
in the projections (with elements y∗i ) and E(Y ) is its expectation and X is the image vector.
The ML-EM algorithm described in section 3.2.5 and appendix .0.2 results in the iterative
equation 3.39.
Y ∗ = E(Y ) = AX (3.38)
λˆn+1j =
λˆnr∑
i=1..I ai,j
∑
i=1..I
y∗i∑
j′=j..Jai,j′ λˆ
n
j′
ai,j (3.39)
with λˆn+1j being an estimate of the radioactivity distribution at iteration n+ 1. With respi-
ratory motion the PET acquisition allows one to represent the evolution of the image over
time, X0, X1, X2...Xt (equation 3.40).
Y (0) = AX0
Y (1) = AX1
Y (2) = AX2
↓
Y (t) = AXt
(3.40)
To reconstruct images to a given reference state X0 the deformation fields can be incorporated
into the system model (equation 3.38) for PET imaging where W t→0 represents the motion
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between the data in frame t = t. to a reference frame at time t = 0 (equation 3.41).
Y (t) = AW t→0X0, (3.41)
Where W 0→0 = I is the identity matrix. One can now define the 4D projection Y ∗(t) =
[Y (0)T ...Y (t)T ]T and the 4D system matrix At = [AW 0→0T ...AW t→0T ]T ; equation 3.41 may
now be written as equation 3.42.
Y ∗(t) = AtX0 (3.42)
As equation 3.42 is in the same form as the original PET system model (equation 3.38) any
reconstruction algorithm that can be implemented with equation 3.38 can also be used with
equation 3.42 [168]. With extension of the MLEM algorithm it was highlighted that the
deformation may be incorporated directly into the probability matrix as shown in equation
3.43 with ati,j =
∑
j′W
0→t
jj′ ai,j′ . or for increased speed the deformation may be applied in
image or object space (equation 3.44) with λˆtj =
∑
j′W
0→t
jj′ λˆj′ [169] with further acceleration
achieved through extension to a subset approach as in OSEM whereby a combination of
motion and ordered projection subsets are utilized.
λˆn+1j = λˆnj .
( 1∑
t
∑
i a
t
i,j
)∑
t
∑
i
y
∗(t)
i∑
j′a
t
i,j′ λˆ
n
j′
ati,j′
 (3.43)
λˆn+1j = λˆnj .
( 1∑
t
∑
j′W
t→0
jj′
∑
i ai,j
)∑
t
∑
j′
W t→0jj′
∑
i
y
∗(t)
i∑
j′′ai,j′′
∑
j′′′W
0→t
j′′j′′′ λˆ
n
j′′′
ai,j′

(3.44)
Within the MCIR framework dense deformations can be incorporated into the system model.
The accuracy of the motion correction is then determined by the methodology used to frame
the data and how the deformation fields are obtained. This proposed approach can be
applied to non-gated respiratory data and allow the incorporation of a dynamically changing
respiratory motion model [170][171]. The methods of estimating free breathing respiratory
motion proposed through out this thesis may be incorporated into the MCIR framework.
3.9.5 Respiratory Motion Models
Increased accuracy in the deformation field can be achieved by utilizing a higher resolution
anatomical dataset such as gated 4D-CT or MRI. Motion derived from the higher resolution
image can then be used to correct for respiratory motion. However accuracy of the estimated
motion vectors are dependent upon the congruence in respiratory motion between the two
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modalities [172]. Motion models alleviate the need of reconstructing individual frames to
estimate motion via gating. Motion models can be defined as a process that takes some
surrogate data as input and produces a motion estimate, usually 4D non rigid motion, as
output. External motion can be obtained from an external monitoring system and related to
the internal deformation of the patient. This allows for a continuous motion estimate to be
derived for the entire investigation. The principle of a respiratory model was first proposed
by Reyes et al [171]. A simplistic model from two static MRI image frames (inspiration
and expiration) was used to build the model. Linear interpolation was then performed to
determine transformation parameters at time indices between the two extremes. Motion
information of a particular patient is then retrieved by affine registration of the functional
image to an average image of the model. This particular model is very simplistic and doesn’t
take into account the respiratory pattern of the patient; i.e variations in magnitude, period
and regularity of motion throughout the respiratory sequence. A more advanced method
using Principal Component analysis (PCA) was proposed by Qinghui Zhang et al [173] for
tumour quantification in radiotherapy and furthered to PET imaging by Fayad et al [174]. A
generic model was created using 4 patients who underwent gated 4D CT acquisitions. PCA
analysis was used to relate respiratory position to deformation fields. Given a new respiratory
signal and a static CT image of the patient under investigation, the model can create a
continuous deformation field to estimate motion throughout the investigation. The proposed
approach has some merit: a single static CT image has the benefit of lower radiation burden
in comparison to a 4D cycle. It does however utilize gated data to construct the deformation
fields. The model is also generic; it is thought that a patient specific approach will lead to
more accurate results. Any model created will be dependent upon the dataset that was used
to create it. For a robust model consideration should be given to the intra subject variation
of abdominal versus thoracic breathing as demonstrated by Alnowami et al [175]. The model
proposed by Fayad et al has also not been validated clinically. Therefore continuous time
resolved volume data derived from 4D-MR or 4D-CT is advantageous as it allows one to
analyse respiratory motion in “free breathing”. Motion derived from registration of data of
this type will allow an estimate of the respiratory motion throughout the NM study to be
made using a variety of different motion models as is explored in Chapetrs 4, 5 and 6.
Chapter 4
Data Processing
This chapter presents the data used throughout the thesis, including its pre-processing and
internal and external motion extraction. Internal motion extraction is performed using de-
formable registration. Therefore an overview of image registration from the fundamentals to
the state of the art is included before describing the method used to optimize the registration
parameters. This is finally followed by the method used to extract the external motion from
the anterior portion of the chest surface which is utilized as a surrogate signal for internal
motion.
4.1 Respiratory Motion and Motion Extraction
To design and validate methodology to estimate, and hence correct for respiratory motion,
dynamic volumetric imaging data depicting free breathing respiratory motion is required.
The availability of ground truth motion also allows validation of the effectiveness of respi-
ratory motion estimation and the subsequent effects on image quality following respiratory
motion correction. Three sources of anatomical imaging data were utilized in the thesis,
termed datasets A , B and C respectively. A) human anatomical phantom data, B) fully
sampled free breathing dynamic MRI data from 9 volunteers and C) MRI data from a single
volunteer to test the designed framework to facilitate the realization of high resolution, high
contrast 4D free-breathing respiratory motion using sparse sampling. External respiratory
motion was also extracted from datasets A and B using the method described in section 4.6.
Independent external respiratory motion data (“Fantasia data”) was also used in the thesis
and its processing described in section 2.7.
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4.1.1 Dataset A: 4D Virtual Phantom
A popular model of normal human anatomy with simulated cardiac and respiratory motion
has been designed by [176]. The phantom is based upon dynamic non-uniform rational basis
splines (NURBS) and provides four dimensional realization of anatomy within the cardiac-
torso region, hence its acronym (NCAT). The extended version (XCAT) [177] provides a
much higher level of anatomical detail, suitable for application to high-resolution modalities
such as CT or MR is used in this work (see figure 4.1). The phantom is designed from
both patient data and cadavers from the Visible Human Project [178]. Respiratory motion is
modelled using average motion observed for organs from 4D tagged MRI data and 4D high
resolution respiratory gated CT data. The extent of respiratory motion can be controlled by
the user to simulate different types of breathing. The diaphragm height can be altered in
the superior-inferior (SI) direction . The extent of anterior-posterior (AP) chest expansion
can also be controlled. The frequency of respiratory cycles and thus total number of phases
in a cycle can also be selected. The heart, liver, stomach, spleen, and kidneys all move with
scaled down motions from that of the diaphragm. Seven respiratory patterns were simulated
with the XCAT phantom, the user defined motion amplitude for each cycle is shown in Table
4.1 together with the observed motion from the mean position of the anterior surface of the
XCAT phantom extracted from a distance map as described in section 4.6. (figure 4.2).
Figure 4.1: Example of XCAT phantom a) rendered organs, b) anterior surface, c) example
image slice, d) extracted distance map.
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Figure 4.2: Respiratory motion trace for mean anterior point on XCAT surface.
Motion Amplitude (cm)
Dataset Diaphragm(SI) Chest(AP) Cycle Period(s)
Test 1 1 0.6 5
Training 2 1.2 5
Test 2 3 1.8 5
Test 3 4 2.4 5
Test 4 1 0.6 3
Test 5 1 1.2 3
Test 6 3 1.8 3
Table 4.1: Respiratory Motion Parameters.
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4.1.2 Dataset B: Dynamic MRI
In principle, both MR and CT acquisition protocols can be designed that allow patient specific
variable 3D motion to be measured. However in practice radiation dose limitations of CT
and the limited 3D acquisition sampling rates with MR result in complex imaging protocols
[179]. The imaging protocol should both capture data with sufficient temporal resolution to
adequately sample the breathing pattern whilst having sufficient image quality to visualize
the internal non rigid abdominal-thoracic motion. Due to limitations in scanner technology
clinically practical acquisitions of this nature prove troublesome [180], and this is discussed
further in chapter 7. However dynamic MR data of 9 volunteers has been made publicly
available [179][181]. Acquisitions were performed on a 1.5T Philips AchievaTM scanner using
a 32-channel coil. Dynamic MR images were obtained using a T1 weighted TFE sequence
(TR/TE=3.3ms/0.9ms, flip angle 10 deg). Parallel imaging (SENSE) was applied in both
phase encoding directions to speed up the acquisitions by a factor of 8 allowing the acquisition
of the whole thorax volume with a spatial resolution of 1.5x4.1x5mm3 (sup-inf, r-l, ant-post)
and a reconstructed image resolution of 1.48x1.48x5.5mm3. The anisotropic resolution is
selected because higher resolution is desirable in the direction in which most motion occurs,
i.e sup-inf. Thirty five three-dimensional image frames at a time resolution of 0.7 seconds
per frame are provided in the dataset. As highlighted in [58] the respiratory rate during tidal
breathing is 12-16 cycles per min (≈ 15 sec per cycle), while the normal respiratory excursion
of the diaphragmatic dome is about 1.5 cm. The speed of the diaphragm is about 0.3 cm/sec.
Thus considering a pixel size of 1.5 x 1.5 mm, the diaphragm position changes at a rate of ≈ 2
pixel/sec. To avoid motion blurring imaging time should ideally be shorter than 0.5 seconds.
However limitations in scanner technology make this difficult and are addressed further in
Chapter 7. To ensure a relatively high temporal resolution of 0.7s per image frame, it is
necessary to select a relatively low spatial resolution. This leads to noise and Gibbs ringing
artefacts. Intensity inhomogeneities caused by the imperfections in the magnetic field may
also be present. A two step correction is therefore performed. Firstly intensity correction of
any bias introduced due to the magnetic field is performed using the method described in [182]
termed parametric bias field correction (PABIC). PABIC is based on a simplified model of the
imaging process, a parametric model of tissue class statistics, and a polynomial model of the
inhomogeneity field to provide a bias correction scheme. Secondly as performed in Buerger
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et al. [181] a smoothing step to minimize noise and Gibbs ringing is performed. Smoothing is
performed with an anisotropic diffusion filter as proposed by Perona and Malik [183] which
performs an iterative smoothing operation on the image I at each voxel =(x,y,z), using a
smoothing weight determined by a conduction coefficient function c(~s) which depends on the
underlying image gradient ∇I(~s). Figure 4.3 demonstrates the effect of bias field correction
and anisotropic smoothing on slices of an image.
Figure 4.3: Pre processing of MRI images showing the original followed by the effect of
correction for magnetic field inhomogeneities and finally anisotropic smoothing.
4.1.3 Dataset C: Sparse Motion Modelling Data
The imaging framework to test a novel method to facilitating the first realization of high
resolution, high contrast 4D free-breathing respiratory motion using sparse sampling consists
of three datasets. 1] A high resolution static, 3x1.5x1.5mm. 2] A single cycle from an
average re-binned dynamic with 21 sagittal slices, 3x3x3mm, 12mm apart. 3] Fifty phases
of sparse dynamics, consisting of 8 sagittal slices, 3x6x6mm, 24mm apart (r-l,sup-inf, ant-
post) as shown in figure 4.4. Each sparse dynamic free breathing volume had a temporal
sampling rate of 1.2 seconds. As previously mentioned the acquisition of fully sampled MRI
data with sufficient image quality and temporal resolution to capture detailed respiratory
motion is difficult. Re-binning algorithms are therefore commonly used which position image
slices into image volumes dependent upon an estimate of the phase of the respiratory cycle.
Grouping slices in such a manner allows a representation of average motion to be obtained
with greater image quality than is attainable by acquiring free breathing data. For comparison
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Figure 4.4: Image examples of the three datasets acquired to test the developed sparse
motion modelling framework, images show (from top row to bottom row): slices from a
high resolution static volume, slices from a single phase taken from an average re-binned
dynamic, finally slices from “free breathing” dynamic data. Slices are ordered as coronal,
sagittal and trans-axial for each respective column.
a marked difference may be observed in the image quality of a re-binned static volume and a
volume acquired with a fast temporal resolution (figure 4.5). Dataset C was kindly provided
by our collaborators at the University of Massachusetts Medical School. The acquisition
and construction of the average dynamic and static volume consisted of utilizing an image
navigator.
Navigator
The navigator measures with a quick MR pre-pulse (i.e prior to the excitation which gives
a net transverse magnetization) the position, of e.g. the diaphragm before data collection.
Similar respiratory conditions / poses of the patient can be identified and used to synchronize
image data acquisition so that respiration induced image blurring is minimized by either
respiratory ordered phase encoding or respiratory gating. The pre-pulse sequence, images
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Figure 4.5: Example in difference in image quality of image volumes acquired using a re-
binning algorithm and acquired during “free breathing”. The free breathing image depicts
far less detail than the re-binned. The re-binned however does suffer from vertical line
artefacts due to the inaccuracies in the re-binning algorithm.
a small volume of tissue near a moving boundary. The contrast of the boundary interface
should be high to permit easy automatic detection. After data acquisition, the position of
the interface is automatically recorded and imaging data (in this case sagittal slices) are only
accepted when the position of the interface falls within a range of pre-specified values or
positions. The Navigator data in this study is a 1-d profile of the respiratory motion of the
liver (figure 4.6). Electrocardiogram (EKG), gating is also performed to only acquire imaging
data at the same phase of heart motion. The navigator window is ranged between -40 mm to
Figure 4.6: Position of the navigator at the dome of the liver (bottom right figure). Se-
quential image slices are acquired at each beat of the heart, the position of the liver naviga-
tor then allows slices to be re-binned into volumes dependent upon the position within the
respiratory cycle to form one average respiratory cycle
+ 40mm (total height= 80 mm) and 1 mm wide. A red line/dot represents a landmark within
the navigator window that the algorithm decides to track during respiratory acquisition. Each
1mm wide red line gives the position of the liver at each sequential slice acquired (from left to
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right) (figure 4.7). Extracting the position of these key anatomical landmarks, denoted as the
red lines/dots on the navigator image (figure 4.6) allows image slices to be sorted dependent
upon their phase in the respiratory cycle and hence re-binned into volumes that form one
average cycle. Pre-processing of the average dynamic data was performed in a similar manner
Figure 4.7: Extracting the red navigator landmarks allows the phase of each image slice to
be determined.
described in section 4.1.2. Inhomogeneity correction was not necessary on the free breathing
sparse MRI data, anisotropic smoothing was however performed.
4.2 Image Registration
The extraction of motion during respiration is determined by image registration. Consecutive
frames of imaging data acquired at sequential phases of respiratory motion are commonly
registered to a reference frame defined at beginning of inhale. For clarity the term sequential
phase of respiratory motion is used here and should not be confused with re-binning data into
one cycle as in phase based gating described in section 3.6. The aim of image registration
is to determine an optimal geometrical transformation between two images. At its simplest,
one image is assumed to remain stationary (the reference / target / fixed image) whereas the
other (the source / moving / template) image is spatially transformed to match it. What
follows is a brief overview of image registration up to the state-of-the-art methods which are
used to extract internal respiratory motion in this thesis.
A medical image may be considered as a discrete mathematical function from a d dimensional
space ( Rd usually d = 3 or d = 2 for 2D and 3D image respectively) to an intensity value. The
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fixed images is referred to as the function A(xa), whilst the moving image as the function
B(xb) with xa and xb corresponding to locations in the field of view or domains Ra and
Rb respectively. Image registration involves recovering an optimal spatial transformation T
which maps Ra to Rb. Applying the transformation to the moving image involves re-sampling
at the co-ordinate locations of the fixed image and hence assigning intensity values xb to their
homologous locations xa within the overlapping portions of the domains Ra and Rb denoted
Rab [184]. These relationships are formalized by equations 4.1 to 4.4 below:
A : Rd → Ra (4.1)
B : Rd → Rb (4.2)
T : Rd → Rd (4.3)
T : xB → (xA)↔ T (xB) = xA (4.4)
Image registration methodology can be split into numerous categories [185][186]. Four basic
elements are however prevalent [187]. 1) The feature space in which the correspondence
between images is sought. 2) The transformation model used to relate the fixed image to
the moved image taking into consideration the plausibility of physiological deformations. 3)
The similarity measure or metric to assess the quality of the transformation. 4) The search
strategy or optimization procedure to search iteratively for the transformation that optimizes
the similarity measure or cost function. The image registration framework can be broadly
described by figure 4.8. Performing the registration involves iteratively transforming the
moving image, using different parameters, until some matching criterion or image metric
is optimized i.e. minimizes a similarity measure (Sim), for linear registration this may be
referred to as the cost function (equation 4.5). The optimizer defines the search strategy whilst
the interpolator re samples the voxel intensities into the new co-ordinate system according to
the transformation found. With increasing degrees of freedom in the transformation model
the image metric or cost function to be optimized is accompanied with a regularization or
penalty term PR(T ) which assigns a high cost to undesirable transforms. A transformation
is thus sought which minimizes what we now term an energy function associated with the
registration (equation 4.6). The algorithm is terminated either after a minimal incremental
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improvement to the cost function or after a pre-set maximum number of iterations.
T ′ = Sim(A(x),B(T(x))
argminT
(4.5)
T ′ = Sim(A(x),B(T(x)) + PR(T)
argminT
(4.6)
Fixed Image
Moved Image
Metric
Interpolator Transform
Optimizer Transformation
Model
Iteration
Figure 4.8: Overall framework for image registration where the feature space is the image
intensity values. For feature based registration, the features extracted from the fixed and
moving image would be used to define the registration result [185].
In general the direction of the transformation is from Ra →Rb, i.e fixed image → moved
image. Figure 4.9 describes the transformation process for intensity based registration. Image
registration is usually performed using the reference frame as the fixed image. The integral
co-ordinates of the pixels of the fixed image in the image grid, usually called the i, j co-
ordinates are firstly mapped into physical space using its origin and spacing information.
This transform is described as T1. A calculated transform (T ) then transforms Ra →Rb.
The physical co-ordinates of the moving image at the associated locations in the fixed image
are mapped to the integral co-ordinates of the moving image using T2. This allows the
appropriate pixel intensities of the moving image that correspond to locations in the fixed
image to be computed [188]. These will usually be at non-integer locations necessitating the
need for interpolation. This process has the visual effect of re-sampling the moved image in
the opposite direction of the calculated transform and is described as pulling back the moved
image into the space of the fixed image.
4.2.1 Feature Space
Registration methodology based on voxel intensity is commonly known as intensity based.
Those based on geometrical structures which are extracted or segmented from the image
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Figure 4.9: Representation of interpolation grid during image registration. [189]
such as points, edges and contours are known as feature-based or geometrical-based. Intensity
based methods usually determine a global correspondence between every voxel in the fixed and
moved image. Feature-based methods however establish a correspondence between a number
of especially distinct points in the images. A geometrical transformation is then determined
to map the moved image to the fixed images, thereby establishing point-by-point, voxelwise
correspondence. Frequency or Fourier based methods find transformation parameters in the
frequency domain. Such methods are only practical for simplistic or trivial transformations,
such as translation, rotation, and scaling [190] and thus will not be considered further. An
advantage of feature-based registration over intensity based is the low computational cost
as only a transformation between the selected features is sought. An advantage of intensity
based methods over feature based is that all available image information is considered; no
segmentation for feature extraction is required which may cause propagation of error in
feature based registration results. Intensity based techniques are therefore regarded as the
norm in medical imaging, due to the lack of distinct, and easily tracked features in human
anatomy or physiology [191]. Intensity based methods also permit the implementation of a
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fully automated registration and are thus used in this work.
4.2.2 Image Metrics
A similarity metric quantifies the matching between the transformed moving image T (B(xb))
and the fixed image A(xa) in the region of the domain Rab. The most commonly used
similarity measures are based on intensity differences, intensity correlation and information
theory and described below.
1] Sum of Squared Differences
The sum of squared differences (SSD) is a simple measure to determine the similarity in in-
tensities between the images as defined in equation 4.7. The SSD requires the same structures
within each image to possess the same intensities.
DSSD(A,B, T ) = ‖A(x)−B(T (x))‖2 =
∫
Rab
(A(x)−B(T (x)))2dx (4.7)
The metric can be considered as a summation with x ∈ Rab for discrete image functions or
via an integral for continuous image functions. The greater the similarity of the transformed
moved image to the fixed image, the smaller the SSD metric. The normalized version is
defined by the mean squared difference (MSD), with 1|Rab| being the size of the overlap region
in which the metric is defined (equation 4.8).
DMSD(A,B, T ) = 1|Rab| ‖A(x)−B(T (x))‖
2 = 1|Rab|
∫
Rab
(A(x)−B(T (x)))2dx (4.8)
Normalized correlation coefficient
The normalized cross correlation coefficient (NCC) allows a linear relationship between the
intensities of the fixed and moving images to be calculated. The cross correlation is often
computed in a neighbourhood of a N3 square window around each voxel. This local cross
correlation coefficient allows one to accommodate for the inhomogeneities of intensities across
the field of view. The window is centred at x and iterates through xi. The mean values A¯(x)
and B¯(T (x)), represent the mean value within the window centred at x for the fixed and
transformed moving images respectively. Local values of the variance and covariance are
measured. The local cross correlation coefficient is integrated over all values ∈ Rab and serves
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as the overall similarity measure (equation 4.9).
DNCC(A,B, T ) = Cov(A(xi),B(T (xi)))2√
V ar(A(xi))2V ar(B(T (xi)))2
V ar(A(xi)) =
∫
iA(xi)− A¯(x)dx
V ar(B(T (xi))) =
∫
iB(T (xi))− B¯(T (x))dx
Cov(A(xi), B(T (xi))) =
∫
i (A(xi)− A¯(xi))(B(xi)− B¯(T (x)))dx
∀i ∈ Rab (4.9)
Mutual Information
Mutual information (MI) measures the entropy or histogram dispersion of the joint dis-
tribution of the fixed and transformed moving image with notation P (A(xa)B(T (xb)) where
P (A(xa)B(T (xb)) counts the number of voxels with intensity a in A and b in B. PA(xa) and
PB(T (xb)) denotes the marginal densities.
DMI(A,B, T ) = −
∫
a
∫
b
P (A(xa)B(T (xb))log
P (A(xa)B(T (xb))
PA(xa)PB(T (xb))
(4.10)
where the histogram bins of A(x) and B(T (x)) are indexed by a and b respectively. The
mutual information can be considered as a measure of dependence between two images by
measuring the distance between the joint distribution P (A(xa)B(T (xb)) and the distribution as-
sociated with with the case of complete independence, i.e, PA(xa) and PB(T (xb)). The distance
is measured via the Kullback-Leibler divergence as introduced in section 2.7 (equation 5.52).
A transformation that minimizes the joint entropy and hence maximizes the mutual informa-
tion is thus sought. The mutual information however may be described in terms of entropy H
via: H(A)+H(T (B))−H(A, T (B)) or the normalized equivalent which reduces sensitivity of
MI towards changes in image overlap as H(A) +H(T (B))/H(A, T (B)). As the marginal dis-
tributions may be calculated from the joint distribution, the joint histogram of the fixed and
moving, or transformed moving image is the only quantity required to calculate the mutual
information between them. With the images being perfectly aligned the histogram is highly
focussed, with the images misaligned the dispersion grows (figure 4.10). A transformation
that minimizes the joint entropy and hence maximizes the mutual information is thus sought.
As described by Mattes et al [192] the joint histogram at continuous positions is derived by
interpolation using a cubic B-spline kernel, thereby reducing the effects of quantization from
interpolation and discretization from binning the data which is especially important when
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the displacements are smaller than the voxel size. It also makes mutual information differen-
tiable with respect to the deformation parameters. For efficiency, only a percentage of image
intensities are required to populate the joint histogram. The number of spatial samples is
usually computed as a fraction of the total number of pixels in the input image and selected
randomly. In the case of the Mattes Mutual Information metric, these samples are selected at
the very beginning of the registration process and they remain unchanged during the subse-
quent iterations of the registration. The number of samples used may vary between as low as
1% to 30%, using too low a number of samples results in noisy evaluations of the metric and
therefore unstable behaviour of the optimizer. Maximal dependence occurs when the images
Figure 4.10: Joint histograms: left) the fixed image with itself (aligned) and right) the fixed
image with the moved image (not aligned) highlighting the dispersion of the joint distribution
with mis-alignment.
are aligned correctly. As highlighted the joint entropy may be used as a metric to assess the
alignment between images. An advantage however of using the mutual information over the
joint entropy (H(A, T (B))) is it includes the individual input entropy terms. Transformations
found using joint entropy alone can result in complete mis-registrations, for example when
transforming the moved image to such an extent that only background overlaps between the
fixed and moved image exist. The resulting transform has a low joint entropy but information
such as anatomically imaged areas are removed. The mutual information incorporates the
sum of the individual entropies of fixed and moving images and thus penalizes for transfor-
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mations that decrease the amount of information. The more information contained within
the individual images the greater the overall mutual information. The negative of the mutual
information is commonly used in order to use traditional optimization algorithms such as
gradient descent that minimize the cost function and hence maximize mutual information.
Number of Histogram bins
When calculating the mutual information the number of histogram bins is a critical parameter
of the metric as it influences the precision at which joint entropy of the images are estimated.
The number of histogram bins should be sufficient to distinguish between different tissue
types. A rule of thumb is generally between 30-100 are used or roughly one third the number
of grey levels in the images. Excessive quantisation caused by too few bins will result in
important information being lost as demonstrated in figure 4.11. On the other hand, too
many bins may result in sparsely populated bins and incorporate noise, and consequently
render the probability density estimates unreliable. A trade off is thus required between
the “degree of” and “noisiness” for a given dataset. In other words, the number of bins
should be large enough to capture all the major shape features present in the distribution,
but small enough so as to suppress finer details produced due to random sampling noise.
Similarly an optimal number of bins will result in more efficient and accurate calculation of
the mutual information. Little work has been focussed on the optimal number of bins. Most
Figure 4.11: Image quality with varying number of histogram bins.
methods rely on rules of thumb and empirically determining an acceptable trade-off for a given
application. A comparison of two such rules from statistic literature, namely Sturges’ rule
and Scott’s rule (summarized below), to identify the optimal number of bins that data should
be separated into has been performed [193]. This work introduces the application of a further
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metric, termed the Shimazaki metric [194]. The shimazki metric is based on minimizing an
estimated cost function obtained by using a modified mean integrated square error. The
method evaluates the estimated cost function using the implications of an assumption that
the data are sampled independently of each other (assumption of a Poisson point process).
Sturges’ Rule
Struges’ rule is defined as w = r1+log2(n) where r is the range of values within the dataset and
n is the number of elements within the dataset. The result will estimate the ideal bin width,
w to be used for the joint histogram. The number of bins for an image is simply rw .
Scott’s Rule
Scott’s Rule is defined as w = 3.49σn−1/3, where σ is the standard deviation of the data set,
n is the number of elements within the dataset and w is the bin width.
Shimazaki
The Shimazaki cost function involves repeatedly calculating the mean k and variance σ while
changing the bin width w and finding w∗ that minimizes C(w) (equation 4.13).
k = 1n
∑N
i=1 ki (4.11)
σ = 1n
∑N
i=1(ki − k)2 (4.12)
C(w) = 2k−σ
w2 (4.13)
The cost function from one such calculation is shown in figure 4.12. The resultant histograms
whilst using Sturges’ rule, Scott’s rule and the Shimazaki metric are plotted in figure4.13. As
demonstrated in figure 4.11, some quantization is present when using 22 histogram bins as
suggested by Sturge’s rule. Scott’s rule on the other hand results in 195 bins which far exceeds
the general rule of thumb of between 30-100 bins. The Shimazaki cost function demonstrates
convergence at approximately 40 bins, which is thus used in future work when selecting the
optimal number of histogram bins. A balance should also be kept between the number of
histogram bins and the number of samples in order to have a meaningful estimation of mutual
information. The number of samples should be large enough to populate the bins, therefore, if
a user selects a large number of bins, this may impose a demand on using also a large number
pixel samples to populate that histogram. The number of bins provided to the metric result
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Figure 4.12: Shimazaki cost function
Figure 4.13: Varying number of histogram bins.
in a square number of actual bins in the joint histogram. Therefore, doubling the parameter
of number of bins passed to the metric, may require a factor four increase in the number of
sample pixels to be drawn from the image to populate the joint histogram, in order to have
the same level of quality in the estimation of mutual information. In this work a higher value
of samples are chosen at 30% of the total number of image voxels for robustness.
4.2.3 Transformation Models
For medical image registration transformations most often assume both Ra and Rb have the
same dimensions, i.e a transformation from 3D space to 3D space, or 2D space to 2D space.
In some circumstances transformations between 3D space to 2D space and vice versa are
required. For example the registration between a plane radiograph and a CT volume. The
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transformation model used is thus dependent upon the type of data being registered. The
number of degrees of freedom of the transformation attributes to the number of parameters
used to describe it. A rigid body transformation in 3D has six degrees of freedom, three
translations and three rotations. A key characteristics of the the rigid body is that all
distances are preserved. The addition of anisotropic scaling and skew increases the degrees
of freedom to 12 and then describes the Affine transformation. An affine transformation
preserves parallel lines. Affine transformations can be represented in matrix form. The
affine transformation can be described as a combination of scaling shearing and rotation
in all three axis x,y,z (equation 4.14). According to Euler’s theorem, any rotation may be
described by three angles. The rotation matrix R may then be obtained by multiplication of
three matrices generated by rotation about the axes. Using the “x-convention” rotations are
performed clockwise firstly around the z axis, then around the y axis and finally around the
x axis.
Sc ∗ Sh ∗R+ Ttranslate =

sx 0 0
0 sy 0
0 0 sz


1 0 0
sxy 1 0
sx,z sy,z 1


r1,1 r1,2 r1,3
r2,1 r2,2 r2,3
r3,1 r3,2 r3,3

+

tx
ty
tz

(4.14)
The rotation matrix R provides a rotation transformation for all three axis R = rxryrz and
is thus a function of θx, θy and θz as described in equations 4.15 and 4.16. The composition
of scaling, shear and rotation becomes M = Sc ∗ Sh ∗R.
rx =

1 0 0
0 cosθx sinθx
0 −sinθx cosθx

ry =

cosθy 0 −sinθy
0 1 0
sinθy 0 cosθy

rz =

cosθy sinθy 0
−sinθy cosθy 0
0 0 1

(4.15)
R = rzryrx =

cosθycosθz cosθxsinθz + sinθxsinθycosθz sinθxsinθz − cosθxsinθycosθz
−cosθysinθz cosθxcosθz − sinθxsinθysinθz sinθxcosθz + cosθxsinθycosθz
sinθy −sinθxcosθy cosθxcosθy

(4.16)
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The affine transformation results in the 12 parameters [tx, ty, tz, sx, sy, sz, sxy, syz, sxz, θx, θy, θz].
The rigid body transform can be considered as a special case of the affine transform in which
the scaling are unity and the skews are all zero. The transformation may be written as:
T (x) = Mx+ Ttranslate (4.17)
4.2.4 Non rigid
Rigid and affine transformations may broadly be described as linear. Although the affine
transformation is not strictly a linear transformation. A linear map must preserve the oper-
ations of addition, whereas T (x+ x′) = M(x+ x′) + Ttranslate = Mx+My + Ttranslate(x) +
T (x′) = Mx + My + 2Ttranslate. A linear map must also preserve the operation of scalar
multiplication, for the affine transform however we have T (cx) = M(cx) + Ttranslate =
cMx+ Ttranslate(x) = cMx+ cTtranslate.
The affine transformation is therefore considered a composition of linear transforms with
a translation. These linear transformations are global in nature and thus cannot model local
geometric differences between images. Non rigid transformations have far greater degrees
of freedom and thus a richer descriptive power to capture transformations. Linear transfor-
mations seek a function T to align the moving image to the fixed. Non rigid registration
requires the computation of the deformation at every xa ∈ Ra now described by equation
4.18 with u representing the displacement vector. Applying the displacement vector to the
original position of a point gives it’s new position. Associated with the displacement field
is a velocity field as described in equation 4.19. The velocity field describes the time rate
of change experienced at point x at time t. The velocity field can be solved to obtain the
displacement field, constraints on the velocity field such as smoothness however effect the
behaviour of the deformation.
T (x) = x+ u(x) (4.18)
v(x) = δ(u)
δt
+ v(x)′ 5 u (4.19)
Deformation models may be categorized predominantly into 1) those inspired by physical
models and 2) those inspired by interpolation and approximation theory.
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4.2.5 Spline based transformations
Interpolation based models derive a transformation for an explicitly defined set of control
points. Radial basis functions like multiquadrics, thin plate splines and elastic body splines
have been suggested. In general however each control point has a global influence on the
transformation. Changing the control point at one position has an effect on the position
of control points globally. This makes it difficult to model local deformations. Free form
deformations [195] alleviate this by utilizing B splines which are locally changed dependent
upon a mesh of control points which act as the parameters of the B spline. The degree
of deformation may be tuned by changing the resolution of the mesh. Motion between
control points is thus interpolated. The mesh resolution thus has a significant effect on
the registration error. Point to point, voxel-wise correspondence provides a more flexible
deformation model resulting in dense displacement fields and are thus considered further in
this work.
4.2.6 Dense Displacement Fields
For intensity based non-parametric image registration, the transformation is thus defined
through a displacement vector field u(x). Thus the problem of finding a deformation T and
displacement u is equivalent. Image registration is commonly posed as an energy functional
which is minimized in order to achieve the registration solution. The joint functional I[u]
(equation 4.20) consists of measures of image similarity D and an internal energy or con-
straints on the solution P. Solutions of such variational problems may be obtained by finding
a minimizer u where the functional derivative or Gateaux derivative dI(u, η) of I vanishes for
small perturbations η (equation 4.21); minimization of the energy functional then represents
a trade-off between image similarity and deformation regularity.
I[u]
argminu
= D[A(x), B(T (x)), u] + P[u] (4.20)
dI(u, η) =
lim →0
I(u+ η)− I(u)

= δI(u+ η)
δ
∣∣∣
=0
(4.21)
If dI(u, η) has a local extremum u then duI(u) = 0 defines the Euler Lagrange equations;
dI(u, η) may be written as equation 4.22.
duI(u) = duD(u) + λduP(u) (4.22)
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Necessary conditions for a minimum are determined in equation 4.23.
−A(u(x)) = f(x,A,B(T (x)) (4.23)
The so called force field f , results from the Gateaux derivative of the distance or similarity
metric D. A differential operator A results from the Gateaux derivative of the regularizing
term P and is commonly called the internal force. The internal forces are designed to keep
the displacement field smooth, whilst the external forces are defined to drive the displacement
to obtain registration. Numerous similarity measures exist as described in section 4.2.2 with
the desired physical properties of the allowed deformations determining the nature of the
internal force. Three common choices are outlined below.
4.2.7 Elastic
Elastic registration considers the deforming image to be embedded in an elastic material. The
medium is subjected to internal forces which re-configure the medium. The elastic potential
of the deformation is derived from the stress strain relationship within the medium. The
Gateaux derivative of the elastic potential (equation 4.24) results in the Navier lame operator
A as shown in equation 4.25, where µ and λ are Lame constants, describing the properties of
the material that control the elastic behaviour, whilst i,j represent components of the strain
tensor, subscripts i represent the plane the strain is acting on and j is the direction indicie.
The linear elastic relationship is derived assuming only relatively small deformations. The
elastic smoother imposes penalties based on the first order derivatives of the deformation field.
The amount of deformation obtained using elastic registration is proportional to the force. For
this reason elastic deformations cannot easily model highly localised deformations. This has
led to interest in fluid registration techniques first proposed by Christensen et al. [196] which
enable large as well as local deformations (including corners) to be smoothly recovered. Fluid
motion is commonly described in an Eulerian frame of reference, that is, one that moves with
the motion of the fluid. Instead of using the displacement of the deformation, the velocity of
the fluid is therefore considered. Larger deformations may be considered when assuming a
viscous fluid model for the deformations.
Pelas = 12
∫
Rab
(
λ(5.u)2 + 2µ∑ni,j=1(i,j(u))2) dx (4.24)
Aelas = µ∆u+ (µ+ λ)5 div(u)) (4.25)
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4.2.8 Fluid
By considering the elastic potential of the velocity of the displacement field we define Pfluid(u) =
Pelas(v). The Navier Lame operator applied to the velocity field (equation 4.19), Afluid now
represents the Navier-Stokes equation with µf and λf denoting the viscosity coefficients. The
velocity field is integrated in order to estimate the displacement field. Modelling the image
under deformation as a viscous fluid allows large magnitude non linear deformations.
Afluid = µf∆v + (µf + λf )5 div(v)) (4.26)
4.2.9 Diffusion
The deformation may also be modelled by the diffusion equation, where d denotes the order
of the spatial dimensions.
Pdiff (u) = 12
d∑
l=1
‖5ul(x))‖2 dx (4.27)
Adiff = ∆u(x) (4.28)
where
5 = ( δδx1 ,
δ
δx2
, δδx3
)
div(u) = δuδx1 +
δu
δx2
+ δuδx3
∆ = δ2δ
x21
+ δ2δ
x22
+ δ2δ
x33
Algorithms based upon this transformation utilize the fact that the Gaussian kernel is the
greens function of the diffusion equation. Thiron [197], was the first to propose a diffusion
model for image registration whereby, object boundaries are modelled as membranes and the
image is diffused through it under the influence of demons (cf. Maxwell’s Demon [198]) placed
inside the membranes. The Demons force is calculated using optical flow as described below,
regularization is achieved through Gaussian smoothing.
4.2.10 Optical Flow
Optical flow based image registration methods [199] assume brightness consistency of moving
objects between the fixed image A(x) and the moving image B(x) such that A(x(t+ ∆t)) =
B(x(t)). Assuming small motion ∆x between t and t+∆t, first order Taylor series expansion
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results in the optical flow equation 4.30, where It represents the difference between the fixed
and moving images, ~V are the components of the velocity or optical flow v = (v1, v2, v3) =
(∂x1∂t ,
∂x2
∂t ,
∂x3
∂t ), representing the displacement in R3 during the time interval t and t + ∆t;
whilst 5A denotes the intensity gradient vector of A(x).
5A(x)T .v + It = 0 (4.29)
v.5A(x) = B(x)−A(x) (4.30)
The constraints on v however, are such that the component of the flow perpendicular to
the gradient (i.e parallel to the edge) is unknown. This is commonly referred to as the
aperture problem. Furthermore equation 4.30 is ill-posed as there exists one equation for
three unknowns. By assuming the optical flow is smooth over the entire image, the method
developed by Horn and Schunck [199] computes an estimate of the velocity field by minimizing
the combined functional (equation 4.31) utilizing a diffusion based regularizer.
I[v] = ∫Rab(v.5A(x) + It)2dx+ λ ∫Rab(∥∥5v1∥∥2 + ∥∥5v2∥∥2 + ∥∥5v3∥∥2)dx
I[v] = ∫Rab(v.5A(x) + It)2dx+ λ ∫Rab∑dl=1 ∥∥∥5vl(x)∥∥∥2 dx (4.31)
The first term is the optical flow constraint equation. The second term is used to regularize
the resulting vector field to cope with the aperture problem. The constraint minimizes the
square of the magnitude of the gradient of optical flow vector v and acts as a smoothness
constraint. Equating the Gateaux derivative of both terms results in partial differential
equations to solve for components of v. The optical flow v is considered to be a velocity field
as the images are two successive time frames and v is the displacement between the time
frames; v may also be considered as the displacement during the time interval between the
two images.
4.2.11 Demons Registration
The Demons algorithm [197] is a variant of optical flow registration, from equation 4.30 we
can obtain 4.32. Small values of 5A(x) however lead to infinite values of v when ideally v
should be close to zero. Multiplying equation 4.32 by [(5A(x))2/((5A(x))2 +B(x)−A(x))]
results in equation 4.33 which stabilizes the result. This results in the iterative calculation
of what is termed the Demons force vector field to drive the deformation. A regularization
is adopted in the Demons algorithm to project the update of v′k onto a smooth space by
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convolving at each iteration with a Gauss filter. The Demons algorithm therefore optimizes
similarity and regularity in consecutive but independent steps.
v = (B(x)−A(x))5A(x)(5A(x))2 (4.32)
v = (B(x)−A(x))5A(x)(5A(x))2+(B(x)−A(x))2 (4.33)
v′k = vk−1 +
(B(x)−A(x))5A(x)
(5A(x))2+(B(x)−A(x))2 (4.34)
The Gateaux derivative of DMSD results in a force fMSD = 2Rab (B(x)−A(x))5A(x) which
is related to the Demons force. Pennec et al. [200] demonstrated that Thirons Demon force
is equivalent to a second order gradient descent on the Sum of Square Differences; i.e the
Gateaux derivative of the distance metric DSSD. This force is applied to the current defor-
mation. For regularization, convolution of the global transform with a Gaussian kernel is
applied. Steps described by equation 4.35 and 4.36 are repeated until convergence.
fDemons = k (B(x)−A(x))5A(x)(5A(x))2+α(B(x)−A(x))∆A(x) (4.35)
u′ = Gσ(x) ◦ (fdemons ◦ u) (4.36)
Where k is a constant and α = ∆A(x)B(x)−A(x) , ◦ represents function composition. The Gaussian
function provides the solution of the linear diffusion equation thus:
Gσ(x) =
1√
(2piσ)
e−
x2
2σ2 (4.37)
The Gaussian filter can be applied either to the displacement field estimated at an iteration or
the updated total displacement field. Smoothing the global transformation (as in the original
Demons) can be considered as a rough simulation of an elastic model whereas smoothing the
adjustment field simulates a rough fluid model.
4.2.12 Diffeomorphic
The regularization terms previously introduced into the functional are an attempt to constrain
deformations only to plausible solutions [201][202][203]. Physical characteristics of anatomical
deformations would ideally prevent tearing or folding of the physical space maintaining the
topology (i.e invertibility) of the structures. Constraining deformations T (x) to be from the
set of diffeomorphic transforms φ offers such a solution. Given two manifolds M and N , if a
bijective map φ (equation 4.38) and it’s inverse φ−1 (equation 4.39) are differentiable, then φ
is a diffeomorphism and the two manifolds are termed diffeomorphic. Diffeomorphisms also
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form a mathematical group under the composition operator ◦ (i.e warping one deformation
by another); thus satisfying the four group axioms described below:
φ : M → N (4.38)
φ−1 : M → N (4.39)
1) Closure: composition of group members is another group member
2) Associativity (φa ◦φb) ◦φc = φa ◦ (φb ◦φc)
3) There exists an identity member
4) Each member has an inverse
The group operations of diffeomorphisms, i.e φa ◦φb → φc and the inverse φa → φ−1a are also
smooth maps. The group of diffeomorphisms are a Lie group and thus have an associated
differentiable manifold. A classic example of a Lie group is the set of 3 X 3 rotation ma-
trices defined by the 3D rotation group SO(3). The sphere with radius pi in R3 is a useful
co-ordinates space for the rotation group. Every element of the rotation group is uniquely
labelled by a rotation vector inside or on the sphere. The solid sphere is therefore a smooth
manifold which is diffeomorphic to the SO(3) and may thus serve as a topological model for
the rotation group. Every point p on the diffeomorphic manifold Ω represents a diffeomor-
phic map φ(p). Every point φ(p) on a differentiable manifold has attached a tangent space
or Lie algebra, that intuitively contains the possible directions at which one can tangentially
pass through that point (figure 4.14). The tangent space of a two dimensional sphere is a
plane which touches that point and is perpendicular to the spheres radius. Based on the
properties of the derivatives, the tangent plane Tp(M) is the best linear approximation of
the surface M near p. Given tangent planes we may then select vectors at each point of the
manifold, a vector field is a function that assigns a vector vp ∈ Vp(M) to each point p ∈ M .
The Diffeomorphic transformations can be modelled as arising from an evolution over unit
time τ ∈ [0, ..t..1], following a path ϕ(t) (figure 4.15); the final diffeomorphic transform is
defined at the endpoint of the path φ = ϕ(1). The diffeomorphisms are therefore functions
of time; their rate of change satisfy the ordinary differential equation (equation 4.40) and
are parametrized by time varying flows of v(φ(t)). The diffeomorphisms φ may be initialized
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Ω
v
Tangent space Diffeomorphic manifold
Figure 4.14: Diffeomorphic manifold Ω with associated tangent space.
φ(0)
v(0)
φ(t)
v(t)
φ(1)
ϕ(t)
Figure 4.15: Evolution of the diffeomorphisms φ along the path ϕ(t) with time varying
velocity field v(t), the global transform is given at the end point, i.e φ(1).
with the identity transform and evolve by.
dφ(t)
dt = v(φ(t)) (4.40)
With appropriate v(φ(t)) the Jacobian of the transformation is positive globally allowing the
preservation of topology. Similarly the first order differential equation may be considered as
infinitesimally small changes in v(φ(t+ ∆t)), the concatenation of these topology preserving
transformations will also produce a topology preserving transformation at φ = ϕ(1). The
principle of obtaining geometrical transformations via the continuous addition of infinitesi-
mally small deformations during one unit of time is illustrated in figure 4.15. The invertibility
property comes from the fact that by simply multiplying the velocity field v(φ(t)) by -1 the
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obtained transformation is reversible and so one may go back in time. The diffeomorphisms
therefore also satisfy:
φ =
∫ τ
0
v(φ(t))dt (4.41)
The infinitesimal transformation of the Lie group is defined as dφ(0)dt , i.e the element of the Lie
algebra at the identity. Integration of the infinitesimal transformation allows the formulation
of finite transformations and thus the global form of the transformation. Physically inter-
preted, the diffeomorphic deformation is the movement of particles on the manifold governed
by the velocity field v, after unit time. The large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping
(LDDMM) framework [203] asserts constraints on v in order to satisfy the ordinary differ-
ential equation; that is v must be smooth to ensure its integrable and the norm bounded.
The Sobolev norm ‖v(t)V ‖2V is therefore utilized, the solobev structure in V guarantees the
existence of diffeomorphic solutions if
∫ 1
0 ‖v(t)‖2V dt < ∞. The registration problem is then
phrased as a minimization problem (equation 4.42) and seeks to find the geodesic path in the
space of the diffeomorphisms with ‖B(x) ◦φ(1)−A(x))‖2 representing the sum of squared
differences, the extension to arbitrary similarity metric is described by equation 4.43. The
LDDMM framework allows non stationary v. When v(φ(t)) does not depend on time the
ordinary differential equation is stationary.
I(φ) = ∫ 10 ‖v(t)‖2V dt+ ∫ 10 ‖B(x) ◦φ(1)−A(x))‖2Rab (4.42)
I(φ) = ∫ 10 ‖v(t)‖2V dt+ ∫ 10 M(A,B,φ)Rab (4.43)
Stationary LDDMM has also been suggested for increased speed. With constant veloc-
ity a solution of the first order differential equation is provided by the exponential map
φ(t) = Exp(tv) which relates the Lie algebra (with elements v ∈ v) and the Lie group with
members φ(t); this defines a subgroup of diffeomorphisms with t running from 0 to 1, Exp(tv)
is a path (t) in the diffeomorphic manifold connecting the identity element to φ(1) the expo-
nential mapping defines a one-parameter subgroup with the condition that φ(t+s) = φ(t)φ(s).
This implies that the deformations of space given at time t = 1, i.e φ(1) are twice that ob-
served at time t = 0.5, via φ(0.5). Thus, stationary LDDMM restricts transformations to
diffeomorphisms belonging to one parameter subgroups. It has been shown that the set of
diffeomorphisms obtained with the stationary parametrization do not comprise all diffeomor-
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phisms, Nevertheless, the stationary parametrization has shown to provide a performance
similar to the more general non-stationary parametrization on the registration of MRI brain
anatomical images [204].
Exponential mapping has also been introduced into the Demons framework [205] whereby at
each iteration an infinitesimally small updates is applied. An update in the Lie algebra v is
sought and mapped to the space of diffeomorphisms through the exponential. The update
thus takes the form of equation 4.44.
φ = φ ◦ Exp(v) (4.44)
Where composition of two diffeomorphisms produces another diffeomorphism. This scheme
has the advantage of keeping the impact of the update very local. Also, successive composi-
tion of diffeomorphisms is commonly believed to generate a wider space of possible deforma-
tions, than exponential maps of static velocity fields. The representation however restricts
transformations to those which may be obtained by finite composition of exponentials, i.e:
φ = Exp(v1) ◦ ... ◦ Exp(vN ) (4.45)
Diffeomorphic registration provides differentiable transformations with differentiable inverses
thus preserving topology and preventing folding in the deformation field. Only in theory are
the transformations symmetric, or inverse consistent, whereby the result should be the same
when registration is performed from the fixed image to the moving image and the moving
image to the fixed image. The numerical methods used in discretizing and minimizing the
objective function result in an asymmetry. Inverse consistent registrations require symmetry
to be incorporated into the optimization term. Both the fixed and moving image then equally
contribute to the diffeomorphic path and the deformation is divided between them. Avanats
et al [206] have introduced the symmetric normalization (SyN)[207] whereby both fixed and
moving images are registered to a middle space using the forward φ0.5f and backward φ0.5b
transformations. The optimization problem is now shown in equation 4.46, with extension
to arbitrary similarity metrics given by equation 4.47.
I(φ) = ∫ .50 ‖v1(t)‖2V + ‖v2(t)‖2V dt+ ∫Rab ‖A(x) ◦φ0.5f −B(x) ◦φ0.5b)‖2)dRab (4.46)
I(φ) = ∫ .50 ‖v1(t)‖2V + ‖v2(t)‖2V dt+ ∫RabM(A(x),φ0.5f , B(x),φ0.5b)dRab (4.47)
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Fixed Image
A(x) B(x)
Moved ImageMiddle Image
φ0.5f φ0.5b
φ0.5f ◦φ−10.5b
φ0.5b ◦φ−10.5f
Figure 4.16: SyN Registration.
The similarity metric used in this work is the normalized cross correlation as described in
section 4.2.2.
4.3 Registration Optimization
Numerous image registration optimization strategies are available to iteratively minimize
the cost function and update registration parameters. A multi-dimensional search through
the parameter space of allowed transformations is performed to seek the optimum parameters
which minimizes the energy functional; these optimum parameters are assumed to correspond
to the transform that correctly aligns the images. The most commonly used are gradient
descent or Gauss-Newton like approaches. The effectiveness depend on both the choice of
optimization strategy and choice of parameters in the optimization algorithm. To speed
up optimization techniques and avoid local minimum a multi resolution approach is often
introduced. Multi resolution approaches attempt to avoid local minimum whilst increasing
speed, accuracy and robustness. The multi resolution framework first performs optimization
on a coarse sampling scale, the resultant transformation then initializes a gradually finer
scale (figure 4.17); this is repeated as we work up to the finest level of image resolution. It
is common for simple transformations such as rigid or affine to be used at the initial coarse
level and upgrade to deformable registration at the finer levels. Similarly the step size of the
optimizer may be larger at coarse levels and smaller at each subsequent resolution levels as the
optimizer must search for transformations at progressively smaller regions. The parameters
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of the optimizer may therefore be tuned on a level by level basis. Convergence should be
achieved at the first level, before parameters are tuned on the next level and so on. Down-
sampling is usually performed by a factor of 2. To avoid aliasing, the images are first blurred
using a Gaussian kernel, commonly with a variance of 0.5 x the shrink factor. The extent of
shrinking is dependent upon the characteristic features of the image. For example, a brain
image of 300 pixels would not want to be reduced to less than 30 pixels. A typical shrink
factor would thus be be 8, resulting in a three level pyramid of 2, 4 and 8 shrinkage. Similarly
images of varying dimensions may have varying shrink factors along each dimension. Using
the multi-resolution approach allows for registering images with more displacement than it
would be possible without. On the downside, registration takes longer due to the involved
down-sampling.
Fixed Image
Register
Moved Image
k=2
k=1
k=0
k=2
k=1
k=0
Figure 4.17: Multi-resolution/multi-grid structure. A transformation is obtained using fixed
and moving images at the lowest resolution level k = 2, which initializes the next resolution
level k = 1. The process is repeated as we work up to the finest level of image resolution.
Successive multi-resolution levels improves the quality and speed of the convergence rate
whilst avoiding local minimum. Down-sampling is usually performed by a factor of 2. To
avoid aliasing the images are first blurred using a Gaussian kernel, commonly with a variance
of 0.5 x the shrink factor.
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4.4 Interpolation
As previously mentioned, when a point is mapped from one space into another space by a
transformation, it is generally allocated to a non-grid position. To evaluate the image intensity
at the new mapped position interpolation is necessary. For increased optimization speed tri-
linear interpolation is commonly used. Tri-linear interpolation is a method of interpolation
C
C11
C10
C01
C00
C1
C0
x
z
y
Figure 4.18: Trilinear interpolation.
on a three dimensional regular grid on a periodic and cubic lattice, let xd, yd and zd be the
differences between each of x, y and z and the smaller co-ordinate, that is:
xd = (x− x0)/(x1 − x0), (4.48)
yd = (y − y0)/(y1 − y0), (4.49)
zd = (z − z0)/(z1 − z0), (4.50)
where x0 indicates the lattice point below x, and x1 indicates the lattice point above x and
similarly for y0, y1, z0 and z1. First we interpolate along x, (imagine we are pushing the front
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face of the cube to the back, see figure 4.18), giving:
c00 = V[x0,y0,z0](1− xd)+ = V[x1,y0,z0]xd, (4.51)
c10 = V[x0,y1,z0](1− xd)+ = V[x1,y1,z0]xd, (4.52)
c01 = V[x0,y0,z1](1− xd)+ = V[x1,y0,z1]xd, (4.53)
c11 = V[x0,y1,z1](1− xd)+ = V[x1,y1,z1]xd, (4.54)
(4.55)
where cij defines the corner indices of the front face of the pushed back cube, V[x0,y0,z0] gives
the function value of (x0, y0, z0). Then we interpolate these values (along y, as we were
pushing the top edge to the bottom), giving:
c0 = c00(1− yd) + c10yd, (4.56)
c1 = c01(1− yd) + c10yd. (4.57)
Finally we interpolate these values along z (walking through a line). This gives the predicted
value of the point as shown in equation 4.58.
c = c0(1− zd) + c1zd (4.58)
4.4.1 Implementation and Optimization
The Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [188] was predominantly used for
pre-processing and registration and the manipulation of resultant vector fields. ITK is an
open-source software system to support the Visible Human Project. The Visible Human
Project is the creation of complete, anatomically detailed, three-dimensional representations
of the normal male and female human bodies. Currently under active development, ITK
employs leading-edge segmentation and registration algorithms in two, three, and more di-
mensions. ITK is organized around a data-flow architecture: Data is represented using data
objects which are in turn processed by process objects (filters). Data objects and process ob-
jects are connected together into pipelines. The predominant filters used in ITK registration
are the interpolator, metric, optimizer and transformation model which provides the basic
building blocks for an image registration algorithm as described in figure 4.8. A broad set of
different algorithms exist for each module. Filters with functionality such as type casting, in-
tensity re-sampling, normalization and image de-noising also exist and can be applied before
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and during the registration process. The different modules used in the process are set-up in
a pipeline/chain and executed by the optimizer. For finding the best fitting transformation
matrix, the optimizer evaluates a chosen cost function. The cost function is defined by the
metric type used in the pipeline. The step size by which the optimizer evaluates the cost
function is chosen by the user. A Multi-resolution framework can also be implemented in ITK
with the possibility to change the applied modules after each resolution layer. An observer
may also be attached to the optimizer to allow one to monitor the value of the metric at each
iteration and at each resolution level. Once the registration has finished, either by finding
an optimum of the cost function or by reaching the maximum number of set iterations, the
latest transformation matrix can be used to transform the moving image into the space of the
fixed image. Both the final warped image and final transformation may also be written to
one of many different file types supported by ITK (Analyze, BMP, DICOM, GDCM, MHD,
NII). Care should always be taken to assert that the correct data type for the pixel / voxel
/ vector values are chosen.
ITK is implemented in the C++ programming language. It uses the generic programming
style of C++ that uses templated code extensively. Templated code is highly efficient. It
also helps to discover many software problems at compile-time, rather than at run-time
during program execution. ITK uses a model of software development known as extreme
programming, which is a simultaneous and iterative process of design-implement-test-release.
This approach helps to manage the rapid evolution of the software. ITK is also tested
everyday using Dart. Dart is an open-source, distributed, software quality system that allows
software projects to be tested at multiple sites in multiple configurations (hardware, operating
systems, compilers, etc..).
ITK uses CMake as a build tool to manage the compilation process of the designed source
code. CMake is a cross-platform open source software system. It was developed by Kitware,
as part of the ITK project. CMake is a build process which is independent of the operating
system and compiler. Currently it supports UNIX and Windows platforms and produces
native build files appropriate to these operating systems. On Unix CMake produces makefiles,
on Windows it generates projects and workspaces. CMake allows the user to control the
software compilation process using simple platform and configuration files (with pre-defined
CMake commands as well as user-defined commands) that are compiler independent. The
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build process of ITK is controlled by creating one or more CMakeLists.txt files in ITK’s main
directory and subdirectories that make up a project. Each CMakeLists.txt consists of one or
more commands. CMake generates a cache file which is designed to be used with a graphical
editor. This cache file contains information about directories, libraries, executables and other
optional build directives. This cache file can be changed by the user prior to generating native
build files. Configuration files (Cmakelists.txt) are written and programs compiled and built
using CMake.
The Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS)[206] offers a set of applications built using the
ITK framework (i.e registration, segmentation). ANTS is provided by the Penn Image Com-
puting and Science Laboratory and is available as open source for Linux and Mac. Since it
is based on ITK, the ITK libraries have to be installed first. Afterwards the ANTS binaries
and scripts can be compiled. Wrapper scripts around these binaries can automate the set-
ting of frequently used parameters during registration and ease the book keeping of applied
settings in relation to the resultant images. ANTS itself wraps around ITK thereby offering
its own scripting interface for the usage of the provided modules. This interface offers an
approach, which is more convenient in choosing the desired metric and setting of the required
parameters than it is in ITK directly.
4.5 Registration Parameters
As highlighted numerous registration algorithms exist each with their own strengths and
weaknesses. The task of image registration is data dependent. The method chosen depends
upon the type of imaging data, including any imaging artefacts and type and extent of motion.
Different tissues have varying degrees of motion. The skull for example may be considered to
move as a rigid body whilst organs in the abdominal thoracic cavity demonstrate non-linear
deformations. The computational complexity must also be considered when approaching a
registration problem. Advanced methods may not always be necessary and/or suitable. For
example diffeomorphic registration may not be suitable for pre and post-operative image
registration due to inherent topological changes. Generalized image registration is therefore
an “open problem” [208][209]. The ITK framework is designed with these perspectives in
mind allowing the user to mix and match the types of transformation models, interpolators
and optimizers for a specific task. Furthermore registration applications commonly have
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numerous parameters which need to be fine-tuned for successful registration. There are
no correct set of parameters that can be applied. Numerous trade offs that regulate the
registration process using different parameter settings exist.
4.5.1 Validation of Registration
As previously described generalized image registration is an “open problem,” similarly how
to objectively validate the performance of a registration algorithm is also an open problem.
The mean square error of intensities or the mutual information between fixed and moving
images may be used as a measure of registration performance. The convergence of such
metrics during simpler registration problems can satisfy the fact that a global maximum
of similarity has been achieved. In some instances however with more complex alignment
and variability in the images, convergence can lead to a local optimum and an incorrect
solution. The analysis of similarity metrics in these cases is not sufficient and parameters of
the registration algorithm need to be tuned for optimal performance. A further fundamental
issue with whole body image registration is that organ topology might not be consistent
between the fixed and moving images. This makes the registration problem difficult and a
problem which might not be solved by any low-level similarity metric. Manually and / or
automatically segmenting anatomical regions of interest in the fixed and moved images is
commonly used to aid in assessing the registration accuracy, with metrics such as the dice
coefficient [210], describing the degree of overlap between the fixed regions and transformed
regions being used. This however relies upon the accuracy of the segmentation. Boundaries
such as the lungs may be easy to segment, whilst finer details are more susceptible to error.
The distance between pre-defined landmarks may also be used but once again this is very
dependent upon the accuracy of the method to identify them.
A measure which negates the need for segmentation and landmark identification is the edge
overlap EDGErmse between the fixed image and the transformed moved image [211]. Strong
gradients from both the fixed and transformed moving image are identified with a Canny
edge detector. The Canny edge detector is used with a σ of 3 times the voxel spacing. The
result is a binary image with edges marked with a 1 (figure 4.19). The root mean square
error of the fixed and transformed moving edges serves as a measure of overlap between the
registered images with a value of 0 denoting no overlap. The displacement field u(x, y, z) is
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Figure 4.19: Binary Edge detection of fixed image and transformed moving image.
a function that describes the transformation of a voxel at (x, v, z) during registration. The
Jacobian determinant of this transformation (equation 4.59), gives a measure of the local
deformation properties. Where Id is the identity matrix and δux, δuy, δuz represent the x, y
and z components of the transformation u(x, y, z)
Jac(u) = det(Id+∇u)

δux
δx + 1
δux
δy
δux
δz
δuy
δx
δuy
δy + 1
δuy
δz
δuz
δx + 1
δuz
δy
δuz
δz + 1

(4.59)
The Jacobian determinant may be used to extract volume changes on a voxel level directly
from the deformation field. Voxels for which the Jacobian has a value greater than 1 are
expanded, whilst values less than 1 are contracted, and voxels for which the Jacobian is
less than zero < 0 disappear (hence there is a singularity in the motion field). The fraction
of voxels with a negative Jacobian is a popular surrogate measure for registration quality.
In theory diffeomorphic registration preserves topology and provides a one-to-one forward
and backward correspondence and thus no negative Jacobian should be present. The ANTS
software however sets to zero any resulting negative Jacobian determinants with the rational
that if reasonable parameters are set a negative Jacobian indicates shrinking beyond the
resolution for the Jacobian measurement. The Jacobian determinant has however previously
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been used to quantify “deformation aggressiveness” when optimizing registration parameters
for cross-subject MRI [212]. To measure deformation aggressiveness the range of the Jacobian
determinant (Jagg = Jacobianmax−Jacobianmin) is used and been shown to directly correlate
with overlap between expertly annotated structures from the fixed and transformed moving
images.
Registration of dataset A. Registration of the XCAT phantom (dataset A) was per-
formed using code written using ITK. As the XCAT phantom produces simulated images
of motion the images are noiseless. All organs also have a uniquely defined intensity value
and image registration is not problematic. The Demons algorithm makes the assumption
that voxels representing the same anatomical feature have the same intensity values. The
Demons algorithm is therefore well suited to registering phantom data such as XCAT. When
the local geometric deformation is large or images are from a multi-modality system, the
Demons algorithm can lack accuracy. Registration parameters were set by observing the
convergence of the Demons metric (i.e sum of square difference of voxel intensities) when
registering the two image volumes that exhibited the most motion. The most stable and
reproducible respiratory phase has been identified as the end of exhale (beginning of inhale)
and is thus commonly selected as a reference frame[213] to which subsequent image volumes
are registered. The beginning of inhale and end of inhales in test cycle 3 (Table 4.1), were
thus chosen to optimize registration parameters. A multi-resolution approach was utilized
with a shrink factor of 4x2x1; each stage was initialized by an affine transformation. Regu-
larization of the updating deformation field was performed with a Gaussian, with standard
deviation (σ = 0.8mm). Increasing this regularization constrains the amount of deformation.
A gradient descent optimizer was utilized with a step size empirically set to 0.2. At each
iteration, this optimizer will take a step along the direction of the image metric derivative.
Termination of the algorithm is achieved when the root mean square error in voxel intensities
between the fixed and transformed moving images is 0.001, or a pre determined number of
iterations have been executed, 200, 100 and 50 at each respective level.
Registration of dataset B. Registration of the free breathing dynamic MRI data (dataset
B) is more complex than the XCAT data. The inflection points of the mean position of an
extracted external chest surface surrogate signal as described in section 4.6 allowed image
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volumes to be split into individual cycles. The first frame of the first fully sampled respiratory
cycle was chosen as the reference frame. The image pair which exhibited the greatest external
motion with respect to the reference frame, from all 9 volunteers was identified as minimum
inhale and maximum exhale. This data was chosen to optimize image registration parameters.
This ensures the registration process is successful throughout the greatest range of motion.
Numerous registration strategies for respiratory motion models utilizing MRI have been pro-
posed (table 4.2). Image registration strategies often begin with a linear transformation for
initial global alignment, followed by a deformable transformation with higher degrees of free-
dom. The initialization of the deformable registration has been shown to be critical in the
success of finding an accurate non-linear transform [208]. Diffeomorphic registration has been
Transformation Model Similarity Metric Citation
HARP tagged MRI - Guerin et al. [214]
Affine - Blackall et al. [215]
Local Affine SSD Buerger et al. [216]
Bspline SSD and MI Chun et al. [217]
Demons SSD Dutta et al. [218]
Bspline MI von Siebenthal et al. [219]
Bspline MI Dikaios and Fryer [220]
Bspline MI Rohlfing et al. [221]
Bspline SSD Quyang et al. [222]
Table 4.2: Variety of transformation models and image metrics used when registering MRI
data for the construction of respiratory motion models.
demonstrated to deal successfully with both small and large deformations providing inverse
transformations which are aimed at preserving topology. Diffeomorphic registration therefore
produces both a backward mapping field which aligns the moved image to the reference frame
and a forward mapping field which transforms the reference image to the moved image loca-
tion. We chose to utilize the diffeomorphic SyN registration [208] (equation 4.43) with open
source software available in the ANTS toolkit. The diffeomorphic registration was initialized
by an affine transform maximizing the mutual information followed by SyN, maximizing the
neighbourhood cross correlation coefficient which through direct correspondence with Avants
et al. has shown to be an effective approach for registration of abdominal-thoracic dynamic
MR [208]. Mutual information, has advantages as a similarity metric in dealing with scanner
variations and may prove to be more robust for large-scale clinical studies. Mutual infor-
mation is also commonly used as a global metric as it is much faster that calculating the
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neighbourhood cross correlation and thus serves as a practical initialization for deformable
registration. The cross correlation coefficient has particular advantages when being used
for deformable registration. During respiration the image pair that are registered are from
different breathing phases; this results in local density changes which are linearly reflected
as intensity changes. In this case, the invariance of cross correlation to the linear intensity
change makes it a suitable similarity function. Furthermore the cross correlation is calcu-
lated in a neighbourhood around each voxel to accommodate the inhomogeneity of the density
changes [223]. The SyN registration algorithm also ranks first in the Empire10 [224] CT lung
registration challenge which rates the state of the art in chest CT registration.
To tune the affine registration parameters the characteristics of the metric are observed to
ensure relatively smooth metric plots. Parameters are firstly tuned at the coarsest scale
before introducing a multi-level framework with shrink factors of 8x4x2x1 to define four
resolution levels, Gaussian smoothing of σ =4x3x2x1mm at the associated shrink factors is
also performed. A gradient descent optimizer is used to maximize the negative normalized
mutual information for a rigid followed by affine transformation. The Shimazaki metric
(equation 4.13) is used to select the optimal number of histogram bins, 30% of the image
voxel are selected randomly to fill the histogram bins. It has been demonstrated empirically
that the number of samples is not a critical parameter for the registration process. When
fine tuning the registration one should start with high values of number of samples, for
example in the range of 20% to 50% of the number of pixels in the fixed image. Once
registration is successful the number of samples can be progressively reduced until a good
compromise on the time it takes to compute one evaluation is reached. The step size of
the optimizer is a fundamental parameter during registration. Large values of the learning
rate will make the optimizer unstable. Small values, on the other hand, may result in the
optimizer needing too many iterations in order to walk to the extrema of the cost function.
To fine tune the step size one should start with a small value and increase until it becomes
unstable and select a value which keeps a stable path on the parameter space whilst having a
reduced number of iterations to reach convergence. Traditionally the step size is dependent
upon the transformation and metric value. The newer version of ITK, i.e ITKv4 reduces
the parameter optimization burden via principled heuristics that automatically set scaling
across disparate parameter types. The effect of varying step size on an affine registration
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is shown in figure 4.20. A value of 0.2 was chosen for rigid step size and 0.1 for affine.
The parameters to vary during the SyN registration are again the gradient step size, the
Figure 4.20: Step size optimization for affine transformation.
neighbourhood radius for calculation of the cross correlation metric CCradius and the extent
of Gaussian regularization of the update field variance (σu) and total field variance (σt),
i.e fluid and elastic behaviour respectively. To determine an optimal set of parameters a
hypercube is defined in parameter space with the limits determined by the recommended
settings for the parameter optimization algorithm (defined in algorithm 1). This defines
1512 registrations. The parameter set chosen was that which minimized EDGErmse (section
4.5.1), the aggressiveness of the deformation was also calculated Jagg. Figure 4.21, highlights
the metric values EDGErmse whilst varying the registration parameters. The minimum is
highlighted. The final parameter set chosen was thus step size 0.3, CCradius 1, σu 2 and σt 0.
A comparison was made with the parameters optimized using Jagg as a metric (figure 4.22),
which gave a result of step size 0.4 CCradius 1, σu 5 and σt 0. Taking the mean of the metric
values across both step size and correlation coefficient, in essence defining a surface on the
hypercube, a strong negative correlation (r = 0.97, p < 0.01) between the edge overlap and
aggressiveness of the Jacobian determinant is observed (figure 4.23). As previously reported
([212]) this relationship is expected. Making a comparison of the images for the optimum
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Algorithm 1 Parameter Optimization SYN
1: procedure Optimize(σu, σf )
2: for <step=0:0.05:0.4> do
3: for <CCradius=1:1:6> do
4: for <i=0:1:5> do
5: for <j=0:1:5> do
6: call SYN[σu = i,σt = j]
7: calculate Jagg.
8: calculate EDGErmse
9: end
10: end
11: end
12: end
metric defined using both techniques however reveals quite different results (figure 4.24).
The optimal parameters were thus chosen as those that minimize EDGErmse. To further fine
tune the registration a Demons step was utilized at the finest resolution stage. A Demons
step size of 0.005 was selected, the result of the Demons stage is highlighted in figure 4.25.
An example of the result of the transform with the backward warping field is displayed in
figure 4.26.
Registration of dataset C. Prior to registration the sparse dynamic slices and average
dynamic volumes were up-sampled to occupy the same dimensions as a static slice and volume
respectively. Volumes from the the first frame of the average dynamic dataset corresponds to
the beginning of inhale, subsequent phases from the average dynamic were thus registered to
this reference frame V ref . The sparse dynamic data was grouped into sparse volumes and an
external surrogate signal was extracted from the surface. The position of beginning of inhale
was defined in the first fully sampled respiratory cycle which from here on in was defined as the
sparse reference volume V ref ′ . As previously mentioned diffeomorphic registration results in
both forward (→) and backward (←) warping fields. The set of transformations corresponding
to the K phases of the average dynamic dataset from the average dynamic reference frame
,V ref defined at end exhale are described by TDyn←V ref . Similarly, each of the N = 8
sagittal slices for the T phases of the sparse free breathing dynamic slices are registered to a
sparse reference frame, V ref ′ , defined at end exhale resulting in transformations TsagN←V ref ′
(equation 4.60).
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Figure 4.21: Parameter optimization using the Canny edge metric (EDGErmse).
TDyn←V ref = {TDyn1←V ref , ..., TDynKV ref }
TsagN←V ref ′ = {TSagN1←V ref ′ , ..., TSagNT←V ref ′} (4.60)
Parameters for TDyn←V ref were calculated as described in algorithm 1. The SYN registration
was also utilized to determine TsagN←V ref ′ . A rigid followed by affine maximizing mutual
information with a bin size of 20 and a step size of 0.05 was used for initialization. Shrink
factors of 4x3x2x1, with smoothing of 2x1x1x0mm in the multi-resolution approach gave good
results.
For spatial correspondence the average dynamic and sparse datasets were transformed to the
co-ordinate system of the static volume using composition of the results of the registration,
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Figure 4.22: Parameter optimization using the range of the Jacobian values Jagg.
Figure 4.23: Correlation between Edge overlap EDGErmse and range of Jacobian determi-
nant Jagg.
i.e transforming the average dynamic and sparse dynamic transformation fields by the trans-
formation fields which takes a reference frame within each dataset to the static volume. The
full set of dynamical sagittal transformations consisting of all 8 slices is thus described by
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of registration results. [A] shows the reference image. The regis-
tration of the moved image using parametrized optimized with [B] Jagg and [C] EDGErmse
are shown. Images as the result of subtraction of [B]− [A] and [C]− [A] also shown demon-
strating the effectiveness of the registration parameter set optimized using the EDGErmse
metric.
Figure 4.25: Example of registration result following Demons Registration.
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Figure 4.26: Example of registration result following parameter optimization.
Tsag←V ref ′ = {Tsag1, Tsag2, ...TsagN }. Affine transformations from the reference phase of the
average dynamic dataset, to the high resolution static volume V o are found (TDynV ref←V o ).
Due to the differences in image intensity of the myocardium in the average dynamic reference
frame and static volumes, an image mask is defined to both volumes to restrict computation
of the image metric to regions within the image that appear similar. Deformation fields are
calculated in this region using tri-linear interpolation of the deformation field in the surround-
ing volume. A rigid followed by affine transform maximizing the mutual information with 32
bins was utilized. A multi resolution approach with shrink factors 8x6x4x2x1 with smoothing
variance at each stage given by σ =8x6x4x2x0mm with a gradient descent optimizer and step
size of 0.25. Each of the N individual slices of the sparse reference volume was also registered
to the reference frame of the average dynamic using a rigid followed by affine transform to
give TsagN
V ref ′←V ref
. Parameter settings in this case were 20 bins for mutual information,
shrink factors of 8x4x2, with smoothing of 3x2x1mm. Composition of these transformations
allows the entire set of average dynamic and sparse dynamic transformations to be expressed
in the co-ordinate system of the static volume (equation 4.61).
TDyn←V o = TDyn←V ref (TDynV ref←V o )
Tsag←V o = Tsag←V ref ′ (TsagNV ref ′←V ref ) (4.61)
It should be noted however the transformations Tsag←V o are, spatially, not fully sampled and
form the methodology of the sparse motion model (section 7.2.2).
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4.6 Extraction of External Surrogate Signal
During this work the external displacement of the chest surface serves as an external surrogate
signal of internal motion. For our purposes we simulated a pseudo-distance map analogous to
the output of the Kinect [225]. A parallel plane is defined at 1 metre from the mean anterior
surface position at the beginning of inhale of a pre-determined training cycle. Distance
measures at each voxel position of the plane are determined for all the remaining phases of
the data. To minimize the effect of voxel resolution in the anterior-posterior direction inter-
voxel distance measurements of chest positions are determined using linear interpolation at
a pre-defined threshold value. Each surface depth map therefore consists of N measurements
for each phase of the respiratory trace.
Chapter 5
Manifold Learning
A vast amount of literature exists on respiratory motion modelling involving a surrogate
signal to derive estimates of internal motion using a correspondence model as reviewed by
[226]. Such correspondence models need to adequately represent the extent of motion present,
which varies throughout the abdominal thoracic cavity and is dependent upon the anatomical
location and organ composition [79]. This is commonly addressed via manifold learning
methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) to construct correspondence models
[227]. PCA proves advantageous by offering a low dimensional representation of the complex
motion whilst reducing collinearities inherent in the high dimensional spaces. During this
thesis the terms manifold learning and dimensionality reduction are used interchangeably.
Manifold learning is a significant problem across a wide variety of information processing fields
including pattern recognition, data compression, machine learning, and database navigation.
In many problems, the measured data vectors are high-dimensional but we may have reason
to believe that the data may be viewed as lying on or near a lower-dimensional manifold. In
other words, we may believe that high-dimensional data are multiple, indirect measurements
of an underlying source, which typically cannot be directly measured. Learning a suitable
low-dimensional manifold from high-dimensional data is essentially the same as learning this
underlying source. Dimensionality reduction can also be seen as the process of deriving a
set of degrees of freedom which can be used to reproduce most of the variability of a data
set. For example only one degree of freedom is being altered in the case of a set of images
produced by rotation of a reference image through varying angles (figure 5.1). Thus all the
images lie along a continuous one dimensional line through image space.
Non-rigid image registration can be used to provide accurate voxel-wise deformations be-
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Figure 5.1: The y axis represents the varying degree of freedom of the reference image, em-
beddings in this lower dimensional domain serve as a representation of different realizations
of the reference image.
tween image volumes at different phases of a respiratory sequence. Dimensionality reduction
or manifold learning techniques attempt to embed such high dimensionality data into a lower
dimensional space whilst preserving its characteristic properties. The ordered parameters in
this lower dimensional domain allow more simplistic representations of whole-body motion.
Numerous manifold learning or dimensionality reduction techniques exist such as laplacian
eigenmaps, isomaps, local linear embedding, multi-dimensional scaling etc. [228]. However,
in this work we choose the simplest form, Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA as-
sumes the high dimensional data can be approximated by a linear manifold and provides a
straightforward linear projection of the data onto the principal components which provide
the basis vectors of the new linear subspace. PCA therefore captures the maximum variabil-
ity in the data. The projection is defined in such a way that the first principal component
has the largest possible variance, that is, accounts for as much of the variability in the data
as possible, and each succeeding component in turn has the highest variance possible under
the constraint that it is orthogonal to the preceding components. The resulting vectors are
an uncorrelated orthogonal basis set. PCA has found numerous applications in respiratory
motion correction of medical image [179][229][227][173]. Many methods that use non-linear
manifolds also start with some modification of PCA [230].
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5.0.1 Dense Motion Model
Throughout the thesis PCA is performed on the motion vectors extracted from deformable
registration of a training data set. The training data set consists of a single respiratory
cycle of internal motion with phases 1 through to K. This is provided by fully sampled
imaging data within datasets A and B. The training data for dataset C however consists of a
single average re-binned respiratory cycle utilizing a navigator as described in section 4.1.3.
The densely sampled dynamic motion may be drawn from a patient specific representation
of motion or a more generic description to be used as a global model. In mathematical
terms PCA uses a training set of concatenated 3D vector components x, y and z derived
from registration of K image volumes with M voxels back to a reference frame such that
vk = [v1,x,k, v1,y,k, v1,z,k, ..., vM,x,k, vM,y,k, vM,z,k]T ∈ Rn with n = 3.M . The training class
may thus be defined as V = [v1, v2, .., vk.., vK ], mean centering results in X as defined below:
xk = vk − v¯ , where v¯ = 1
K
K∑
k=1
vk, thus X = [x1,x2, ...,xk..,xK ] ∈ Rn×K (5.1)
PCA learns a linear model from subsequently calculating the covariance matrix C (equation
5.2) and finds a linear combination of the original variables such that the covariance matrix
is diagonal. The diagonalization of C can be achieved by singular value decomposition (SVD)
of X (equation 5.3).
C = 1
K
XXT = 1
K
K∑
j=1
xjx
T
j ∈ Rn×n (5.2)
C = U .diag(σ2i ).U T (5.3)
The columns ui form a set of orthogonal eigenvectors U = [u1,u2, ...,ui..,uK−1] whilst σ1 ≥
σ2... ≥ σK−1 are the standard deviations within the data along each ordered eigenvector. By
virtue of mean centering the span of the dataset and rank of X and C is at most J = K − 1.
The eigenvectors thus diagonalize the covariance matrix and may be used as a basis for a
lower dimensional manifold. The result of the projection into the lower dimensional domain is
a set of uncorrelated weights wxk = [wx1,wx2, ...,wxj ..,wxJ ] or scores allowing any particular
instance, vk, of the motion vector field to be described as shown in equation 5.4. PCA thus
restricts solutions or motion estimates to be a linear combination of eigenvectors, whilst U T
provides a basis that spans the columns ofX . Any new estimate made of wx by design results
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in an instance of x that is a linear combination of previous examples contained in X .
wxk = U Txk xk = Uwxk vk = v¯k +
J∑
j=1
wxj(k)uj (5.4)
A property of PCA is the Gaussian probability density for wx which is utilized further in
section 7.2.2.
P (wx) = 2pi−K/2 e
1
2‖wx‖2 (5.5)
The principal components thus provide an orthogonal basis for the smallest linear space
containing the manifold. With knowledge of the linear subspace the weights or loadings wk
allows a simpler representation of the underlying motion and lends simplified structure to the
high dimensional data. In this work we propose to learn the eigen basis of respiratory motion
using a fully sampled (3D+t) respiratory cycle. The eigenbasis thus provides a mapping
function from the original data to the latent space in the manifold.
5.0.2 Surrogate Model
An observation surrogate signal for each corresponding phase 1..K of the internal training
data is extracted as described in section 4.6. In this case we choose to represent this as
a motion map of the anterior chest surface, as formed from using a consumer grade depth
camera such as the Microsoft Kinect. Each surface depth map consists of m measurements
which are organized into a state vector for each phase k of the respiratory cycle such that
yk = [y1,k, ..., ym,k]T ∈ Rm. The training class for the external surrogate signal thus becomes
y = [y1, y2, .., yk.., yK ], mean centring results in equation 5.6.
zk = yk − y¯ , where y¯ = 1
K
K∑
k=1
yk, thus Z = [z1, z2, .., zk.., zK ] (5.6)
In a similar manner to the internal data, PCA can be applied to the mean centred internal
surrogate signal resulting in a lower dimensional representation.
wzk = HTzk zk = Hwzk yk = y¯ +
L∑
l=1
wzl(k)H l (5.7)
The two learnt manifolds each represent a different view of respiratory motion. Relations
or correlations between these manifolds allow information from one manifold to be used to
infer information on the second manifold. This allows the facilitation of transfer learning, in
which knowledge of one domain is used to infer knowledge in a correlated domain. In this
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instance such external observations obtained during a PET study with “free breathing” may
be utilized to make full estimates of internal motion allowing the data to be corrected.
5.0.3 Manifold Alignment
Manifold alignment builds mappings between two or more disparate datasets by aligning their
underlying manifolds and provides a geometric framework for knowledge transfer across data
sets (figure 5.0.3).
V = [v1, v2, ...vk.., vK ] with vk∈Rn
Y = [y1, y2, .., yk.., yK ] with yk∈Rm (5.8)
Given two datasets (equation 5.8) with assumed known pairwise correspondence, manifold
alignment aims to determine an optimal map between Y and V and hence from one domain
to the other, i.e R → X (figure 5.0.3). New instances of yk thus allow estimates vk within
domain X to be made. This fundamental property thus allows the mapping of observations
of respiratory motion from one domain to obtain estimates of motion in another domain
allowing subsequent correction. Within medical imaging, the observations may for example
represent external surrogate signals of motion or partial internal image samples within the
same modality or, between modalities such as partial information from ultrasound or fluo-
roscopy being used to derive plausible motion in MRI/CT or other tomographic data. Thus,
such an approach is generalizable across a host of potential problem domains.
5.0.4 Correspondence Model
Many respiratory motion models to date utilize a fixed or stationary correspondence: in as
much as the motion estimation and subsequent correction are based on the static relation-
ship of an external surrogate signal to the internal motion. The first such notable approach
involved utilizing free form deformation and PCA when characterizing abdominal thoracic
organ motion with the intended aim of identify tumour motion for Radiotherapy applications
[173]. The model utilized was driven by the relative position of the diaphragm which acted
as the respiratory surrogate signal. The work of Zhang et al. [173] has been extended by
Fayad et al. [229] to utilize surface information as the surrogate signal and a B-spline regis-
tration algorithm to determine correspondence of dynamic image volumes with respect to a
reference frame. Utilizing PCA to determine a relation between dependent and independent
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of manifold alignment using a two step process. Both observational
and internal data in R and X respectively are projected independently using Φr and Φx into
separate lower dimensional domains. A pairwise correspondence from a subset of each data
set are used to find an alignment between the two separate lower dimensional domains.
.
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variables (surrogate signal and internal motion respectively) is equivalent to a total least
squares approach; i.e minimizing the orthogonal error between the data (both dependent and
independent) and the model. However, respiratory motion as demonstrated in section 2.7
exhibits non stationary or adaptive behaviour. Patient respiration may exhibit large varia-
tions including, baseline drifts, phase shifts and amplitude changes [231], in theses instances
stationary models have been shown to be sub-optimal. This motivates techniques to cor-
rect for irregular respiratory motion with patient tailored motion models that can adapt to
the specific breathing motion observed during image acquisition [232][233]. Isaksson et al.
2005 [234] highlighted that adaptive signal processing filters can provide more accurate tu-
mour position estimates than simple stationary filters when presented with non-stationary
behaviour. Rahmim et al. 2007 [235] and King et al. 2009 [236] have previously proposed an
adaptive approach which utilizes the interpolation of multiple respiratory motion models to
respond to different breathing patterns, i.e deep or fast breathing. The technique is proposed
for use during image guided procedures where images of the underlying patient anatomy are
available. However for the application of adaptive respiratory motion estimation in clini-
cal nuclear medicine imaging (PET or SPECT), external beam radiotherapy (EBRT), CT
and MRI imaging, it is necessary to construct dynamic motion models from limited training
data, e.g. a single respiratory cycle, and for the model parameters to adapt to the underlying
hidden internal motion and motion estimates to be made thereof. To this avail respiratory
motion estimation in this work is cast under a Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
Building upon previous work [237][238] which used a Particle filter for inference, this current
work utilizes a Kalman filter and incorporates an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm
for finding the maximum-likelihood estimates of the parameters of the HMM on a per res-
piratory cycle basis given a set of observations or surrogate signals. Although both patient
specific [239], [240] and global [241], [242] respiratory motion models exist, this latest work
focusses for the first time on adaptive patient specific respiratory motion modelling that can
estimate irregular respiratory motion. Patient specific respiratory motion modelling offers
the practicality of foregoing the large anatomical variations between patients which will bur-
den a global or population based model [243]. However the adaptive approach proposed here
also has scope to be extended to a global framework. The benefits of this adaptive Kalman-
based approach are three-fold and distinguish this from previous work as follows: First, in
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the presence of missing data whilst the patient is in free breathing motion model parameters
can adapt to maximize the probability of the observations. This allows motion estimates
to be made when the patient is breathing in a manner which is different to that observed
during training. Second, the framework allows one to account for changes in both model
noise and observational or surrogate signal noise. This includes heteroscedastic errors which
may occur in the varying performance of respiratory monitoring devices or when it is required
to utilize a different respiratory monitoring device for training and testing. For example, a
correspondence model constructed during MR imaging may use a different surrogate signal
sensor to that used in a PET investigation as in the latter there are no constraints of device
MR compatibility. Third by assessing the log likelihood we can parametrize the goodness
of fit of the underlying model without any knowledge of the underlying organ configurations
allowing us to determine confidence in the accuracy of the correction approach.
We compare this approach with a state of the art method which utilizes a static total least
squares / PCA type correspondence model [229]. The framework described in this work also
utilizes PCA, but separately, on both the surrogate signal and parametrized internal motion,
thus providing a basis for projection of each into two disparate lower dimensional manifolds.
A clear distinction between our adaptive approach compared to prior work is that given a
particular surrogate respiratory sequence or cycle, we learn an optimal relation between the
surrogate and internal motion in their respective lower dimensional spaces allowing maximum
likelihood inference of the hidden motion which facilitates adaptation to changes in observed
respiratory motion across time. This is in contrast to state of the art prior work [229] built
on a static or fixed relationship between the surrogate signal and internal motion.
The adaptive Kalman based approach proposed above is further developed in the remainder of
this chapter, which is organized as follows: Section 5.1 explores the application specific details
of a static PCA approach. Section 5.2 describes the Kalman-based motion model framework
including details of inference with the Kalman Filter / Smoother and learning with the EM
algorithm. Section 5.3 describes the implementation and evaluation using dynamic MRI data.
In Section 5.3.4 an analysis of the effectiveness of the approach is made.
5.1 Application specific details of total least squares model
Zhang et al. (2007) [173] were instrumental in the inception of utilizing PCA for modelling
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Figure 5.3: The static motion model framework is described: 1) Surrogate respiratory sig-
nal and parametrized organ motion extracted from 4D MRI / CT training cycle(s). 2)
Eigen-decomposition of the augmented data [x,z ]T (equation 5.9) allows the partitioning
of the associated eigenvectors [V x,V y]T for internal motion and external surrogate signal
respectively (equations 5.12,5.13). 3) A test surrogate signal zk may then be used with the
static model (4) to give an estimate of internal motion xk at arbitrary time index k (5)
(equation 5.14).
internal respiratory motion with 3D deformation fields and patient specific surrogates. Figure
5.3 gives a broad overview of their static PCA approach for modelling internal motion.
The total least squares based model proposed by Zhang et al. (2007) consists of firstly concate-
nating the mean centred displacement vectors xk representing internal motion and surrogate
external motion zk or displacement signals for each of the K phases into an augmented data
matrix D (equation 5.9).
D =
 x1,x2, ...,xk..,xK
z1, z2, ..., zk.., zK
 =
(
d1, d2, ..., dk.., dK
)
(5.9)
The subsequent covariance matrix DDT is thus extremely large, and so calculating its eigen-
values for PCA is computationally expensive. The method employed by Zhang et al. (2007)
is to note that DV d are the eigenvectors of DDT where V d are the eigenvectors of DTD.
This allows one to find a subspace via PCA in the presence of extremely large datasets. As
previously described (equations 5.3, 5.4), a representation of samples from the augmented
training class (equation 5.9) can be decomposed into a linear combination of eigenvectors
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with Wd representing the weights in the PCA domain,
W d = V TdD, (5.10)
D = V dW d. (5.11)
The partitioned nature of the elements of the training class with dk = [xk, zk]T , allows
partitioning of the eigenvectors of V d = [V x,V y]T corresponding to the relative size of x and
z respectively (equations 5.12, 5.13).
X ≈ V xWd (5.12)
Z ≈ V zWd . (5.13)
Zhangs approach diverts slightly from the traditional total least squares solution, foremost in
that it is assumed that V −1z exists. An estimate of the deformation field at a discretized time
point k given a surrogate signal, can then be obtained via (equation 5.14), thus approximating
the scores or weights of the deformation field Wx in the PCA domain via V −1z zk:
xk = V xV −1z zk. (5.14)
However, respiratory motion in patients who may be experiencing anxiety and / or difficulty
in breathing due to clinical pathology can be expected to exhibit a more varied response than
an assumed average single cycle and static model can describe, thus motivating an adaptive
approach that can respond to changes in observed external respiratory motion as developed
in the next section.
5.2 Adaptive Motion Model Framework
A schematic of the proposed adaptive motion model framework is described in figure 5.4.
Firstly internal motion X and surrogate signal Z are extracted from a dynamic dataset,
consisting of a single respiratory cycle. A pre-processing PCA step is utilized on both the
external surrogate signal and internal motion, resulting in the eigenbases PCAz and PCAx
respectively. In the following section we describe how this framework may be cast as a Hidden
Markov model. The HMM properties are then used to develop an adaptive framework based
on a Kalman methodology using EM parameter estimation to allow the system to adapt
to previously unseen motion, to give an optimal dynamic relationship between the weights
W x = [wx1,wx2, ...,wxk, ..,wxK ] and W z = [wz1,wz2, ...,wzk, ..,wzK ] of the internal motion
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and surrogate observation in their respective PCA domains. Further previously unseen test
respiratory surrogate signals projected into their lower dimensional domain, obtained during
model operation, i.e during a clinical study, may then be used to adapt initial model param-
eters on an inter-cycle or per cycle basis. Maximum likelihood inference of internal motion,
i.e estimates of wxk and via equation 5.4, xk, can then be achieved using the Kalman filter /
smoother. For ease of notation we subsequently re-labelW x andW z toX and Z respectively
with associated members [z1, z2, ..., zk, .., zK ] and [x1,x2, ...,xk, ..,xK ].
5.2.1 Hidden Markov Model
We cast the problem of estimating internal motion from an external surrogate time varying
signal as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), illustrated in figure 5.5. With assumed linear
relations between nodes in the HMM and noise terms modelled as Gaussian, the HMM
is equivalent to a Linear Dynamical System (LDS), with the exception of discrete versus
continuous state variables for the HMM and LDS respectively.
The observational model is thus defined as a linear function B (figure 5.5) which relates
the low dimensional representation of the surrogate signal zk, to the low dimensional repre-
sentation of the motion as described by the displacement vectors xk with some associated
stochastic error wk. This represents the intrinsic model error coupled with the statistical er-
ror produced by the measurement system used to capture the surrogate signal, for example a
stereo camera system used to record external motion, a chest belt or spirometry system. This
measurement error is represented as a Gaussian noise process with zero mean and variance
R, i.e wk ∼ N (0,R).
The transition model (A) (5.5) describes the temporal evolution of the hidden state variables,
which here describes the evolution of the internal motion. A second order m− variate vec-
tor autoregressive function, VAR(p) of order p = 2 is chosen which can model phenomena
exhibiting regular and irregular pseudo oscillatory behaviour (Stralkowski et al. 1970) [245].
Uncertainty in the transition model is also given by a Gaussian noise process k ∼ N (0,C).
Model parameters are initially determined via least squares regression on a single training
cycle which in practice may be derived from a dynamic MR or CT, or for selected regions,
from ultrasound data. The hidden state space is augmented to include two consecutive time
indices. This allows the transition to be cast as a first order Markov process (whilst having
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Figure 5.4: The motion model framework described: 1) surrogate respiratory signal and
parametrized organ motion extracted from a single anatomical (e.g 4D MRI / CT ) train-
ing cycle. An eigenbasis for observations PCAz and hidden motion PCAx is found (anal-
ogous to Φr and Φx in figure 5.0.3). The training data is projected to a lower dimensional
representation. 2) Initial linear dynamical system (LDS) parameter estimates found (anal-
ogous to initially aligning the two manifolds within the lower dimensional sub-space (i.e
latent space) (figure 5.0.3)). 3) Test surrogate respiratory signals projected into surrogate
lower dimensional domain are used to adapt model parameters using the Expectation Max-
imization Algorithm. 4) Inference of hidden internal motion (in domain of PCAx) achieved
with the Kalman Filter / Smoother [244]. 5) Finally an estimate of internal motion found
as described in section 5.2.2
.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram motion of the estimation framework, cast as a Hidden Markov
Model and the relationship between observations zk and internal states xk.
the characteristics of a second order process) with state and noise vectors described by equa-
tions 5.15 and 5.16 respectively. The augmented state transition matrix and noise covariance
matrix are thus described by equation 5.17.
x˜k+1 =
 xk+1
xk
 ∈ Rmp x˜k =
 xk
xk−1
 (5.15)
˜k =
 k
0
 C˜ =
〈
˜k ˜
T
k
〉
(5.16)
A˜ =
 A1 A2
I 0
 ∈ RmpXmp C˜ =
 C 0
0 0
 . (5.17)
The observational model now takes the form of equations 5.18 and 5.19, whilst the transition
model is simplified to a single-order autoregressive model, i.e VAR[1] described by equation
5.20 to allow a first order state space representation to be obtained.
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B˜ = [B 0] (5.18)
zk = B˜x˜k + B˜0 +wk (5.19)
x˜k+1 = A˜x˜k + ˜k. (5.20)
For a probabilistic description, the state variables are now combined with the noise variable
to form single Gaussian random variables. This allows us to express the conditional densities
of the state and the output densities. Below p = 2 for the second order autoregressive thus
mp represents the dimensions of the augmented state vector.
P (zk|x˜k) = exp{−12 [zk − B˜x˜k]′R−1[zk − B˜x˜k]}(2pi)−m/2|R|−1/2 (5.21)
P (x˜k|x˜k−1) = exp{−12 [x˜k − A˜x˜k−1]′C˜
−1[x˜k − A˜x˜k−1]}(2pi)−mp/2|C˜ |−1/2
The Markov property allows the simplification of the calculation of the joint probability.
The first order Markov assumption states that P (x˜k|x˜k−1) ≈ P (x˜k|x˜k−1, ..., x˜2, x˜1). Using
the Markov property the joint distribution of a particular sequence, or respiratory cycle
X˜ = {x˜}Kk=1, and Z = {z}Kk=1 given current model parameters can thus be described by a
product of the conditional distributions, i.e.
P (X˜, Z) = P (x˜1)
K∏
k=2
P (x˜k|x˜k−1)
K∏
k=1
P (zk|x˜k) (5.22)
Following model construction, a respiratory surrogate signal for a particular cycle sequence
can be used to make inference of the hidden internal motion. In this work we choose to use
the Kalman filter which has been successfully applied to a wide range of problems involving
the estimation of unknown variables in the presence of noise (Anderson 1979) [244]. The
Kalman approach assumes a linear dynamical system between a hidden variable and an
observed variable both perturbed by a Gaussian noise process. The Kalman filter recursions
provide optimal estimates of the hidden variable more precisely than those based on a single
observation. The Gaussian noise assumption also allows closed form analytic solutions during
the derivation of an Expectation Maximization (EM) estimate of the most probable model
parameters given the observational data alone, thus allowing the model to adapt to previously
unseen observation data outside of that of the training phase (section 5.2.4.2).
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5.2.2 Inference with the Kalman Filtering / Smoothing
With known model parameters and Gaussian noise the Kalman Filter recursively determines
the posterior distribution P (x˜k|{z}kk=1) over an acquired temporal sequence k ∈ K by esti-
mating the posterior mean and covariance. The filter consists of a set of sequentially forward
looking recursions k = 1..K. In this work the Kalman smoother as the particular form of
Kalman filter is used, as this takes advantage of the off line nature of motion correction in
that all data are acquired prior to reconstruction / correction. The Kalman smoother refines
and minimizes the variance in the Kalman filter estimate using a set of sequentially back-
ward looking recursions k = K..1 to refine P (x˜k|{z}Kk=1). For completeness a mathematical
description of the various terms shown in the filtering process are developed in the remaining
subsections below, which leads to an optimal output estimate x˜k+1 given k time samples as
shown in equation 5.23. The smoothing equations are also presented. The Kalman filter can
be described succinctly using the schematic in figure 4.6 below which incorporates both the
measurement update Gkzk and time update steps (Ak −GkBk) xˆk|k−1. “The Delay” term
indicates the time difference for a complete measurement update time update step. It is
common to discuss the filter’s behaviour in terms of gain Gk. The Kalman gain is a function
of the relative certainty of the measurements and current state estimate. With a high gain,
the filter places more weight on the measurements, and thus follows them more closely. With
a low gain, the filter follows the model predictions more closely, smoothing out noise but
decreasing the responsiveness. At the extremes, a gain of one causes the filter to ignore the
state estimate entirely, while a gain of zero causes the measurements to be ignored.
zk
+
+
Gk .
xˆk+1|k Delay
Ak −GkBk
xˆk|k−1
Figure 5.6: Structure of the Kalman filter, comprising of the Kalman gain Gk the state
transition matrix Ak , observation model Bk . Thus, using this form, an observation zk can
be used to predict the hidden state xˆk+1|k as described in equation 5.23 below. The de-
lay term indicates the time difference for a measurement update xˆk|k−1 → xˆk|k and time
update (prediction) xˆk|k → xˆk+1|k to be completed.
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xˆk+1|k = (Ak −GkBk) xˆk|k−1 +Gkzk (5.23)
5.2.2.1 Kalman Filtering
The Kalman filter algorithm provides a mechanism to perform inference of hidden states, in
this case the parametrized deformation fields which represent motion of the internal anatomy
embedded in a lower dimensional domain and model parameters from noisy data via a linear
dynamical system (figure 5.7). The noisy data here are parametrized observations in their
lower dimensional domain of external measurements taken during an imaging investigation.
The Kalman filter equations allow one to recursively make estimates of the hidden state
x˜k and its associated covariance V k by combining prior knowledge, predictions from system
models and noisy measurements (Faragher 2012) [246]. The Kalman filter involves two stages,
namely prediction of the latent state using an assumed model of the hidden system, followed
by an external measurement update, whereby an observation is used to optimally adjust the
estimated prediction of the hidden state. This allows recursive estimation of xˆ = E[x˜k], for
1 ≤ k ≤ K conditional on a measurement sequence {z}Kk=1. We use the standard notation
xˆk|k to describe an estimate of the hidden state at time point k, conditioned on all previous
observations z1, z2, ...zk with associated covariance Vk|k (Anderson 1979) [244]. Similarly
xˆk|k−1 describes an estimate of the hidden state conditioned on z1, z2, ...zk−1 with associated
covariance V k|k−1. Note the subscript k|K describes estimates at time k conditioned on all
K observations k = 1..K.
z1 zk−1 zk zk+1 zK
P (x˜k|{z}kk=1)
x˜1 x˜k−1 x˜k x˜k+1 x˜K
Observations:
Hidden states:
Figure 5.7: Inference with the Kalman Filter which predicts the next hidden state k + 1,
based on all temporal previous states.
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5.2.3 Prediction
Utilizing the system model as described by equations 5.19 and 5.20 and the fact that the
expected value of a zero mean Gaussian random variable is zero, a one step prediction of the
latent state (equation 5.24) and its associated covariance V k|k−1, i.e the error in the predicted
value xˆk|k−1 from the unknown true value x˜k may be determined (equation 5.25).
xˆk|k−1 = A˜kxˆk−1|k−1 (5.24)
V k|k−1 = E[(x˜k − xˆk|k−1)(x˜k − xˆk|k−1)′] (5.25)
Utilizing equation 5.20, equation 5.25 is expanded using the intermediate step of equation 5.26
to become equation 5.27. As the state estimation errors and process noise are uncorrelated
E[(x˜k−1−xˆk−|k−1)˜′k] and E[˜k(x˜k−1−xˆk−|k−1)′] = 0 whilst E[˜k ˜′k] = C˜k, thus equation 5.27
becomes equation 5.28.
x˜k − xˆk|k−1 = A˜k(x˜k−1 − xˆk−1|k−1) + ˜k . (5.26)
V k|k−1 = E[(A˜k(x˜k−1 − xˆk−1|k−1) + ˜k)(A˜k(x˜k−1 − xˆk−1|k−1) + k˜)′]
= A˜kE[(x˜k−1 − xˆk−|k−1)(x˜k−1 − xˆk−|k−1)′]A˜k
′
+A˜kE[(x˜k−1 − xˆk−|k−1)˜′k]
+E[˜k(x˜k−1 − xˆk−1|k−1)′]A˜k
′
+ E[˜k ˜′k] (5.27)
thus :
V k|k−1 = A˜kV k−1|k−1A˜k + C˜k (5.28)
Equations 5.24 and 5.28 thus describe the prediction stage of the Kalman filter.
5.2.4 Measurement update
The prediction stage is followed by a measurement update stage to refine our estimates in the
distribution of the latent state. The properties of conditional Gaussian random variables is
key in allowing one to infer an estimate of one random variable given information regarding
the other. In general a multivariate random variable [x′, z′]′ has a mean and covariance
described by equation 5.29:
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m =
 x¯
z¯
 and ∑ =

∑
xx
∑
xz∑
zx
∑
zz
 (5.29)
The conditioned random variable x|z can be shown to be Gaussian (equation 5.30) with mean
defined by equation 5.31 and covariance obtained from the Schur complement of ∑
zz
in ∑
(equation 5.32).
px|z =
1
(2pi)N/2
∣∣∣∑xx−∑xz∑−1zz ∑zx∣∣∣ 12 e
[− 12 (x′−x¯′)(
∑
xx
−
∑
xz
∑−1
zz
∑
zx
)−1(x−x¯)] (5.30)
m = x¯ +∑
xz
∑−1
zz
(z − z¯) (5.31)
∑ = ∑
xx
−∑
xz
∑−1
zz
∑
zx
(5.32)
For our case the random variable [x˜′0, z ′0]′ has a mean and covariance given by equation 5.33,
using the fact that E[w0] = 0 and E[w0w0] = R0 1.
m =
 x˜0
B˜
′
x˜0
 and V [˜x′0z ′0] =
 V 0 V 0B˜0
B˜ ′0V 0 B˜ ′0V 0B˜0 +R0
 (5.33)
Using the result from equations 5.31 and 5.32, the random variable x˜0, conditioned on z0 has
a mean and covariance given by equations 5.34 and 5.35 respectively.
xˆ0|0 = xˆ0 + V 0B˜0(B˜ ′0V 0B˜0 +R0)−1(z0 − B˜ ′0xˆ0) (5.34)
V 0|0 = V 0 − V 0B˜0(B˜ ′0V 0B˜0 +R0)
−1B˜ ′0V 0 (5.35)
For subsequent time update steps and using the propagation of the mean (equation 5.24) and
covariance (equation 5.25) the same relationship holds and the measurement update steps
1For reference the covariance of x˜0 is defined by notation V 0. The covariance of the multidimensional array
[x˜′0z ′0] has notation V [˜x′0z′0]
.
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are formed (equations 5.36, 5.37).
xˆk|k = xˆk|k−1 + V k|k−1Bk(B ′kV k|k−1Bk +Rk)−1(zk −B ′kxˆk|k−1) (5.36)
V k|k = V k|k−1 − V k|k−1Bk(B ′kV k|k−1Bk +Rk)−1B ′kV k|k−1 (5.37)
The innovation ek (equation 5.38), determines the difference in our predicted observation
with the actual observation. Utilizing the measurement function ( equation 5.19) one obtains
the innovation covariance Sk (equation 5.39) which allows calculation of the likelihood of
underlying model fit as described in section 5.2.4.2.
ek = zk − B˜kA˜kxˆk−1 (5.38)
Sk = E
[
B˜k(xk − xˆk +wk)B˜k(xk − xˆk +w ′k)
]
Sk = B˜k{V k|k−1B˜k
′
+Rk (5.39)
The Kalman gain (equation 5.40) may be considered as the ratio of the covariance matrices of
the prediction and the innovation thus allowing the measurement update step to be described
by equations 5.41 and 5.42.
Gk = V k|k−1B˜
′
k(B˜kV k|k−1B˜k
′
+Rk)−1 (5.40)
xˆk|k = xˆk|k−1 +Gk(zk − B˜ ′kxˆk|k−1) (5.41)
V k|k = V k|k−1 −GkBkV k|k−1 (5.42)
The Kalman filter is initialized with starting conditions xˆ0|0 and V 0|0. Note the time varying
properties of the filter, with model parameters appended by k. Each model parameter is
adapted on a per cycle basis as described in section 5.2.4.2. To summarize, the Kalman
recursions (equations 5.24, 5.27, 5.41, 5.42) for the linear dynamical system involve estimating
recursively x˜k, for 1 ≤ k ≤ K conditional on a measurement sequence {z}kk=1. The conditional
mean E(x˜k|{z}kk=1) thus provides the minimum mean squared error estimator of x˜k, denoted
xˆk|k with covariance V k|k.
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5.2.4.1 Kalman Smoothing
As the motion estimation problem in medical imaging is retrospective, i.e corrections are
applied after all data have been acquired, then any particular estimate xˆk can be refined by
making use of measurements acquired after time point k, i.e measurements zk+1:K can be
used to correct filtered estimates xˆk, illustrated in figure 5.8. This is achieved by Rauch-
Tung-Striebel (RTS) smoothing (equations smooth). Using the estimates of the forward
z1 zk zK−2 zK−1 zK
P (x˜k|{z}Kk=1)
x˜1 x˜k x˜K−2 x˜K−1 x˜K
Observations:
Hidden states:
Figure 5.8: Inference with the Kalman Smoother. Note the backward facing recursive esti-
mates are used to minimize variance in the estimate.
filtering recursions the smoothed estimates can be obtained by backward recursions for k =
K,K−1, ..1 (equations 5.43). The Kalman smoother is initialized with xˆK|K and V K|K from
the Kalman filter. V k,k−1|K describes the covariance between xk|K and xk−1|K . In a similar
manner to the description of the Kalman forward filtering process for temporally backward
smoothing we introduce J k (equation 5.43) to denote the smoother gain which serves the
same purpose as the filter gain Gk defined in equation 5.40 and acts as a weighting factor
describing how much the smoothed estimates xˆk|K should be corrected.
J k = V k|kA˜k
′
(V k+1|k)−1
xˆk|K = xˆk|k + J k(xˆk+1|K − xˆk+1|k)
V k|K = V k|k + J k(V k+1|K − V k+1|k)J ′k
V k,k−1|K = V k|KJ ′k−1 (5.43)
To summarize, the Kalman filter allows one to obtain estimates or inference of the filtered
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posterior distribution P (x˜k|{z}kk=1). The estimates made during kalman filtering allow the
smoothed posterior distribution P (x˜k|{z}Kk=1) to be calculated. Smoothed estimates of x˜k
are conditioned on all information i.e, zKk=1 as opposed to zkk=1 when using filtering alone and
thus have minimum variance in comparison to forward filtered estimates. For a more detailed
derivation of the Kalman smoother the reader is guided to Anderson (1979) [244].
5.2.4.2 Adaptive Parameter Estimation
Inference estimates are highly dependent upon model parameters Θ = {A˜, B˜, C˜ ,R}. Contin-
ually tuning the estimator allows the model to generalize to new data which may be necessary
for changes in breathing style and / or noise conditions. The maximum likelihood estimate
Θˆ of a set of parameters given a dataset composed of only observed data and unobserved or
hidden data can be achieved using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm as sum-
marized by Ghahramani (1996) [247]. The EM algorithm in this work is applied on a per
respiratory cycle basis to adapt model parameters allowing a flexible model that can deal
with inter-cycle variability. The HMM or LDS defines a joint distribution (equation 5.22).
This allows the likelihood function to be given by L(Θ) = P (X˜ ,Z |Θ). As X˜ is hidden we
can maximize the marginal (log) likelihood L(Θ) = logP (Z |Θ) = ∫
X˜
P (X˜ ,Z |Θ)dX˜. Using
Jensen’s inequality of the concave log function and the assumed distribution H over the
hidden variables we can obtain a lower bound for the marginal log likelihood (equation 5.44).
L(Θ) = log
∫
X P (X,Z |Θ)dX
= log
∫
X H(X )
P (X,Z |Θ)
H(X ) dX ≥
∫
X H(X )log
P (X,Z |Θ)
H(X ) dX
= F(H,Θ) (5.44)
The E step consists of maximizing this lower bound F(H,Θ) with respect to H(X˜ ). This
occurs when H(X˜ ) = P (X˜ |Z,Θ). This is estimated using the Kalman smoother with current
parameter estimates. The M step consists of maximizing the lower bound with respect to the
parameters Θ. This is achieved by taking the derivative of E
X˜ |Z [log P (X˜, Z |Θ)] with respect
to each model parameter to give new model parameters Θt+1 = {A˜new, B˜new, C˜new,Rnew}.
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The EM algorithm, with t iterations is repeated until parameter convergence (equation 5.45).
Estep Φ(Θ|Θt) = EX |Z [log P (X,Z |Θ)]
Mstep Θt+1 = argmaxΘ EX |Z [log P (X,Z |Θ)] (5.45)
The closed form maximizing solutions, i.e the parameters that satisfy
∂E
X˜ |Z [log P (X˜,Z |Θ)]
∂Θ = 0
are summarized in equations 5.46.
C˜new =
1
K − 1
K∑
k=2
(xˆk|K − A˜xˆk−1|K)(xˆk|K − A˜xˆk−1|K)′
+A˜kV k−1|KA˜
′
k + V k|K − V k|KG′kA˜
′ − A˜GkV k|K
Rnew =
1
K + 1
K∑
k=1
(zk − B˜xˆk|K)(zk − B˜xˆk|K)′ + B˜V k|KB˜
′
A˜new = (
K∑
k=2
xˆk|kxˆ′k|k−1)(
K∑
k=2
xˆk−1|k−1xˆ′k−1|k−1)−1
B˜new = (
K∑
k=1
zˆkxˆ
′
k)(
K∑
k=1
xˆk|kxˆ′k|k)−1. (5.46)
The innovations or filtering error ek (equation 5.38) are independent Gaussian random vari-
ables with covariance described by equation 5.39. The log of p(ek) ∼ N (0,Sk) (equation
5.48) thus defines a likelihood function of the current model which is used in practice to
quickly asses parameter learning 2. In this work three stopping conditions for the adaptive
step were used. Firstly if there was a positive rise in the log likelihood. Secondly if there was
convergence of the likelihood defined as less than a rise of 0.001 in one iteration; and thirdly
if the infinity norm (‖‖∞), defined as the maximum absolute values of the components of the
parameters Θ changes by less than 0.001 (equation 5.47).
∥∥∥A˜∥∥∥∞ < 0.001 ∧ ∥∥∥B˜∥∥∥∞ < 0.001 ∧ ∥∥∥C˜∥∥∥∞ < 0.001 ∧ ∥∥∥R∥∥∥∞ < 0.001 (5.47)
− logL(θ) = 12
K∑
k=1
log|Sk|+ 12
K∑
k=1
e′kSk
−1ek (5.48)
2Minimizing the negative log likelihood is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation
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For a more detailed discussion of EM principles the reader is referred to Shumway and Stoffer
(1982) [248].
5.3 Testing The Kalman Filter
5.3.1 Testing with XCAT data
The effect of respiratory motion estimation using the Kalman filter (described in section
5.2.4.1), the Kalman filter with adaptation using EM (section 5.2.4.2) and using the total
least squares framework (section 5.1) was tested with the XCAT phantom (dataset A) and
a comparison made of each models performance. The internal phases of respiratory motion
were simulated with the parameters listed in table 4.1 section 4.1.1, for the 7 individual
cases. A single respiratory cycle was chosen for model construction. The initial phase of this
training cycle being the beginning of inhale was chosen as the reference phase, all subsequent
respiratory phases were registered to this initial internal phase as described in section 4.5.1.
The vector field associated with each phase k of a respiratory cycle has 3×M components,
with M = 256× 120× 256 corresponding to the per frame voxel dimensionality. Vector fields
were thus organized into state vectors:
xk = [x1,1,k,x1,2,k,x1,3,k, ...,xM,1,k,xM,2,k,xM,3,k]′ (5.49)
The displacement of an orthogonal projection of the anterior chest surface serves as a pseudo
depth measurement as described in section 4.6. Each surface depth map consists of m discrete
pixel measurements which were organized into a state vector for each discrete time point or
phase k of the respiratory cycle.
zk = [z1,k, z2,k, ..., zm,k]′. (5.50)
Three principal components are kept for the internal and external motion to capture greater
than 99% of the variability in the signal. Motion correction during testing was performed
using the observations or surrogate signals to make estimates of internal motion whilst using
the kalman filter , adaptive kalman filter with model parameters adapted on a per cycle basis
using the EM framework and the total least squares model. To assess the robustness of the
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models, two experiments were performed: firstly no noise was added to the observational
signal and secondly 1.5mm of Gaussian noise was added voxel wise to the external distance
map to simulate the observation error of the observation measurement, in this case based on
using a Microsoft Kinect depth camera.
Figure 5.9: Root mean square error of vector fields versus ground truth for the Kalman
filter (KF), Kalman Filter with EM (EKF) and Total Least Squares (TLS), with no noise
added to the observables.
To measure the effectiveness of each model the mean root mean square error of the estimated
deformation fields versus the ground truth deformation fields was compared. As demonstrated
both the adaptive Kalman filter and total least squares approach provide motion estimation
below 1.4mm, well below the voxel resolution of a PET scanner. With the addition of noise
to the observable the adaptive Kalman filter very marginally out performs the total least
squares approach indicating the robustness to noise. Figure 5.11 displays the performance
of the models for all test cases by examining the weights or loadings of the estimated first
principal components of the vector fields in the 1.5mm noise experiment along with the
weight of the ground truth vector field (blue). Estimations close the the ground truth yield
smaller root mean square errors. Figure 5.12 shows EKF and TLS estimated loadings of the
first principal component for all simulated test cases with no noise and in the presence of
noise. As can be seen with the addition of noise the EKF model more closely approximates
the ground truth in comparison to the TLS model. This demonstrate the robustness of the
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Figure 5.10: Root mean square error of vector fields versus ground truth for the Kalman
Filter (KF), Kalman Filter with EM (EKF) and Total Least Squares (TLS), with 1.5mm
Gaussian noise added voxels wise to the observables.
EKF to varying noise realizations which commonly occur with surrogate signal monitoring
equipment. The XCAT model however provides a simplistic representation of respiration, as
can be observed by the sinusoidal nature of the PCA signal. Section 5.3.3 assess the added
benefit of the adaptive Kalman filter in comparison to a static model in the presence of more
realistic irregular respiratory motion extracted from MRI data.
5.3.2 Simulated PET study
An FDG study was simulated using the XCAT data to evaluate the effectiveness of the motion
correction approach. The ASIM package [249] was utilized which serves as an analytical
simulator for PET scanners. ASIM uses a monte-carlo based approach to allow the realization
of realistic projection (sinogram) data based on the geometrical specification of the emission
and attenuation objects. In this case the mean of the individual phases from the simulated
XCAT phantom served as an activity map to be input into ASIM for the generation of
sinograms. An FDG uptake map was constructed for a typical PET study; intensity values of
organs were chosen such that they were proportional to standard uptake values that represent
both normal [250, 251, 252, 253, 254] and tumour[255] (table 5.1) tissue. Four 16mm lesions
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Figure 5.11: Weights or loadings along the first principal component for the estimated vec-
tor fields using the Kalman filter(KF) (green), Total Least Square (TLS) model (black),
Kalman filter with EM (EKF) (red) and the ground truth (blue) in the presence of 1.5mm
Gaussian noise added voxel wise to the observable surrogate. Estimations closer the the
ground truth yield smaller root mean square errors in the calculated vector fields.
Organ / Tissue SUV Organ / Tissue SUV
Intestines 2.5 Lungs 0.6
Kidney 2.5 blood pool 1.7
Ribs 1.6 myocardium 5.2
Liver 3.2 spine 5.1
Spleen 2.4 oesophagus 0.2
Gallbladder 1.9 pericardium 1.3
Stomach 2.2 tumours 4
Table 5.1: Values of standard uptake value for specified organs.
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Figure 5.12: Weights or loadings along the first principal component for the estimated vec-
tor fields using the total least square (TLS) model (black), Kalman filter with EM (EKF)
(red) and the ground truth (blue) in the presence of no noise and the addition of 1.5mm
Gaussian noise added voxel wise to the observable surrogate. Estimations closer the the
ground truth yield smaller root mean square errors in the calculated vector fields.
were inserted in the phantom at locations shown in figure 5.13. Summation of the individual
phases of the simulated map produced a motion corrupted input to produce motion corrupted
sinograms; similarly the corrected phases using the EKF estimated vector fields were summed
to produce a motion corrected activity map and hence motion corrected sinograms. The FDG
studies simulated were for a typical 80kg patient who receives a 400MBq [256] injection dose.
With the assumption of a 60 minute duration between tracer injection and scan time, the
actual activity at imaging was 274.07MBq. With the assumption that each voxel (re-sampled
to 1mm x 1mm x 1mm) is equivalent to 1g the phantom activity per unit voxel was thus
(274000000/80000000) 3.425 counts per second per voxel. The assigned suv values were
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thus multiplied by 3.425 to give measured counts per second per voxel detected by the PET
scanner. ASIM allows the user to select the scan duration, a 30 minute imaging duration
was chosen. The simulated projections were reconstructed using the open source software for
tomographic image reconstruction (STIR)[257].3. The resultant images allowed a quantitative
evaluation of motion correction.
Figure 5.13: Position of inserted tumours in the FDG uptake map.
A profile plot of the simulated PET study (figure 5.14), for the uncorrected (red) versus
the corrected (blue) study shows an almost doubled increase in contrast resolution of the
tumour and sharper organ boundaries (figure 5.14). Overall a 30% reduction in mean
uptake value of the tumours was observed for the uncorrected study versus the corrected
study. The mean uptake value for the four tumours, taken from the phases of the activity
map demonstrate the effectiveness of the motion correction during the entirety of the res-
piratory sequence (figure 5.15). Motion examples of the uncorrected versus the corrected
(with EKF) activity maps for all the test sequences is shown on the accompanying CD
(/Chp4/XCAToneloop uncorrected vs corrected(A).gif).
5.3.3 Testing with MRI data
The adaptive Kalman model was tested on nine publicly available dynamic MRI data sets of
volunteers in free-breathing (Tsoumpas et al. 2011)4 and the results compared with total least
3Acknowledgments to a previous colleague John Jones for the setting up of the ASIM and STIR pipeline
for ease of generation of simulated PET studies
4A download link and usage instructions for this data are available at http://www.isd.kcl.ac.uk/
pet-mri/simulated-data/
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Figure 5.14: Above: Simulated FDG study for uncorrected versus corrected. Below: Hor-
izontal profile plots for uncorrected (red), versus corrected (blue) using the EKF shows a
factor 2 increase in contrast resolution of the tumour (position 1), and a more well defined
organ boundary (position 2), for motion correction using the adaptive kalman filter versus
no correction.
squares. The dataset is described in section 4.1.2, summarized here for succinctness. Four
dimensional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) which allows the acquisition of dynamic
volumetric images with no radiation burden lends itself well to assessing the applicability of
respiratory motion models and how well these deal with inter-cycle variability Miquel et al.
2013 [259]. Spatial and temporal resolution of the MRI data was 1.48 x 5.5 x 1.48 mm
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Figure 5.15: Mean uptake value for the four tumours showing the corrected (red) and
uncorrected (black) values during the respiratory sequence.
(right-left, anterior-posterior, superior-inferior) and 0.7sec temporal sampling respectively.
Each volunteer dataset consisted of 35 image volumes, thus encompassing 24.5 seconds of
free breathing. However, the high temporal resolution of the image volumes results in poor
contrast noise and Gibbs ringing artefacts. These were reduced using anisotropic diffusion
filtering in a similar manner to Buerger et al. (2011) [181]. This results in smoother homoge-
neous image regions that contain little structural information but avoids smoothing between
different tissue types, thus preserving edges.
5.3.3.1 Parameterization of Surrogate Respiratory Signal
In order to test the aforementioned novel Kalman approach with EM parameter estimation for
motion correction, the surrogate external signal was evaluated by observing the displacement
of the chest surface, similar to that which may be obtained using a marker-less 3D depth
camera (Tahavori et al. 2014 [225]). The displacement of an orthogonal projection of the
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anterior chest surface serves as a pseudo depth measurement from such technology.
5.3.3.2 Parametrization of internal motion
The internal phases were grouped into cycles dependent upon the inflection points of the
extracted pseudo-distance maps. The first and last cycles in each dataset may be partially
sampled as the data sets used here have a start/stop at an arbitrary phase. Therefore the
second respiratory cycle representing the first complete cycle is thus chosen as the training
cycle. Registration to a reference frame, defined as the beginning of inhale in the training
cycle, allowed ground truth deformation fields to be extracted. The registration process
as described in section 3.5.1 was utilized. Firstly a global affine s maximizing a mutual
information metric with a gradient descent optimizer was used to provide coarse alignment.
This initializes a multi-resolution symmetric diffeomorphic image registration maximizing the
cross correlation (Avants et al. 2008 [260]). This has the advantage of preserving topology with
guaranteed symmetry of registration irrespective of choice of ”fixed” and ”moving” images.
The vector field associated with each phase k of a respiratory cycle has 3×M components,
with M = 217× 45× 336 corresponding to the per frame voxel dimensionality. Vector fields
were thus organized into state vectors:
xk = [x1,1,k,x1,2,k,x1,3,k, ...,xM,1,k,xM,2,k,xM,3,k]′ (5.51)
5.3.3.3 Model Construction
The same training cycle was used for both total least squares and the Kalman based adaptive
inference models. As state vectors have high dimensionality, construction of the covariance
matrix to perform PCA is computationally expensive. Thus the approach described in section
5.1 is used. Two PCA coefficients are kept in both cases as this is deemed sufficient for
accurate modelling of respiratory motion (Li et al. 2011 [261]) and accounts for greater than
90% variation in the data (see section 5.3.4). Concatenating the parametrized organ motion
and surrogate signal allows construction of the PCA based total least squares model shown
in section 5.1. Similarly the initial parameters of the linear dynamical system are found as
described in section 4.2.1. New observational test cycles are then used with the EM algorithm
to update model parameters as described in section 5.2.4.2 on a per cycle basis. The resulting
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adaptive Kalman filtering / smoothing (sections 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.1) and total least squares
method (equation 5.14) allows estimates of hidden motion to be determined requiring only
the external surface displacement observations to drive the estimation process. These may
be compared with the corresponding ground truth registrations.
5.3.4 Results and Discussion
As noted in Li et al. (2011) a well behaved PCA model should not use more principal com-
ponents than necessary. Figure 5.16 demonstrates the percentage variation captured by two
principal components for each individual volunteers training dataset representing a single
respiratory cycle in each case. Two principal components therefore capture more than 90%
variation in the data which we assert to be caused by motion. Principal components with
smaller variation represent less dominate modes of variation which may be ascribed to noise.
The addition of more principal components may thus result in over fitting to the training data
resulting in a model which is unable to generalize to unseen data. The percentage variation
Figure 5.16: Percentage Variation encapsulated by two principal components for the single
cycle training data for each volunteer.
described by two principal components however does not encapsulate the inter-cycle variabil-
ity in the dataset and more-so the difference of the test data from the training. To visualize
the variability in the dynamics and internal - external motion correspondence of each volun-
teer, a plot of the linear function of the weights of the the first principal component of the
observation zk versus that of the internal motion xk is shown for each individual cycle (figure
5.17). (Note that in use, two eigenvectors are used for mapping internal:external motion,
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rather than the single vector plots shown, thus reducing the effects of outliers) As demon-
strated volunteer 1 exhibits marked inter-cycle variation with a large spread in the range of
linear correspondence for each cycle. Volunteer 2, 3 and 5 on the other hand demonstrates
a much smaller range in this variability and thus exhibit very regular breathing patterns.
Note the sign of the differing gradients (+ve or -ve) of each individual graph is arbitrary
due to the arbitrary nature of the sign convention used when performing PCA. As a metric
for the variability portrayed in each volunteer under test we use the Kullback-Leibler (K-L)
divergence. The K-L divergence has recently been proposed to asses the dis-similarity of a
test case against a population based liver model (Samei et al. 2013 [241]). In this work we
use it as a distance measure between the distribution of the external surrogate signal in the
training cycle in comparison to the test cycle DKL(Train||Test) (equation 5.52). (with i
representing interpolated samples of the training and test data).
DKL(Train||Test) =
∑
i
ln
(
Train(i)
Test(i)
)
Train(i) (5.52)
As can be seen in figure 5.18 the variability from that of the training cycle differs by varying
degrees for each volunteer. Note the relatively high inter-cycle variability seen in figure 5.17
is also identified in volunteers 1, 4 and 6 using the K-L divergence. For evaluation of motion
model performance, following the approach of Li et al. (2011 [261] we assess each subject
specific model by comparing the state vector fields (3M components) of the estimated hidden
deformations xˆmodelledk ∈ 3M from the motion models to those calculated, xcalculatedk ∈ 3M ,
using the registration of the internal data by the root mean square error (RMSE), i.e:
RMSE =
√√√√√√√ K∑
k=1
(
3M∑
m=1
(x`calculate
k
−x`modelled
k
)2)
M
K
, (5.53)
where, the summation is over all K phases, excluding the training data. Table 5.2 summarizes
the results. As shown with the exception of volunteer 2 the Kalman model performs better
or as equally well as the total least squares model. In four volunteers, inclusive of volunteers
1,3,4 and 6 the Kalman model out performs the total least squares model. A full analysis of
a comparison of the root mean square error for all cycles in all volunteers is shown in figure
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Figure 5.17: Variability of inter-cycle respiratory motion. Internal:external PCA weight for
each phase (image volume) is plotted expressed as per cycle straight line fits.
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5.19. If we now consider the magnitude of the error over all volunteer datasets, we see that
overall we observe > 30% reduction in root mean square error using the Kalman model. The
Table 5.2: Comparison of average 3D modelling error for all nine volunteers
Model Error (mm) Model choice
Volunteer Number Total Least Squares Kalman Model F test
1 4.6 2.5 Kalman p<0.001
2 1.2 1.3 TLS p<0.001
3 1.2 1.1 Kalman p<0.001
4 1 0.9 Kalman p<0.001
5 1.5 1.5 TLS p<0.001
6 1.5 1.4 Kalman p<0.001
7 0.8 0.8 TLS p<0.001
8 0.7 0.7 TLS p<0.001
9 0.7 0.7 Kalman p<0.001
• Combined Error (mm) •
Volunteer Number Total Least Squares Kalman Model
1-9 1.9 1.3 ≈ 30% reduction
Kalman filter may be considered as an adaptive nested version of the TLS model (equations
5.55, 5.54). This allows a comparison of the distribution of the errors to be made and a test
for significance as to the validity of the best suited model using the F test shown in Table
5.2.
KF x`k = Vx
[(
A˜k −GkBk
)
xˆk|k−1 +Gk
]
V −1z z`k (5.54)
TLS x`k = VxV −1z z`k (5.55)
Figure 5.18: Range of K-L divergence for each volunteer, representing the variability of the
test data in comparison to the training data for each volunteer.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of rms error for all cycles in all volunteers. Kalman model shown
in red, TLS result in green. Varying respiratory frequency results in varying numbers of
respiratory cycles for each volunteer. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the error
found over each respiratory cycle.
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This type of Kalman model with per cycle EM parameter estimation has the advantage of
being adaptive and is thus capable of generalizing to new observation as compared to a fixed
or static approach such as the static total least squares based model. The Kalman model
presents as statistically more significant in all data cases where the K-L divergence suggests
test cycles are different to the training data, i.e volunteers 1,4, 6 and 9.
Concatenating each individual cycle for all 9 volunteer allows the error of the TLS model and
EKF model to be succinctly presented. Figure 5.20 demonstrates the error of the loadings
for the first principal component. Red highlights the error in the loadings for estimates made
using the EKF model, whilst the black highlights the errors when using the TLS model. The
first 9 cycles consist of a single volunteer, Volunteer 1, where the EKF model outperforms
the TLS model. Figure 5.21 demonstrates the loadings of the first principal component for
this example highlighting the poor performance of the TLS model and demonstrating the
varying nature in the respiratory pattern in comparison to the training cycle, i.e the first
fully sampled cycle.
The following 8 respiratory cycles are from Volunteer 2 which shows an example where the
TLS model out performs the EKF model. From observing the loadings along the first principal
component in this example we can now see how the respiratory sequence more closely matches
the training cycle, thus the TLS model performs well (figure 5.22).
To visualize the effect of motion correction using the EM Kalman filter on the MRI data
volunteer 3 was chosen arbitrarily. The maximum gradient in the MRI data at the left and
right lung boundaries, de-marked in white (figure 5.23) allowed their position to be tracked
for the uncorrected and corrected data. The root mean square distance of this motion for the
left and right lung boundaries were 12mm and 6mm respectively with no motion correction.
This was reduced to 2mm with motion correction. Also presented are the PCA weights for
a single cycle extracted from Volunteer 3 showing the incremental increase in performance
with three iterations as the likelihood function converges (figure 5.24). An example of the
corrected (EKF) versus non corrected respiratory motion for Volunteer 3 is shown in the
accompanying CD (/Chp4/MRIOneLoopLiver.gif).
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Figure 5.20: Error of weight of first PCA loading for the EKF (red) in comparison to the
TLS model (black) for concatenated cycle numbers of MRI test data.
5.3.5 Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated the application of an adaptive Kalman model for patient
specific respiratory motion estimation and made a comparison of its performance with a state
of the art static model. Initial tests were performed using the XCAT phantom where motion
was reduced to below on average 1.4mm. It was demonstrated that with the addition of
Gaussian noise to the external XCAT surrogate signal the adaptive Kalman model marginally
outperforms a static total least squares approach. A simulated PET study demonstrated
an overall 30% reduction in mean uptake value of tumours for uncorrected versus motion
corrected images. A visual example of the correction framework is shown in the accompanying
CD. As the motion of XCAT is some what simplistic more extensive testing of static versus
adaptive models was performed using MRI data.
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Figure 5.21: Weight or loadings of the first principal component estimated by the EKF
(red) and TLS model (black) versus the ground truth (blue) for Volunteer 1, demonstrating
the varying nature of the respiratory cycle and the ability of the EKF to estimate motion
in the presence of irregular motion.
Over the nine healthy volunteer datasets evaluated in this work, the performance of the
Kalman based approach is able to produce a combined error of 1.3mm compared to 1.9mm for
the static least squares approach which is considered as the current gold standard. Utilizing
equation 3.27 which assess the impact of motion on PET resolution and using the values
attributed in table 2.2, motion of this extent would result in effective PET system resolution
of 4.3 and 3.7mm respectively. Therefore the Adaptive Kalman model would result in ≈ 10%
increase in resolution performance in comparison to using a static model alone. Considering
the results case by case, the Kalman based approach can exceed or equal the static least
squares approach in 8 out of 9 datasets. Statistical analysis of the most suitable model
revealed that the adaptive model was more suited in all data cases where the K-L divergence
suggests test cycles are different to the training data, i.e volunteers 1,4, 6 and 9 and hence
where more irregular motion from the training data is observed. An example of the ability
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Figure 5.22: Weight or loadings of the First principal component estimated by the EKF
(red) and TLS model (black) versus the ground truth (blue) for Volunteer 2, demonstrating
the regular nature of the respiratory cycle and both the ability of the EKF and TLS model
to estimate motion.
of the Kalman model with EM to adapt where the static model fails was also demonstrated
in Volunteer 2. An example of the effect of the motion correction of the MRI data using the
adaptive Kalman model is also enclosed on the accompanying CD.
This adaptive approach has general application to both respiratory motion correction which
is regular, in which case observed performance appears to be broadly equivalent to a TLS
approach, and in particular, when there is greater variability in the respiratory pattern which
may be seen in clinical subjects with anxiety or those with respiratory pathology.
As highlighted in this chapter advanced respiratory motion correction techniques establish a
correspondence between the internal respiratory motion and an external surrogate signal us-
ing a subset of training data. Using this correspondence, surrogate signals alone during ”free
breathing” may then be used to make estimates of internal motion. The high dimensional
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Figure 5.23: Variation in right and left lung boundary position, for the uncorrected dataset
(red), versus the corrected dataset (EKF) (black) for volunteer 3.
Figure 5.24: PCA loadings for a single cycle extracted from volunteer 3 demonstrating
the increasing performance (red) with subsequent iterations of the EM framework. As the
likelihood function converges estimates made with the Kalman filter become closer to the
ground truth (blue) in comparison to the TLS model (black).
nature of this data commonly necessitate dimensionality reduction techniques for the purpose
of building such correspondences. Dimensionality reduction (linear or non linear) estimates
a manifold to represent the data of interest in a simpler manner. Correspondence between
these separate manifolds attempts to align their underlying structures and hence transfer
knowledge across data sets. Thus allowing estimates of 4D motion fields from external surro-
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gate signals. The success of such correspondence models thus attributes itself to the notion
that separate datasets originating from the same generating process (e.g respiration) typically
lie on similar underlying manifolds and the correspondence can be captured by the respira-
tory model and hence align the disparate manifolds. Respiratory motion as demonstrated
in section 2.7 is often irregular and a non-stationary process. This will undoubtedly result
in slight variations in the manifold structure and correspondence learnt during the model
training phase. Static correspondence models may therefore result in inaccurate estimates of
internal motion. This chapter has introduced for the first time to the authors knowledge an
adaptive correspondence model which has the ability to modify its parameters to account for
the presence of changes in the external surrogate signal and hence correspondence between
the manifolds. Furthermore this work has introduced the concept that building correspon-
dence models in a lower dimensional domain is analogous to manifold learning and alignment
which facilitates transfer learning, in which knowledge of one domain is used to jump-start
learning in correlated domains. This allows the potential for different sources of information
from e.g different scanners, protocols, or even modalities to be used for motion correction
and estimation.
Chapter 6
Simulation of Respiratory Motion
Respiratory motion as previously described demonstrates inter and intra-cycle variability with
baseline drifts. Due to the limitations in current imaging technology, it is difficult to fully
capture the internal non-rigid motion of the abdominal thoracic region with high contrast
and high spatial and temporal resolution (section 4.1.2). Similarly there is a real need to
assess the performance of respiratory models using variable respiratory motion as is seen in
a realistic setting (section5.0.4). The ability to group the internal and external displacement
histograms into three categories of motion, type-A, type-B and type-C [153][123] to classify
its variability has also been described and is highlighted in figure 6.1. To summarize a type-A
trace has a prominent peak at the low end of the displacement histogram, indicative of long
quiescent periods where respiratory motion is regular and consistent, returning to a similar
location at end expiration where the respiratory pattern spends relatively the most time.
The type-B trace is represented by a more Gaussian shape with increased variability in the
position of end expiration. Finally the type-C trace represents the most unstable breathing
pattern with motion range drifting, baseline shifts, and temporal variability resulting in a
broad histogram of displacements (figure 6.1)..
The ”Fantasia” (Disney) dataset [155][156] was previously utilized in this thesis to demon-
strate this varying nature of respiratory motion (section 2.7). In this chapter the natural
variability present in the Fantasia dataset coupled with an eigenbasis of motion constructed
from dynamic MR data [179][181] of a single volunteer is used to simulate multiple (100 cy-
cles) realistic images of the abdominal thoracic cavity and its varying motion. Subsequently
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these images are utilized to assess the performance of the correspondence models described
in section 4.1.2.
6.1 Simulation Framework
Figure 6.3 describes the simulation framework. MRI data from volunteer 3 (dataset B)
was utilized in this work. (Volunteer 3 was chosen as of all the volunteers it had the most
number of samples in a single respiratory cycle). Forward motion vector fields (→) from the
reference image were used to simulate motion. As in the previous work (section 5.3.3.2) the
first frame in the first fully sampled cycle was selected as the reference frame. Similarly the
first fully sampled cycle was used for construction of the separate eigen-domains PCAx (Φx)
and PCAz (Φr) for both the internal (section 5.0.1) and external (section 5.0.2) motion. A
multiple linear regression modelB was used to relate the parametrized internal (two principal
components) and external motion ( 1 principal component) and hence perform manifold
alignment (section 5.0.3). Subsequently external motion from a different respiratory cycle
consisting of 8 phases was chosen as a baseline respiratory signal to be perturbed to simulate
variable breathing. The extent of this perturbation is derived from an extract of type A
respiratory pattern observed in the fantasia database. The type A breather was used as
60% of patients may be classified in this manner [122]. This waveform was shifted to zero
mean and scaled to the same max and min amplitude as the surrogate signal extracted
from the MRI data in the PCAx domain. It was assumed that the Type A displacement
histogram extracted from the Fantasia dataset is a mixture of Gaussian distributions with
four components which encapsulate the 0-25%,25-50%, 50-75% and 75-100% of the phase
Figure 6.1: Displacement histograms and associated waveform for respiration characteristic
of type A, B and C patterns of motion
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respectively and represent the beginning of inhale, mid inhale, beginning of exhale and end
of exhale. Each individual normalized Fantasia respiratory cycle (from the Type A extracted
data) was therefore binned into 0 − 25%, 25 − 50%, 50 − 75% and 75 − 100% phase. This
allowed parametrization of the displacement histogram via a linear combination of multiple
Gaussian distributions as demonstrated in figure 6.2. The variance and mean of the four
distributions (σa, µa, σb, µb, σc, µc, σd, µd) was calculated using an EM algorithm. This allowed
100 external respiratory cycles to be simulated utilizing the natural variability in the Fantasia
dataset (figure 6.4) by drawing samples equally from each distribution in a sequential manner
(i.e 0− 25%, 25− 50%, 50− 75% and 75− 100%) to form respiratory cycles. A displacement
histogram of the simulated motion (figure 6.5) highlights the variability. Despite the fact that
the simulated external motion is derived from a type A respiratory pattern the displacement
histogram generated from the mixture of Gaussian model demonstrates much more variability
and is closer to that of a type C respiratory pattern. This is due to the fact that the method
of simulation doesn’t put temporal constrains on the drawn samples, (i.e the second phase
doesn’t have to be greater than the first as expected in regular respiration) (figure 6.5).
Given the simulated external surrogate signal the MLR model B was used to estimate the
parametrized internal forward motion. The previously calculated eigen domain PCAx then
allowed the projection into the spatial domain to calculate full forward vector fields (→)
which were used to propagating the reference image. This produces 100 respiratory cycles
of variable internal forward motion coupled with their subsequent external surrogate signal
(figure 6.4) which may be utilized to assess the performance of the correspondence models
discussed in section 5.0.4.
6.2 Modelling Simulated Variable Motion
The effectiveness of the correspondence models with variable simulated motion was investi-
gated. Both the Total Least Squares model, Kalman Smoother and Adaptive Kalman model
using the EM model adaptation on a per cycle basis was utilized. As the motion models
described in detail in section 5.0.4 use the entire surface the simulated parametrized exter-
nal motion coupled with the eigen domain projection operator PCAz was used to simulate
surface maps (equation 5.7). Figure 6.6 highlights an example of the simulated distance map
with corresponding motion of a point on the sternum for the 100 cycles, a zoomed in region
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Figure 6.2: Images depicting (c) a sample of respiratory motion from a Type A pattern
with associated histogram (a) and (b) 4 component fitted Gaussian corresponding to
0− 25%, 25− 50%, 50− 75% and 75− 100% of the respiratory phase.
is also shown to highlighting the variable motion. The simulated distance maps were used
coupled with the correspondence models to simulate internal motion. Also demonstrated
is the simulated internal motion from a point on the liver highlighting the varying internal
motion (figure 6.7). Finally a comparison of the estimated versus the simulated motion is
made (figure 6.9).
6.3 Results and Discussion
Table 6.1 demonstrates the mean Root mean square error of the estimated internal motion
versus the simulated ground truth for 100 cycles. Estimates were made using the Kalman
smoother, total least squares and Adaptive Kalman model. This demonstrates the very
marginal increased performance of the Kalman filter versus the static model. The mean root
mean square error for each individual cycle is shown in figure 6.9. This marginal increase in
performance of the adaptive Kalman model in the simulated data may suggest that it will
have increased performance in the clinical setting. It should however be acknowledged that
the method to relate the internal and external motion using the multiple linear regression
model is somewhat simplistic. The key benefit of the adaptive kalman model is to attempt
to model the varying nature of this relationship which may be more complex in the clinical
setting. The adaptive approach however to motion correction is a logical step forward given
the varying respiratory patterns observed in the clinical setting. This highlights a very real
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B
Figure 6.3: The method to simulate variable internal motion is described. 1) Multiple lin-
ear regression (MLR) from a single respiratory cycle of volunteer MRI data, consisting of
an external surrogate signal and Parametrized internal motion (forward fields), in their
respective PCA domains, relates their correspondence B and provides alignment of the
manifolds. 2a) The Type A respiratory pattern is extracted from the Fantasia dataset. The
waveform is shifted to zero mean and scaled to the same max and min amplitude as 1a).
Each individual cycle is extracted and binned into 0−25%, 25−50%, 50−75%and75−100%
phase. 2b) Gaussian distributions are fitted to each of the four separate phase bins and the
mean and variance estimated σa, µa, σb, µb, σc, µc, σd, µd. 100 external cycles are simulated
utilizing the natural variability in the Fantasia dataset. 3a) The MLR model is used to
simulate the parametrized internal motion, 3b) this is projected to the spatial domain to
simulate 100 simulated internal cycles.
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Figure 6.4: Presented are the parametrized motion in the PCA domain for the external
variability and associated internal variability together with the actual motion from which
the simulated motion is derived.
Figure 6.5: Displayed is the simulated displacement histogram of external motion highlight-
ing the variability and different appearance to that of a Type A respiratory pattern and in
fact an appearance more approaching a type C pattern.
need for methods to obtain high resolution, high contrast images of respiratory motion in real
time. A proposed method is described in chapter 7 which utilizes the concept of manifold
alignment coupled with sparse sampling of motion data to estimate full motion fields.
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Figure 6.6: Displayed is the simulated respiratory displacement taken from a point on the
sternum demonstrating the variable nature of the external surface.
Model Mean RMSE (mm)
Kalman Smoother 1.457
Total Least Squares 1.4549
Adaptive Kalman Model 1.4668
Table 6.1: Mean root mean square error of estimated motion versus simulated for 100 respi-
ratory cycles
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Figure 6.7: Displayed is the simulated respiratory displacement taken from a point on the
tip of the liver demonstrating the variable nature of the internal motion.
1)Simulated
External Signal
with variabillity
2)Correspondence
Model
3)Estimate of
Internal Motion
4)Comparison
of Estimated
vs. Simulated
Motion
Figure 6.8: The Simulated external signal which is variable with respect to the signal used
to construct the model is used via the correspondence model to estimate internal motion.
This estimate is then compared to the simulated internal motion.
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Figure 6.9: Root mean square error of the estimated internal motion versus the simulated
ground truth for 100 cycles. Estimates were made using the Kalman smoother (green),
Total least squares (blue) and Adaptive Kalman model (red).
Chapter 7
Dense Motion Propagation
from Sparse Samples
7.1 Introduction
There are many applications which would benefit from the ability to efficiently acquire or
reconstruct a high dimensional signal from sparse or partial samples. Rather than designing
a sensor to measure a signal v ∈ Rn, (defined as the sparse basis) for example, it often suffices
to design a sensor the can measure a shorter vector r ∈ Rm (defined as the sampling basis)
where r = Φv and Φ is a linear measurement operator represented as an m X n matrix
where m<<n. Examples that would benefit from such an approach in medical imaging
are acquiring a lower number of projections from for example a CT [262], SPECT [263] or
PET [264] acquisition and attempting to fully and accurately reconstruct the underlying
image. This has the advantage of speeding up acquisition times and reducing patient dose.
Methods which seek to reconstruct a full signal from only partial samples commonly use the
compressed sensing or sampling (CS) paradigm introduced in section 3.1.2.1 which attempts
to derive sampling strategies (i.e the design of Φ) to fully recover the signal v from far fewer
measurements r than the number of unknowns. For example compressed sensing has been
utilized in MRI [51], by enabling faster acquisitions by measuring fewer Fourier coefficients in
kspace. Compressed sensing relies on two principles: 1] sparsity of the signal of interest (i.e
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v ∈ Rn, is S sparse if it has at most S non zero entries in its sparse domain 1), or the ability
to represent or compress the signal into a sparse basis and 2] incoherence (lack of correlation)
between the vectors in the sampling and sparse basis.
As previously mentioned many natural signals such as medical images or deformation fields
are sparse or compressible in the sense that they have a concise representation when expressed
in an appropriate basis, as demonstrated in this thesis using PCA. Compressed sensing ex-
ploits the fact that the information in the sparse signal can be preserved with a small number
of random linear projections2 of the signal which exploits the incoherence between the sam-
pling or observations basis and the sparsity basis. For a detailed discussion on compressed
sensing the reader is referred to Liutkus et al. (2014) [265]. Efficient implementations of
compressed sensing in hardware is not trivial [51]. Manifold models as previously described
allow concise encapsulation of the high dimensional data and are commonly used for feature
extraction pattern and speech recognition and data mining. Low dimensional manifolds have
an analogy to compressed sensing as many of the randomized sensing matrices used in CS can
also be shown to preserve the structure in low dimensional manifolds [266]. There is therefore
recent growing theoretical support to suggest that stable manifolds may be learnt from a suffi-
cient number of random measurements. The concept of compressive manifold learning (CML)
combines compressed sensing with manifold learning by learning low dimensional manifolds
from a partial set of compressed or under-sampled measurements. This notion has very re-
cently been used to estimate one dimensional abdominal respiratory motion via loadings in a
lower dimensional manifold from compressed or under sampled k-space measurements[267].
The success of this approach relies on the fact that k-space and the motion embedded on the
manifold (thus sparse) are incoherent.
A key notion in the effectiveness of compressed sensing is the choice of Φ which should satisfy
the restricted isometry property (RIP). This ensures that the embedded low-dimensional
sparse signal and their associated relationships/neighbourhood are preserved when receiving
measurements. A description of the RIP property for a matrix Φ states that for an S−sparse
signal all subsets of S columns taken from Φ are orthogonal[268]. If one can easily construct
1Sparsity refers to the density of the signal, not geometrical sparsity as used later in the thesis (section
7.2.2
2for example a sparse Gaussian random projector is generated using a Gaussian distribution; whereby the
first row is a random unit vector, the second row is orthogonal to the first, etc., sparsity may also be randomly
introduced whereby only a small fraction of entries are non zero
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Φ such that it satisfies RIP then one can use significantly fewer than n measurements of
a signal v ∈ Rn and still recover the signal (assuming it is sparse). In compressed sensing
such operators are usually designed by selecting random matrices as a random matrix has a
negligible probability of not satisfying the RIP. On the other hand, deterministic constructions
of RIP matrices are hard to find [269]. For this reason and the fact that there is a strong
correlation between surrogate observable signals of respiratory motion and internal motion
embedded on a manifold (i.e lack of incoherence) direct application of compressed sensing
using external surrogates signals is difficult but a potential area for future work. For an in-
depth comparison of the analogies between sparsity based compressed sensing and manifold
based signal recovery the reader is referred to A and Wakin (2015) [270].
Dynamic imaging data can be used for articulating or estimating motion from medical imag-
ing data. As previously mentioned it is difficult to fully capture the internal non-rigid motion
of the abdominal thoracic region with high contrast and high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion (section 4.1.2). Similarly there is a real need to assess the performance of respiratory
models using variable respiratory motion as is seen in a realistic setting (section5.0.4). In
this chapter a generalized framework for dense motion propagation from sparse samples 3 is
developed using a manifold model. The framework is then utilized to animate or articulate a
high resolution static MR image with 4D free breathing respiratory motion derived from low
resolution sparse samples of motion. Therefore, in this work we provide the first demonstra-
tion that sparse sampling of dynamic MRI may be used as a viable approach to successfully
build high contrast, high resolution 4D models of free-breathing respiratory motion by con-
strained articulation. The articulation is based on using a propagation model, in the eigen
domain, to estimate complete 4D motion vector fields from sparsely sampled free-breathing
dynamic MRI data. The framework represents an instance of transfer learning via manifold
learning and alignment, allowing the transfer of knowledge across imaging sources of different
domains exhibiting different features. For example the framework could be used for mapping
2D ultrasound or fluoroscopy to 3D or 4D data or monitoring dynamic dose delivery from
partial imaging data in radiotherapy.
As previously mentioned, internal abdominal thoracic motion caused by respiration results
3 A clear distinction is made here, in the remainder of this chapter ”sparse” refers to geometrically sparse
samples whereas previously it referred to the ability to represent a signal with only a few or sparse samples.
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in tissue/tumour motion with a magnitude of ≈ 5-25mm, mainly in the superior-inferior and
posterior-anterior direction [79]. Respiratory organ motion thus degrades the accuracy of
diagnostic imaging [271][122], image guided interventional procedures [236] and radiotherapy
treatment [227]. This results in artefacts in reconstructed images, inaccuracies in image guid-
ance and internal radiotherapy target volumes. Respiratory motion during free breathing has
also demonstrated itself to be a non-stationary process [84] ( section 2.7). Correction methods
which therefore group imaging data into one average respiratory cycle [161][272] neglect in-
herent inter-cycle variabilities in respiratory motion. None the less respiratory motion models
offer an attempt to alleviate the detriment in the aforementioned areas, by approximating
the relationship between a surrogate signal and the motion of interest using a correspon-
dence model (section 5.0.4). The surrogate data should be easily measurable and have a
strong relationship with the motion of interest [226]. It has recently been demonstrated that
multi-dimensional surrogate signals are better able to capture the complex volumetric nature
of internal motion compared with simple one dimensional surrogate signals (e.g. abdominal
belts, spirometer etc) when utilizing correspondence models [229][227]. The development of
models of respiration for motion correction in diagnostic imaging have often utilized dynamic
4D data, on which plausible respiratory motion patterns can be estimated or validated. To
date, dynamic 4D MRI has often been used, its attraction lying in its zero radiation burden,
large field of view and high soft tissue contrast. Correction of positron emission tomography
(PET) images, with their inherent long acquisition times is a particular application focus of
this work and more pertinent with the advent of PET/MR scanners which brings with it
the potential to correct for motion artefacts during simultaneous PET/MR imaging. Real
time imaging data has the advantage of revealing both inter- and intra-cycle variability. The
desired MR imaging protocol should both capture data with sufficient temporal resolution
(< 1s) to adequately sample volumetric free breathing patterns whilst having sufficient im-
age quality or fidelity to visualize the internal non-rigid abdominal-thoracic motion. Due to
limitations in scanner technology clinically practical acquisitions of this nature prove trouble-
some [180]. Thus, such MR images are often found exhibiting blurring or ghosting artefacts
in the acquired images or lack the excellent soft tissue contrast found with static imaging
methods. However the MR data itself, can, nonetheless, be used as a surrogate measure of
respiratory motion and coupled with a motion model. As highlighted in McClelland (2012)
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[226] even the use of MR imaging data in this manner is limited [131]. Dynamic 2D scans
however can be acquired in a shorter time frame with adequate image quality. Retrospective
reconstruction of dynamic 3D volumes may then be achieved by stacking or re-binning 2D
slices which are acquired multiple times in a slice-by-slice fashion [273][274]. More complex
methods of slice stacking have very recently been proposed [275], however, re-binning data
in such a manner removes the ability to model inter-cycle variability. Furthermore an issue
for lengthy PET/MR data acquisitions may also be the amount of MRI data acquired and
available to monitor motion. There is also an in-ability to acquire diagnostic quality MRI
simultaneously as imaging data that are used to monitor respiratory motion. It has therefore
been proposed by Dikaios et al. (2014) [273] that the ultimate motion correction protocol
used for PET/MRI may involve a combination of 3D and 2D MRI acquisitions coupled with
the use of partial or sparse imaging data in order to estimate full 3D motion [276].
Thus the motivation of this work is to introduce a generalizable framework to build an ar-
ticulated virtual model or animation of, in this case, abdominal-thoracic motion whilst the
patient is in continuous free breathing utilizing both 3D and sparse 2D MRI acquisitions.
We provide the first demonstration that sparse sampling of dynamic MRI may be used to
successfully build models of whole body free-breathing respiratory motion whilst also de-
livering high CNR and high spatial resolution. This may be used to inform fundamental
understanding on the patterns of internal respiratory motion and also aid the development
of motion correction and motion prediction image acquisition and correction methodology.
With an a-priori eigenbasis of respiratory motion we demonstrate that only sparse sampling
of motion is required to fully and accurately articulate the abdominal thoracic organs. Our
method thus has four main advantages: Firstly it removes the need for continuously acquiring
fully sampled free breathing dynamic sequences which, with MRI, fundamentally exhibit low
image contrast and low signal to noise ratio; secondly it allows the realization of high image
quality 4D datasets which may be used as the basis for building generalizable models of res-
piratory motion; thirdly the framework may also be developed to correct motion artefacts of
individual subjects directly; finally, we provide a mechanism for knowledge transfer between
different domains allowing different sources of image motion with different features to be
utilized in the development of respiratory motion modelling. This latter point facilitates the
application of a variety of different internal / external surrogate signals which may become
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available during PET/MR imaging (e.g. navigator and / or external monitoring) and the
incorporation of these at different periods dependent upon their availability during image
acquisition. The overall framework is described in figure 7.1.
2) Subject SpecificSparse SampledMotion Data1) Motion ModelSubject SpecificRespiration Generic Respiration
3) Manifold AlignmentKnowledge Transfer
4) Static High ResolutionImage 5) 4D Dense MotionPropagation
Figure 7.1: The generic framework proposed here consists of five key steps: [1] The method
starts with a motion model, which may either be a generic ”average” model of motion or
a subject-specific model. For the particular problem used here, this is a single average res-
piratory cycle representation of the motion. This is aligned with a set of sparse samples of
free breathing respiratory motion [2], the sparse samples may for example be projections of
full volumes or partial imaging data such as individual slices. Sparse data may also origi-
nate from a different imaging source used to construct the model in [1]. 3] This alignment
may take place in the image domain, as often occurs in image registration methodology,
or in an alternative space. For the work described here, this alignment takes place in eigen
space. The alignment allows knowledge from one domain to be transferred to the other.
Thus sparse motion estimates during free breathing may be used to construct dense motion
fields [5] to propagate a static high resolution image [4].
.
7.2 Motion Model
Respiratory motion models are commonly constructed to estimate the complex deformation
in the abdominal thoracic cavity from surrogate signals of respiration. Non-rigid image reg-
istration can be used to provide accurate voxel-wise deformations between image volumes
at different phases of a respiratory sequence. Dimensionality reduction or manifold learning
techniques attempt to embed such high dimensionality data into a lower dimensional space
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whilst preserving its characteristic properties. The ordered parameters in this lower dimen-
sional domain permit a more simplistic representation of whole-body motion. In this Thesis,
as previously described, we utilize PCA such that the high dimensional respiratory motion
data that we observe can be approximated by a linear manifold via a straightforward linear
projection of the data onto the principal components which form the basis vectors of the new
linear subspace. PCA therefore captures the maximum variability in the data and selection
of the major components of interest whilst discarding irrelevant or inconsequential motion
facets. With reference to section 5.0.1 the reader is reminded of the Gaussian property of
PCA and the fact that the principal components provide an orthogonal basis for the smallest
linear subspace containing the manifold allowing a simpler representation of the underlying
motion and lends structure to the high dimensional data.
In this work an eigen basis of respiratory motion using an average fully sampled (3D+t)
respiratory cycle constructed by re-binning numerous 2D slices is learnt. The eigenbasis
thus provides a mapping function from the original data to the latent space in the mani-
fold. This a-priori knowledge allows us to obtain full motion estimates from partial sampled
motion data. The utilization of such sparse motion has previously been proposed [276] and
provides a practical expedient to estimate full field of view free-breathing motion. In this
work it is proposed that motion vector fields from sparsely acquired sagittal slices whilst a
volunteer/patient is ”free” breathing may be considered to be sub samples from the mani-
fold derived from the average dynamic dataset. The properties of the sparsely sampled data
however maybe disparate from the average dynamic with both possibly containing different
features. This is more-so when sparse imaging data is derived from a different source or
imaging modality such as ultrasound. For this purpose manifold alignment coupled with the
approach proposed for face recognition Blanz and Vetter (2002) [277] is used to reconstruct
missing data to give full deformation field estimates from sparse samples as described in
section (7.2.2). A related approach to estimate full motion from sparse samples has been
reported [278]. However this work differs in a key important aspect: the work developed
in this thesis removes the need to manually define motion points in the image domain by
labelling image features of the sparse and fully sampled data: utilizing manifold alignment
alleviates this requirement, and moreover creates a generalizable framework across different
image sources which exhibit heterogeneous features. To further explain this point and for
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completeness a brief overview of manifold alignment follows.
7.2.1 Manifold Alignment Summary
Manifold alignment builds mappings between two or more disparate datasets by aligning their
underlying manifolds and provides a geometric framework for knowledge transfer across data
sets. Given two dataset X = [x1,x2, ..,xk..,xK ] with xk ∈ Rn and R = [r1, r2, .., rk.., rK ]
with rk ∈ Rm with a subset of assumed known pairwise correspondence, manifold alignment
aims to determine an optimal projection ofX (Φx) andR (Φx) onto a shared manifold (∈ Rd)
allowing a correspondence to be determined and hence knowledge transfer from one domain to
the other, i.eR →X (equation 7.5). New instances of rk thus allow estimates within domain
X to be made. This fundamental property thus allows the mapping of partial samples from
one domain to articulate samples from another domain. Within medical imaging this might
represent partial samples within the same modality or, between modalities such as partial
information from ultrasound or fluoroscopy being used to derive plausible motion in MRI/CT
or other tomographic data. Manifold alignment alleviates the need to determine complex
mappings in the high dimensional image domain directly and instead aims to find an optimal
alignment by projecting the data into a latent domain W with wk ∈ Rd. This alignment
may be achieved in a one or two step process. With a one step process the projections into
the the lower dimensional domain, Φx and Φr also provide an embedding which results in
correspondence in the latent space. A two step process however firstly projects each input
data set into a lower dimensional space independently (equation 7.5), using any variety of
dimensionality reduction techniques; followed by a linear manifold alignment on the embedded
data, holding one data set fixed and mapping each additional data set onto the first’s manifold.
The alignment is performed on a subset of data in which pairwise correspondence is assumed.
For the purposes of respiratory motion modelling this may be a pre-determined number of
phases within a single respiratory cycle from the dense and sparse data or a single respiratory
state such as the beginning of inhale.
Φx : Rn → Rd
Φr : Rm → Rd (7.1)
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One of the simplest manifold alignment algorithms is Procrustes alignment [279] whereby a
subset of the lower dimensional embeddings W xtrain = ΦxX train and W rtrain = ΦrRtrain ,in
which correspondence is assumed, are translated such that their centroids are at the origin
4. The problem is then simplified to finding an orthonormal rotation matrix Q and a scal-
ing factor h such that ‖W xtrain − hW rtrainQ‖F , known as the Frobenius norm, is minimized.
The optimal solution is given by the singular value decomposition (SVD) of W rTtrainW xtrain
(equations 7.2 - 7.4).
SVD(W rTtrainW xtrain) = UΣV T (7.2)
Q = UV T (7.3)
h = traceΣ
trace(W rTtrainW rtrain)
(7.4)
When using PCA as the dimensionality reduction technique the individual mappings Φx and
Φr are derived from the eigenvectors of the covariance matrices of X and R respectively. The
learnt mappings allow instances within the dense domain Rn to be estimated from the partial,
or sparse sampled domain Rm and hence estimates of full motion (i.e, 3D+t) to be derived
from sparse motion (e.g., 2D+t). In this work we use a Bayesian model similar to Preiswerk
et al. (2012) [278] but incorporate Procrustes alignment which provides knowledge transfer
from one domain to another, thus making it more generalizable and robust to inter modality
/ inter patient whole body motion estimation. We assess its performance in a patient specific
case to demonstrate the improvements in the method when utilizing the Bayesian model
alone. To this avail a sparse subsets of features (i.e vector fields derived from 2D sparse
sagittal slices during free breathing) and a re-binned average dynamic data set are assumed
to have the same latent structure. A mapping from the sparse data to the latent structure
that maximizes the probability of the latent features given new instances of sparse features
is obtained. The framework is described in further detail below.
7.2.2 Sparse Motion Model
Instances of sparse 2D motion r ∈ Rm may be concatenated in a similar manner described in
section 5.0.1 to produce a reduced number of features of full 3D motion v ∈ Rn. We assume
4
train refers to the subset of data used in which a correspondence is assumed
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that r is related to v by a linear mapping H, such as the product of a projection that selects
a subset of components from v (equation 7.5).
H : Rn → Rm with m < n
r = Hv (7.5)
With the assumption that H is known precisely, mean centering gives the following error
function y (equation 7.6). Where x represents the model coefficient that minimizes the error
term.
y = r −Hv¯ = Hx (7.6)
Where v¯ represents full mean centred 3D motion vector fields (x). A unique solution to H is
unlikely to exist, therefore a vector x that minimizes E(x) = ‖Hx − r‖2 is sought. To reduce
the number of free parameters we restrict any new instance of v to be a linear combination of
previous examples and hence within the span of X . This is achieved by defining the reduced
versionU ′ of the full eigenvectorsU , i.eU ′ = [u′1,u′2, ...,u′j ..,u′J ] (as defined in section 5.0.1).
The projection into the latent space using the reduced eigenvectors will thus result in a sub-
manifold constrained within the original manifold. The reduced eigenvectors correspond to
the index value of the sparse measurement within the fully sampled deformation field. One
thus seeks model parameters that minimize E(wk) = ‖U ′wk − rk‖2. The optimum model wk
may be found by utilizing the SVD to determine the pseudo-inverse denoted as ∗.
U ′ = SAV T
U ′∗ = V A∗ST
wk = U ′ ∗r (7.7)
From a manifold alignment perspective the above notion assumes Φx = U and Φr = U ′ . The
above assumption however is only valid if both r ∈ Rm and x ∈ Rn are homogeneous with
non-disparate manifolds. However this assumption is in actuality inaccurate and becomes
increasingly erroneous when r is derived from a different imaging source than x as the two
datasets will contain different image features and differing image quality. As novel valid
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estimates of x are required, we incorporate procrustes alignment ((equations 7.2 - 7.4) to
map the manifoldR →X . Equation 7.7 thus becomes 7.8, with wrtrain and wxtrain being PCA
loadings of matched respiratory phases of correspondence in the partial image and dense
image domain respectively.
hwkQ = U ′∗r (7.8)
where :
SV D(wrtrainTwxtrain) = UΣV T
Q = UV T
h = traceΣ
trace(wrtrain
Twrtrain)
(7.9)
A Bayesian approach is taken to avoid over fitting allowing the model to generalize to novel
values and account for any wrong assumptions on U ′ ,h and Q. An expression (7.11) for the
likelihood of observing the measured vector rk can be obtained, assuming it is subject to
uncorrelated Gaussian noise with a variance σ2N . Utilizing Bayes’ rule and equation 5.5 a
term for the probability of model parameters given the observed data is obtained (equation
7.12).
P (r|rmodel) ∝ e
1
2σ2
N
‖rmodel−r‖2
(7.10)
P (r|w) ∝ e
1
2σ2
N
‖U ′w−r‖2
(7.11)
P (w|r) ∝ e
1
2σ2
N
‖U ′w−r‖2
.e
1
2‖w‖2 (7.12)
As the model parameters sought are those in the domain of the dense field we add an addi-
tional procrustes alignment step (equation 7.13) with w ′ = hwQ.
P (w′ |r) ∝ e
1
2σ2
N
‖U ′hwQ−r‖2
.e
1
2‖hwQ‖2 (7.13)
If the sparse samples were already extracted from the domain of the dense field this would
result in a unity transform, i.e w ′ = w. Taking the logarithm of equation 7.13 allows the
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definition of the cost function (equation 7.14) to be minimized via equation 7.15.
E = −2.logP (w ′|r) = 1
σ2N
∥∥U ′w′ − r∥∥2 + ∥∥w′∥∥2 + const (7.14)
E =
∥∥U ′w′ − r∥∥2 + η. ∥∥w′∥∥2 (7.15)
Expansion of equation 7.15 results in:
E =< U ′w′ ,U ′w′ > −2 < Uw′ , r > + ‖r‖2 + η. ∥∥w′∥∥2
E =< w′ ,U ′TU ′w′ > −2 < w′, U ′T , r > + ‖r‖2 + η. ∥∥w′∥∥2
0 = ∇E = 2U ′TU ′w′ − 2U ′Tr + 2ηw′
therefore:
U ′TU ′w′ + ηw′ = U ′Tw ′ (7.16)
Singular value decomposition of U ′ = SAV T with A = diag(a1, a2, ..ai) gives U ′TU ′ =
SA2ST , substituting into equation 7.16 gives SA2V Tw′ + ηw′ = V A2STr multiplying by V T
allows a solution for w′ in a single step to be derived.
A2V Tw′ + ηV Tw′ = ASTr
diag(a2i + η)V Tw′ = ASTr
V Tw′ = diag( ai
a2i + η
)STr
w′ = V diag( ai
a2i + η
)STr (7.17)
Therefore :
w = h(V diag( ai
a2i + η
)STr)Q (7.18)
The regularization factor η = σ2N ≥ 0 acts as a trade off between prior probability of the
solution and matching quality of the model fit, which in the presence of noise in r or wrong
assumptions of U ′ may result in heavily distorted solutions vk. With appropriate choice
of η, SVD of the reduced eigenvectors and procrustes analysis to find vales of h and Q an
optimal value of w and hence x may be found (equation 7.19). The imaging framework for
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the methodology is described below.
x = Uh(V diag( ai
a2i + η
)STr)Q (7.19)
7.2.3 Imaging Framework
Using equation 7.19 and the aforementioned 2-step alignment process, an imaging framework
is described to demonstrate recovery of full 3D motion from sparse samples using three imag-
ing datasets: a high resolution static volume, an average re-binned single respiratory cycle,
herein referred to as the average dynamic and a sparse-sampled free-breathing dataset. Uti-
lizing an eigenbasis derived from the average dynamic, full motion estimates are made from
the sparsely sampled free breathing dataset which is used to propagate or ”animate” the high
resolution static volume. Registration of the datasets is described in section 4.5.1 but summa-
rized briefly here. For initial spatial correspondence the average dynamic and sparse datasets
are transformed to the co-ordinate system of the static volume using a composition of image
registrations. A symmetric diffeomorphic image registration with cross correlation followed
by a diffeomorphic Demons using a multi resolution approach [260][206] is utilized. This
results in both forward (→) and backward (←) warping fields. The set of transformations
corresponding to the K phases of the average dynamic dataset from the average dynamic
reference frame ,V ref defined at end exhale are described by TDyn←V ref . Similarly, each of
the N = 8 sagittal slices for the T phases of the sparse free breathing dynamic slices are reg-
istered to a sparse reference frame, V ref ′ , defined at end exhale resulting in transformations
TsagN←V ref ′ (equation 7.20).
TDyn←V ref = {TDyn1←V ref , ..., TDynKV ref }
TsagN←V ref ′ = {TSagN1←V ref ′ , ..., TSagNT←V ref ′} (7.20)
The full set of dynamical sagittal transformations consisting of all 8 slices is thus described
by Tsag←V ref ′ = {Tsag1, Tsag2, ...TsagN }. Affine transformations from the reference phase of
the average dynamic dataset, and the sparse sagittal dynamic data set, to the high resolution
static volume V o are then found (TDynV ref←V o and TsagV ref ′←V o respectively). Composition
of these transformations allows the entire set of average dynamic and sparse dynamic trans-
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formations to be expressed in the co-ordinate system of the static volume (equation 7.21) and
hence describe its temporal propagation.
TDyn←V o = TDyn←V ref (TDynV ref←V o )
Tsag←V o = Tsag←V ref ′ (TSagV ref ′←V o ) (7.21)
However the transformations Tsag←V o are, spatially, not fully sampled. In order to address
this issue the statistical properties of the average dynamic samples TDyn←V o are exploited to
estimate the missing transformation components using the method described in section 7.2.2.
Figures 7.2 - 7.4 provide a schematic summary of the proposed imaging framework. Frames
within the average re-binned respiratory cycle are registered back to a common reference
frame defined at the beginning of inhale (figure 7.2). Subsequent 2D registrations (figure
7.3) of the sparse samples whilst the volunteer is breathing continuously allows calculation
of the sparse motion estimates. The sparse motion model (see section 7.2) is then utilized
to estimate fully sampled free breathing motion, constrained within the eigenbasis. The
resulting 4D motion vector fields may then be used to articulate, or animate, a corresponding
high resolution static volume (figure 7.4).
7.3 Method
7.3.1 Evaluating with Dynamic 3D MRI
Validation tests were performed using fully sampled dynamic 4D MRI data [258] dataset
B. from three volunteers with voxel resolution 1.48x1.48x5.5 mm (r-l, sup-inf, ant-post) and
temporal resolution 0.7sec. Internal phases were grouped into cycles dependent upon the in-
flection points of externally observed chest motion. One single respiratory cycle was utilized
to build the eigenbasis (analagous to the average re-binned cycle). Eight sagittal slices (30mm
apart) (figure 7.3) for all internal phases of the data were extracted and utilized with the
sparse motion model to estimate full vector fields. Procrustes alignment is performed using
the sparse slices and volumes from the training respiratory phases. The reference frame of
the average dynamic was propagated with estimates of the full field. As the fully sampled
data provides a ground truth representation, the root mean square (rms) error of the esti-
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mated fields can be used for evaluation. Three models were tested and a comparison made:
The Bayesian model alone, without incorporating procrustes alignment, procrustes alignment
alone, and the Bayesian model with incorporated procrustes alignment.
7.3.2 Testing with MRI
Testing with MRI was performed on a single volunteer (dataset C). The datasets consisted of,
1] A high resolution static, 3x1.5x1.5mm. 2] A single cycle from an average re-binned dynamic
with 21 sagittal slices, 3x3x3mm, 12mm apart. 3] Fifty phases of sparse dynamics, consisting
of 8 sagittal slices, 3x6x6mm, 24mm apart (r-l,sup-inf, ant-post). Each sparse dynamic free
breathing volume had a temporal sampling rate of 1.2 seconds. The sparse dynamic data
corresponding to the beginning of inhale was used with the beginning of inhale phase from
the average dynamic to determine an a manifold alignment using Procrustes analysis. The
sparse motion model was used to estimate full vector fields from sparse dynamic slices, the
high resolution static was propagated with motion estimates from sparse samples (7.4).
7.4 Results & Discussion
A comparison was made of the performance of the three aforementioned models. Figure 7.5
compares the loadings of the first principal component using the three models versus that of
the ground truth for three volunteers. As observed a distribution of weights in the Bayesian
models is present as one increases the value of η (equation 7.18), and highlighted by the thicker
lines observed for the Bayesian and Bayesian with procrustes model. For clarity a zoomed
in version is displayed in figure 7.6. With each iteration the probability of the estimated
loadings is maximized, this results in a reduction in reconstructed error of the vector fields.
Figure 7.7 demonstrates the rms voxel error for the procrustes Bayesian model as a function of
η for all three volunteers. Judicious selection of the parameter η is a requirement for optimum
performance. The value of η selected for the Bayesian with procrustes model is that which
gave the optimum value in volunteer 1 and is arbitrarily used for subsequent volunteers.
The best value of the error obtained with varying η is selected for the Bayesian model alone
biasing its performance positively for comparison. A comparison was subsequently made of
the mean rms error for all respiratory phases for each model and is highlighted in figure
7.8. This demonstrates the increased performance of the procruste Bayesian model over the
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Bayesian model alone and procrustes alignment alone. The Bayesian model with procrustes
alignmnet demonstrated a 7.6%, 20.5% and 21.9% reduction in error in comparison to using
the Bayesian model alone. As an optimum value for η was used for the Bayesian model
whilst an arbitary value for η is chosen for the Bayesian model with procrustes alignment
it is natural to assume a greater increase in performance had no such bias been introduced
would have been observed. Figure 7.9 demonstrates the location of the sparse samples and
the reconstructed error for each individual cycle using the procruste Bayesian model for all
three volunteers with an error of ≈ 2mm, validating the approach. As shown in figure 7.7, the
choice of η influences the performance of the model. In this work choosing an optimum value
of η from volunteer 1 and utilizing it in subsequent volunteers results in a near minimum
error in volunteer 3. A greater disparity in the value of η resulting in a minimum error term
for volunteer 2 and that used when selecting η from volunteer 1 is observed, nonetheless this
difference results in a change in rms error of ≈ 0.1mm.
Due to its optimum performance the procrustes Bayesian model was used to estimate full
vector fields from sparse samples in dataset C. Due to the lack of ground truth data the value
of η was arbitrarily chosen as that which gave an optimum result in dataset B (Volunteer 1).
Figure 7.11 compares the PCA loadings along the first principal component of the re-binned
average dynamic data and those estimated using the sparse motion model in the testing
MRI dataset (section 7.3.2). The PCA loadings offer a lower dimensionality representation
of motion. As highlighted the sparse motion (red trace) demonstrates numerous respiratory
cycles with varying frequency and amplitude in comparison to the single cycle of the average
dynamic (black trace). By constraining the sparse motion estimates with the eigenbasis of
the average dynamic new realizations of dense vector fields lie in the span of the average
dynamic allowing plausible motion to be determined. Moreover the framework in its current
state uses sagittal slices to estimate dense motion and full vectors from sparse samples.
However, the framework is generalizable, and so offers the ability to incorporate other external
/ internal surrogate signals to estimate motion which may provide additional flexibility when
considering the need for a combination of varying imaging approaches during, for example,
PET/MRI investigations. Example sagittal images of the propagation of the static reference
volume from sparse samples is demonstrated on the accompanying CD (/Chp6/DataSetC/)
which visually demonstrates the effectiveness the method. The displayed sagittal slices are
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located midway between the location of the sparse samples. Figure 7.10 also highlights
the resulting excellent CNR characteristic of the propagated static volume in the testing
dataset. Similarly the animations shown on the accompanying CD may also be retrieved at
http://www.cvssp.org/Personal/R.L.Smith/.
7.5 Conclusion
The major contribution from this chapter is the first demonstration that sparse sampling
of free-breathing data may be used within a transfer learning paradigm to estimate fully
sampled motion. To illustrate this it is demonstrated that the sparse motion model can
estimate equivalent motion vector fields compared to fully sampled 4D dynamic data, this
allows a corresponding static volume to be articulated whilst preserving its high resolution
/ high contrast. Validation is performed on three 4D MRI datasets using 8 extracted slices
from a fast 4D acquisition (0.7sec per volume) (dataset B). The estimated deformation fields
from sparse sampling are compared to the fully sampled equivalents, resulting in an rms
error of the order of 2mm. This work also compared the benefit of incorporating manifold
alignment into the sparse motion model using procrustes analysis versus no alignment. It
was shown that on average the manifold alignment step reduces the mean root mean square
error by ≈ 16%. Exemplar 4D high contrast, high resolution articulated volunteer datasets
using this methodology were also presented (dataset C). This approach facilitates greater
freedom in the acquisition of free breathing respiratory motion sequences which may be used
to inform motion modelling methods in a range of imaging modalities as well as informing
the development of generalizable models of human respiration. Such an approach can deliver
superior CNR data than has hitherto been available, or alternatively aid in the optimization
of acquisition sequences to further enhance temporal or spatial resolution.
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Figure 7.2: A set of vector fields from symmetric registration back to a reference frame
of multiple phases are calculated from a single re-binned average respiratory cycle. This
provides an eigenbasis for new estimates of full vector fields .
Figure 7.3: Registration of sparse 2D dynamic slices when patient is free breathing provide
a subset of full 3D vector fields. The sparse motion model (section 7.2.2) allows estimation
of novel full 3D vector fields with motion modes derived from the sparse samples when the
patient is breathing continuously.
Figure 7.4: Estimated full 3D vector fields, constrained by an eigenbasis allowing propaga-
tion of the high resolution static dataset.
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Figure 7.5: A comparison of first principal loadings for three volunteers using the three
models also displayed is the ground truth.
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Figure 7.6: Example of distribution of estimated loadings in first principal component with
iterations of η for the Bayesian with procruste alignment model.
Figure 7.7: Root mean square error of estimated vector fields for procrustes Bayesian
model in comparison to ground truth data with increasing values of η for all three volun-
teers. The dashed line highlights the choice of η which gives the minimum error in volun-
teer 1 and is thus used for subsequent volunteers.
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Figure 7.8: Mean root mean square error of estimated deformation fields vs. ground truth
deformation fields for three models tested for all three volunteer datasets.
Figure 7.9: Upper left shows location of sparse slices from which full motion is estimated,
remaining bar charts show root mean square error of the estimated versus the actual vector
field averaged for each individual respiratory cycle for each volunteer over the entire field of
view.
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Figure 7.10: Exemplar image quality of a static reference frame (top row) propagated with
dense displacement field estimated from sparse samples (bottom row).
Figure 7.11: A comparison of the pca loadings along the first principal component for the
average dynamic (black) and estimated pca loadings using the sparse motion model(red).
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 General Conclusions
Recently there has been witnessed a tremendous increase in the size of data sets generated
and processed by acquisition and computing systems. With new technologies and greater
storage capacity the medical field could prosper greatly from the ”data age.” The complex
nature of disease initiation and evolution results in pathophysiological changes manifesting
in a multitude of clinical streams. With myriads of disparate datasets and historic investi-
gations machine learning has the potential to revolutionize healthcare. From early detection
of a diseased state via data mining for bio-markers, through to personalized management via
optimized prognostic feedback. There is thus evidently a considerable interest in the ability
to process and understand high dimensional data and information not only for its efficient
storage but also to probe hidden inherent structures. Medical imaging provides a cornerstone
for the fruition of the afore-stated modernization of future healthcare. The fundamentals of
medical imaging were introduced in chapter 2 where machine learning is beginning to be
adopted. Such areas of interest include computer-aided diagnosis, image segmentation, reg-
istration and image-guided therapy and the specific aim of this thesis respiratory motion
correction. The detrimental effect of respiratory motion on PET imaging is described in
chapter 3. A specific subset of machine learning, manifold learning was introduced in chapter
5 whereby far simpler parametrizations of the source that generated the manifold can be
modelled. The concept of manifold alignment was also introduced whereby knowledge trans-
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fer between disparate datasets is possible. The manifold learning / alignment paradigm was
used to consolidate the numerous respiratory motion correction schemes that exist, many of
which fail to account for irregular respiratory motion. The novel adaptive respiratory mo-
tion correction framework was introduced with the Expectation Maximization Kalman Filter
which significantly outperformed an advanced static counterpart in the presence of irregular
motion when tested on 9 MRI volunteers, reducing the root mean square error by ≈ 30%. It
was estimated that the adaptive Kalman model would result in ≈ 10% increase in PET reso-
lution performance in comparison to using a static model alone. If respiratory motion during
PET is considered modestly to be of the order of 5mm the effective system resolution would
be ≈ 8.5mm, the use of the adaptive Kalman model would reduce this to 5.8mm greatly in-
creasing quantitative and qualitative. In phantom studies the Kalman model demonstrated
its robustness to noise with no correction presenting an overall 30% reduction in mean uptake
value of tumours in comparison to motion correction with the Kalman filter. Furthermore a
scheme to simulate irregular respiratory motion by manipulating the parametrization of an
internal motion manifold was introduced in chapter 6. This also demonstrated a marginal
increase in the performance of the adaptive Kalman model.
Finally chapter 7 presented the developed generalizable framework to build an articulated
virtual model or animation of abdominal-thoracic motion whilst the patient is in continuous
free breathing. A sparse model embedded on an internal motion manifold allows 2D MRI
motion acquisitions to fully recover 3D motion. This work presented the first demonstration
that sparse sampling of dynamic MRI may be used to successfully build models of whole
body free-breathing respiratory motion whilst also delivering high CNR and high spatial
resolution. This may be used to inform fundamental understanding on the patterns of internal
respiratory motion and also aid the development of motion correction and motion prediction
image acquisition and correction methodology. Introducing the manifold alignment method
into the sparse motion model resulted in a reduction in root mean square error of motion by
≈ 16% and an overall root mean square error of motion estimates versus the ground truth
of ≈ 2mm. Animations were also presented showing the similarity between the actual and
estimated motion for fully sampled MRI (dataset
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8.2 Future Work
Promising methods and results have been demonstrated in the thesis. In order to confirm
the benefits suggested in the work testing with a greater number of volunteers would prove
advantageous. It would be interesting to extend the work in chapter 5 and test the adaptive
motion model on far more variable data with a greater temporal duration. Furthermore with
the advent of PET/MR, testing the effectiveness of the model on real PET data with an
observational surrogate obtained by a stereo camera in the presence of a variable respira-
tory pattern would prove advantageous. This would also allow the limits and effectiveness
of the adaptive nature of the model and impact on PET image quality to be investigated.
Examination of the amount of training data required to build such models might also be
performed and explore whether there is any need to build a generalizable model of correction
with patients breathing with different styles of motion. With test data from numerous vol-
unteers the validation of the simulation of respiratory motion using external surrogates from
disparate data as performed in chapter 6 might also be scrutinized. Validation of the sparse
motion model presented in chapter 7 would also be performed if there was an ability to ac-
quire high contrast and high resolution dynamic MRI data and simply dropping slices out to
assess how many samples are required to accurately reconstruct the data without significant
loss in imaging quality. Building on this work one could use alternative sources of imaging
data such as ultrasound or PET projections to attempt to align the observable manifold to
dynamic MRI data and compare the effectiveness of the approach. There is also potential
promise in adopting the compressed sensing on a manifold method which demonstrates that
a small number of random linear projections can preserve key information regarding a man-
ifold modelled signal. With relaxation of the coherence property sparse sampling strategies
from disparate manifolds such as PET sinograms could potentially be used to predict the
internal motion embedded on its own manifold. This would have great implications for not
only motion correction but general image acquisition and reconstruction.
Chapter 9
General Conclusions and Future Work
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.0.1 Filtered Back Projection
By considering the spatial distribution of radioactivity as a continuous function f(x,y) the
projection can be described by the line integral along all points normal to the s direction for
a given θ (figure 1 ). The variable s defines the radial distance from the centre of rotation, all
points normal to s satisfy s = x cos θ + y sin θ. The projection or Radon transform can thus
be described by the summation of all contributions of the object distribution along a given
ray path and defined by equation 1.
p(s, θ) =
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y)δ(xcosθ + ysinθ − s)dxdy (1)
Figure 1: Line integrals of activity distribution f(x, y) to give resultant projections p(s, θ)
The co-ordinate system s, u of the projections defines a rotated co-ordinate system with zero
expansion and shrinkage (equation 2).
dsdu =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ds/dx ds/dx
ds/dx ds/dx
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ dxdy (2)
With δ((s cos θ − u sin θ) cos θ + (s sin θ + u cos θ) sin θ − s) = δ(0) equation 1 becomes:
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p(s, θ) =
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
f(s cos θ − u sin θ, s sin θ − u cos θ)du (3)
The Fourier slice or projection slice theorem is instrumental in allowing recovery of the
distribution f(x, y) from the measured projections p(s, θ).
.0.1.1 Fourier Slice Theorem
The distribution of radio-pharmaceutical f(x, y) may be represented in the rotated co-
ordinate system via f ′(s, u). The Fourier slice theorem states that the one dimensional
Fourier Transform (FT) of the projections at angle θ (equation 5) is equal to a line in the
two dimensional FT of f(x, y)(equation 8) at the same angle θ.
p(s, θ) =
∫∞
−∞ f
′(s, u)du (4)
p(w, θ) =
∫∞
−∞ p(s, θ)e−2piiωsds (5)
p(w, θ) =
∫ ∫∞
−∞ f
′(s, u)e−2piiωsdsdu (6)
Transforming co-ordinates on the right hand side
p(w, θ) =
∫ ∫∞ f(x, y)e−2piiω(x cos θ+y sin θ)dxdy (7)
F (u, v) =
∫ ∫∞
−∞ f(x, y)e−2pii(xu+yv)dxdy (8)
With u = ωcosθ and v = ω sin θ the 1D FT of the projection is analogous to a line in the 2D
Fourier transform at the same angle (equation 9)
F (ω cos θ, ω sin θ) = p(w, θ) (9)
A full representation of the Fourier space of the underlying distribution can thus be obtained
from sampling numerous projections 0 → pi around the patient. The inverse 2D FT of
equation 8 may be used to recover an estimate of the image. In actuality polar samples of
the Fourier space are obtained. Interpolation errors when re-gridding the polar samples of
the Fourier space to Cartesian space can result in a drastically altered appearance of the
reconstructed image hence the requirement for filtered back projection. The two dimensional
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inverse FT of the object in it’s polar co-ordinate system is described by equation 10.
f(x, y) =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ ∞
0
F (ω cos θ, ω sin θ)e2piiω(x cos θ+y sin θ)ωdω (10)
Using equation 9, parallel sampling geometry, i.e p(s, θ + pi) = p(−s, θ) and p(ω, θ + pi) =
p(−ω, θ) and the co-ordinate transform defined in equation 11, equation 10 becomes 12 and
we can obtain an expression for filtered back projection 13.
dudv =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
du/dω du/dθ
dv/dω dv/dθ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ωdωdθ (11)
f(x, y) =
∫ 2pi
0 dθ
∫∞
0 p(ω, θ)e2piiω(x cos θ+y sin θ)ωdω
f(x, y) =
∫ pi
0 dθ
∫∞
0 p(ω, θ)e2piiω(x cos θ+y sin θ)ωdω
+
∫ pi
0 dθ
∫∞
0 p(ω, θ)e−2piiω(x cos θ+y sin θ)ωdω (12)
f(x, y) =
∫ pi
0
dθ
∫ ∞
0
p(ω, θ) |ω| e−2piiω(x cos θ+y sin θ)dω (13)
An image of the distribution can thus be obtained by taking the inverse FT of p(ω, θ) |ω|,
followed by back projection at each angle for all θ to obtain the contribution of the counts
at each point within f(x,y). The central slice theorem allows a Fourier analysis of the back-
projection of projection data to be examined. An image reconstructed in this manner, i.e
purely back projection, appears blurred due to over sampling in the centre of Fourier space.
The multiplication of a factor |ω| thus serves as a ramp filter applied to each projection
profile in frequency space and serves to alleviate this effect. The one dimensional FT of each
projection is thus filtered with the ramp filter. The inverse FT is then found which describes
the contribution of each projection to the image. This contribution is therefore added to
the reconstructed image along the straight line path from which it is obtained. This back
projection process is repeated for all projections (0→ pi) building up a full representation of
the image. Unfortunately the measured projections contain extraneous noise. The noise is due
to numerous factors such as low counting statistics, varying detector sensitivities, attenuation
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and scatter. It is thus common to apodize the ramp filter with a high frequency cut-off filter
to attenuate the emphasized high frequency components inherent in ramp filtering. The
filtering can be achieved in the projection domain via convolution or by multiplication in the
frequency domain. Reducing the noise in this way however is at the cost of image resolution.
Degradation of counts from the image formation process is not corrected for. FBP is however
a fast and predictable image reconstruction algorithm.
.0.2 Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization
Iterative reconstruction techniques utilize a model to best estimate the image given the
measured data. The image is modelled as discretized voxels xj (j = 1, 2...J) with constant
radioactivity from the unobserved emissions assumed in each. X can thus represents the
voxelized image. The measurement process y∗i , counts coincidences in radially placed detector
pairs i = 1, 2, ..I. The total measured coincidences Y ∗ can be related to the activity in voxel j
via a system of linear equations, AX = Y ∗. The system is ill conditioned due to inherent noise
in the projections; a probabilistic model is therefore constructed. Emissions from individual
voxels are modelled as a Poisson process. A, is termed the system or probability matrix, with
coefficients representing the weight of the contribution or probability of a photon emitted
from the jth voxel being detected by detector pair i. The expected value of emissions from j
being detected by i is a function of the true underlying activity; i.e the unobserved emissions
in j being detected by i xi,j and described by equation 14
E[xi,j ] = ai,jE[xj ]
E[xi,j ] = ai,jλj = λi,j (14)
The detected coincidences are thus samples from a Poission distribution with expected value
given by equation 15
yˆi =
∑
j=1..J
ai,jxj (15)
The Poisson nature of the data allows the probability of y∗i counts being detected in detector
element i to be given by equation 16. Similarly the probability of emissions from voxel j
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being detected in detector pair i is given by 17.
Prob(y∗i ) = e−yˆi
yˆ
y∗i
i
yi!
(16)
Prob(xi,j) = e−λi,j
λi,j
xi,j
xi,j !
(17)
Using the multiplication rule for independent events, coupled with the system matrix, the
probability of total observed counts Y ∗ can be expanded to give a likelihood function for the
model parameters λ which represents the entire estimated image.
L(λ) = Prob(Y ∗|λ) =
∏
j=1..J
∏
i=1..I
eλi,j
λi,j
xj,i
xi,j !
(18)
The log of the likelihood function 19 can be maximized to give the best estimate of λi,j and
hence λj given the measured data.
l(λ) = lnL(λ) =
∑
j=1..J
∑
i=1..I
−λi,j + xi,jln(ai,jλj − ln(xi,j)!)
l(λ) = lnL(λ) =
∑
j=1..J
∑
i=1..I
−ai,jλj + xi,jln(ai,jλj − ln(xi,j)!) (19)
It can be shown that the second derivative of l(λ) is concave. As l(λ) depends on the
unobserved emissions xi,j it is not possible to maximize the function directly. The Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm is thus used to maximize the expected value of l(λ) given our
measured data and current estimate λˆn to obtain a more likely estimate λˆn+1. The EM
algorithm may be written as equation 20.
λˆn+1 = arg max λ E
[
l(λ)|y∗, λˆn
]
(20)
.0.2.1 Expectation
E
[
l(λ)|y∗, λˆn
]
= E
 ∑
j=1..J
∑
i=1..I
−ai,jλj + xi,jln(ai,jλj − ln(xi,j)!)
 (21)
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From the linearity of expectation:
∑
j=1..J
∑
i=1..I
−ai,jλj + E[xi,j |y∗, λˆ]ln(ai,jλj)− E[ln(xi,j !)|y∗, λˆ] (22)
Looking more closely at the term E[xi,j |y∗, λˆ] as y∗i =
∑
j=1..J xi,j ; the independent poisson
variables xj,i are conditioned on the fact that we have information regarding it’s sum. This
can therefore be described by a binomial distribution (equation 23), using equation 14 and
y∗i =
∑
j=1..J xi,j the expectation is given by equation 24.
binom{∑j=1..J xi,j , E[xi,j ]∑
j=1..J E[xi,j ]
} (23)
y∗i
ai,j λˆj∑
j′=1..J ai,j′ λˆj′
(24)
The variable j′ is introduced to distinguish the difference between the summation or counting
variable j′ and a specific instance of j.
.0.2.2 Maximization
Differentiating with respect to the activity in each voxel:
∂
∂λr
E[l(λ)|y∗, λˆn]∑
i=1..I −ai,j +
∑
i=1..I −ai,jE[xr,i|y∗, λˆ] 1λj
=⇒ λˆn+1j =
∑
d=1..D E[xi,j |y∗, λˆn] 1∑
d=1..D ai,j
λˆn+1j = 1∑
i=1..I ai,j
∑
i=1..I y
∗
i
ai,j λˆ
n
j∑
j′=j..Jai,j′ λˆ
n
j′
λˆn+1j =
λˆnj∑
i=1..I ai,j
∑
i=1..I
y∗i ai,j∑
j′=j..Jai,j′ λˆ
n
j′
λˆn+1j =
λˆnr∑
i=1..I ai,j
∑
i=1..I
y∗i∑
j′=j..Jai,j′ λˆ
n
j′
ai,j (25)
The summation over j′ in the term ∑
j′=1..J
ai,j′λ
n
j′ is analogous to the forward projection along
the ith projection ray. This estimated measurement is compared to the actual y∗i, for all
detector elements I. The difference is back-projected to the image domain resulting in a
modification factor for the current estimate λnj . This is repeated for all voxels J until con-
vergence, i.e the difference between measured and predicted measurements is negligible. The
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term ∑
i=1..I
a(i,j) represents a sensitivity or normalization factor with a maximum value of 1.
This describes the overall probability of emissions from the jth voxel being detected. Equa-
tion 25 can be described in image terms via figure 2. where imagek represents the estimated
image at the kth iteration. The OSEM algorithm (equation 26) is a slight modification of
Figure 2: MLEM algorithm
MLEM, whereby the projections are divided into subsets Si, each subset is then used to
update the image which increases the rate of convergence by a factor proportional to the
number of projections.
λˆn+1 = λˆ
n∑
i⊂Si ai,j
∑
i⊂Si
y∗i∑
j′=j..J λˆ
n
j′ai,j′
ai,j (26)
The OSEM algorithm results in improved image quality in comparison to FBP due to it’s
ability to account for the statistical variation in photon detection. Physical effects such as
attenuation, scatter and motion along with instrumental effects such as detector resolution
and sensitivity can be incorporated into the statistical image reconstruction algorithm to
more faithfully obtain an image of the underlying radio-pharmaceutical.
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